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Stamp Act, 1899 (Act No. II of 1899)�� ���"
#� 

 

8।  Act No. II of 1899 �� section 30 �� ���"
#�।Stamp Act, 1899 (Act 

II of 1899), ����� �� Act 	
�� �
�
��, �� section 30 � 
��	� �
�
�� “four 

hundred Taka” ���
�� �
�	���, �	 �� “five hundred Taka” ���
� �
��
�� 

���	। 

E। Act No. II of 1899 �� SCHEDULE I �� ���F
��।�� Act �� 

SCHEDULE I �� �
�	 ��� 
�� � SCHEDULE I �
��
�� ���	, !":- 

 

 

“SCHEDULE I 

(See Section 3) 

Stamp duty on instruments 

 

Sl.No. Description of Instruments Proper stamp-

Duty 

(1) (2) (3) 

1. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT of a debt exceeding 

in One thousand Taka in amount or value, 

written or signed by, or on behalf of, a debtor 

in order to supply evidence of such debt in any 

book (other than a banker’s passbook) or on a 

separate piece of paper where such book or 

paper is left in the creditor’s possession: 

 

Provided that such acknowledgement does not 

contain any promise to pay the debt or any 

stipulation to pay interest or to deliver any 

goods or other property. 

(a) Twenty Taka, if 

the amount of debt 

does not exceed 50 

(fifty) thousand 

Taka; and 

 

 

 

(b) Fifty Taka, if 

the amount of debt 

exceeds 50 (fifty) 

thousand Taka. 
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2. ADMINISTRATION BOND, including a 

bond given under section 6 of the Government 

Savings Banks Act, 1873, or section 291 or 

section 375 or section 376 of the Succession 

Act, 1925- 

(a) Where the amount does not exceed 10,000 

Taka; and  

(b) In any other case.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Two hundred Taka. 

 
 

Three hundred Taka. 

3. ADOPTION-DEED, that is to say, any 

instrument (other than a WILL), recording an 

adoption, or conferring or purporting to confer 

an authority to adopt. 
 

ADVOCATE – See ENTRY AS AN 

ADVOCATE (No. 29) 

Five thousand Taka. 

4. AFFIDAVIT, including an affirmation or 

declaration in the case of persons by law 

allowed to affirm or declare instead of 

swearing.  

EXEMPTIONS 

Affidavit or declaration in writing when made- 

  (a) As a condition of enlistment under the 

Army Act, 1952; 

  (b) For the immediate purpose of being field or 

used in any court or before the officer of any 

court; or 

(c) For the sole purpose of enabling any person 

to receive any pension or charitable allowance. 

 

Three hundred Taka. 

5. AGREEMENT or MEMORANDUM OF 

AN AGREEMENT- 

(a) If relating to the sale of a bill of exchange; 

 

 

One hundred Taka. 
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  (b) (i) If relating to the sale of Government    

          Security; 

 

 

 

 

 

(ii) If relating to the sale of a share in an  

      incorporated company or other body   

      corporate; or 

 

(c) If not otherwise provided for- 

 

EXEMPTIONS 

Agreement or Memorandum of Agreement- 

(a) For or relating to the sale of goods or 

merchandise exclusively, not being a 

NOTE OR MEMORANDUM 

chargeable under (No.42); and 

(b) Made in the form of tenders to the 

Government for, or relating to any 

loan. 

AGREEMENT TO LEASE See LEASE 

(No.34) 

Minimum 300 Taka 

up to the sale of 

5,000 Taka and 10 

Taka for every sale 

of 5,000 Taka or 

part thereof of the 

value of the 

Security. 

Two Taka for every 

1,000 Taka or part 

thereof of the value 

of the share. 

 

Three hundred Taka. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. AGREEMENT relating to deposit of title-
deeds, pawn or pledge, that is to say, any 
instrument evidencing an agreement relating 
to- 

(1) The deposit of title-deeds, or instruments 
constituting or being evidence of the title to 
any property whatever (other than a marketable 
security); or 

 

(2) The pawn or pledge of movable property 
where such deposit, pawn or pledge has been 
made by way of security for the repayment of 
money advanced or to be advanced by way of 
loan or an existing or future debt- 
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(a) If such loan or debt is repayable on demand 

or more than three months from the date of the 

instrument evidencing the agreement; 

 

0.5% of the value of 

the consideration, 

maximum 3 (three) 

crore Taka. 

(b) If such loan or debt is repayable not more 

than three months from the date of such 

instrument. 

 

N.B.- If an agreement is drawn in different 

sets, the proper stamp therefore shall be borne 

by each of the set. 

0.3% of the value  

of the consideration, 

maximum 1 (one) 

crore Taka. 

 

7. APPOINTMENT in execution of a power, 

whether of trustees or of property, movable or 

immovable, where made by any writing not 

being a Will. 

Three hundred 

Taka. 

8. APPRAISEMENT or valuation made 

otherwise than under an order of the Court in 

the course of a suit- 

EXEMPTION 

Appraisement of crops for the purpose of 

ascertaining the amount to be given to the 

owner of the land as rent. 

Five hundred Taka. 

 

9. APPRENTICESHIP DEED- including every 

writing relating to the service of tuition of any 

apprentice, clerk or servant placed with any 

master to learn any profession or employment, 

not being- 

ARTICLES OF CLERKSHIP (No. 11) 

EXEMPTION 

Instruments of apprenticeship executed by a 

Magistrate under the Bangladesh Labour Act, 

2006, or by which a person is apprenticed by, 

or at the charge of any public charity. 

Three hundred Taka. 
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10. ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION of a 

Company- 

(a)  Where the nominal share capital does      

not exceed forty lac Taka;  

(b) Where the nominal share capital exceeds 

forty lac Taka but not exceeding twelve crore 

Taka;  

(c) Where the nominal share capital exceeds 

twelve crore Taka; and 

(d) Articles of Association not formed for 

profit and registered under section 28 of the 

Companies Act, 1994. 

 

 

Ten thousand Taka. 

 

Thirty thousand Taka. 

 

Fifty thousand Taka. 

Three hundred Taka. 

11. ARTICLES OF CLERKSHIP or contract 

whereby any person first becomes bound to 

serve as a clerk in order to his admission as an 

Advocate in the Supreme Court. 

ASSIGNMENT, See CONVEYANCE 

(No.22), TRANSFER (No. 61) and 

TRANSFER OF LEASE (No. 62) as the case 

may be.  

ATTORNEY, See POWER OF ATTORNEY, 

AUTHORITY TO ADOPT, See ADOPTION 

DEED (No.3) 

Five hundred Taka.  

12. AWARD that is to say, any decision in writing 

by an Arbitrator or Umpire, not being an award 

directing a partition on a reference made 

otherwise than by an order of the Court in the 

case of a suit- 

(a) Where the amount or value of the property 

to which the award relates as set forth in such 

award, does not exceed five lac Taka; 

(b) If it exceeds five lacTaka. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One thousand Taka. 

 

 

0.5 %, subject to a 

maximum of forty 

thousand Taka. 
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13. BILL OF EXCHANGE, as defined by section 

2(2) not being a Bond, Bank note or Currency 

note. 

(a) Where payable otherwise than on demand 

but not more than one year after date or 

sight; 

(b) Where payable at more than one year after 

date or sight. 

N.B.- If a bill of exchange is drawn in different 

sets , the proper stamp therefore shall be borne 

by each of the set. 

 

 

 

0.2% of value of 

the consideration. 

 

1% of the value of 

the consideration. 

 

14. BILL OF LADING (including a through bill 

of lading). 

(a) When the amount does not exceed 1,00,000 

Taka; 

(b) When it exceeds Taka 1,00,000 but not 

exceeding 10,00,000 Taka; and 

(c) When it exceeds 10,00,000 Taka; 

N.B.- If a bill of lading is drawn in parts, the 

proper stamp therefore shall be borne by each 

of the set. 

 

EXEMPTIONS 

(a) Bill of lading when the goods therein 

described are received at a place within the 

limits of any port as defined under the Ports 

Act, 1908, and are to be delivered at another 

place within the limits of the same port; and 

(b) Bill of lading when executed out of 

Bangladesh relating to property to be delivered 

in Bangladesh. 

 

 

 
 

Two hundred Taka. 

 

 Five hundred Taka. 

 

One thousand Taka. 
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15. BOND, as defined by section 2(5), not being a 

DEBENTURE (No.27), and not being 

otherwise provided for by this Act, or by the 

Court-fees Act, 1870. 

See ADMINISTRATION BOND (No.2), 

BOTTOMRY BOND (No. 16), CUSTOMS 

BOND (No. 25), INDEMNITY BOND (No. 

33), RESPONDENTIA BOND (No. 55), 

SECURITY BOND (No. 56) 

 

EXEMPTIONS 

Bond, when executed by- 

(a) Headmen nominated under rules framed in 

accordance with the Irrigation Act, 1876 (Act 

III of 1876) section 99, for the due performance 

of their duties under that Act; 

(b) Any person for the purpose of guaranteeing 

that the local income derived from private 

subscriptions to a charitable dispensary or 

hospital or any other object of public utility 

shall not be less than a specified sum per 

menses. 

One hundred Taka. 

 

 

 

16. BOTTOMRY BOND, that is to say, any 

instrument whereby the master of a seagoing 

ship borrows money on the security of the ship 

to enable him to preserve the ship or prosecute 

her voyage.  

2% of value of such 

amount. 

 

17. CANCELLATION-INSTRUMENT OF 

(including any instrument by which any 

instrument previously executed is cancelled), if 

attested and not otherwise provided for. 

See also RELEASE (No. 54), REVOCATION 

OF SETTLEMENT (No 57-B), SURRENDER 

OF LEASE (No 60) and REVOCATION OF 

TRUST (No. 63-B) 

 Five hundred Taka. 
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18. CERTIFICATE OF SALE (in respect of each 

property put up as a separate lot and sold) 

granted to the purchase of any property sold by 

public auction by a Civil or Revenue Court or 

Collector or other Revenue Officer. 

 

EXEMPTION 

Where a house mortgaged with the Bangladesh 

House Building Finance Corporation 

established under the Bangladesh House 

Building Finance Corporation Order, 1973 

(President’s  Order No. 7 of 1973), is 

purchased by the Bangladesh House Building 

Finance Corporation itself in a public auction 

by a Civil Court or by Artha Rin Adalat 

established under . � G� �H
�� �!�, 899E 

(899E ���� I�� �!�) or a Revenue Court or 

Collector or any other Revenue Officer, no 

stamp duty, shall be borne by the said 

Corporation. 

1.5% of the 

considering value 

of the purchase 

money only 

 

19. CERTIFICATE, or other document 

evidencing the right or title of the holder 

thereof, or any other person either to any 

shares, script or stock in or of any incorporated 

company or other body corporate, or to become 

proprietor of shares, script or stock in or of any 

such company or body, See also LETTER OF 

ALLOTMENT OF SHARES (No. 35) 

Fifty Taka. 

 

 

20. CHARTER PARTY, that is to say, any 

instrument (except an agreement for the hire of 

a tug-steamer) whereby a vessel or some 

specified, principal part thereof is let for the 

specified purposes of the chartered, whether it 

includes a penalty clause or not. 

One thousand Taka. 
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21. COMPOSITION DEED, that is to say any 

instrument executed by a debtor, whereby he 

conveys his property for the benefit of his 

creditors, or whereby payment of a 

composition or dividend on their debts is 

secured to the creditors, or whereby provision  

is made for the continuance of the debtor’s 

business, under the supervision of Inspectors or 

under letters of license, for the benefit of his 

creditors. 

Three hundred 

Taka. 

22. CONVEYANCE, as defined by section 2(10), 

not being a transfer charged or exempted under 

(No. 61). 

 

EXEMPTION 

Assignment of copyright under the Copy Right 

Act, 2000 (Act No. 28 of 2000), section 18, 

CO-PARTNERSHIP DEED (See Partnership 

No. 45) 

1.5% of value of 

the Consideration, 

maximum 2 crore 

Taka. 

 

23. COPY, or extract certified to be a true copy of 
extract by order of any public officer and not 
chargeable under the law for the time being in 
force relating to court fees- 

(i) If the original was not chargeable with 
duty, or if the duty with which it was 
chargeable does not exceed one 
thousand Taka; 

(ii) If any other case, 
 

EXEMPTIONS 

(a) Copy of any paper which a public 
officer is expressly required by law to 
make or furnish for record in any 
public office or for any public purpose; 

(b) Copy of, or extract, from any register 
relating to births, baptisms, naming, 
dedications, marriages, divorces, or 
burials. 

 

 

 

 
 

One hundred Taka. 

 

 

Two hundred Taka. 
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24. COUNTERPART, or Duplicate of any 

instrument, chargeable with duty and in respect 

of which the proper duty has been paid- 

 

(a) If the duty with which the original 

instrument is chargeable does not 

exceed Ten Thousand Taka; 

 

(b) In any other case. 

 

EXEMPTION 
 

Counterpart of any lease granted to a cultivator, 

when such lease is exempted from duty. 

 

 

 

 

The same duty as is 

payable on the 

original. 

 

Two hundred Taka. 

 

25. CUSTOMS BOND for any amount. Two thousand 

Taka. 

26. DEBENTURE (whether a mortgage debenture 

or not) being a marketable security 

transferable- 

 

by endorsement or by a separate instrument of 

transfer; and by delivery. 

 

 

 

 

 

Explanation- The term “Debenture” includes 

any interest coupons attached thereto, but the 

amount of such coupons shall not be included 

in estimating the duty. 

 

EXEMPTION 
 

A debenture issued by an incorporated 

company or other body corporate in terms of a 

registered mortgage-deed, duly stamped in 

respect of the full amount of debentures to be 

issued there under whereby the company or 

body borrowing’ makes over, in whole or in 

part their property to trustees for the benefit of 

the debentures holders provided that the  

 

 

 

 

0.1% of value of 

the consideration 

equal to the face 

value of the 

debenture, maximum 

Ten lac Taka. 
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 debentures so issued are expressed to be issued 

in terms of the said mortgage-deed. See also 

BOND (No. 15) and sections 8 and 55 

 

Declaration of any trust: See TRUST (No. 63) 

 

 

27. DELIVERY ORDER in respect of goods, that 

is to say, any instrument entitling any person 

therein named, or his assigns or the holder 

thereof, to the delivery of any goods lying in 

any dock or port, or in any warehouse in which 

goods are stored or deposited on rent or hire, or 

upon any Wharf, such instrument being signed 

by on behalf of the owner of such goods upon 

the sale or transfer of the property therein, 

when such goods exceed in value Two 

thousand Taka. 
 

Deposit of Title-Deeds See Agreement relating 

to Deposit of title-deeds pawn or pledge (No.6) 
 

DISSOLUTION of PARTNERSHIP see 

PARTNERSHIP (No. 45) 

 

One hundred Taka. 

 

28. DIVORCE-INSTRUMENT OF, that is to 

say, any instrument by which any person 

effects the dissolution of his marriage.  

DOWER-INSTRUMENT OF See settlement 

(No. 57) 

DUPLICATE See Counterpart (No. 24) 

 

Two thousand 

Taka. 

 

 

29. PERMISSION, to practice as an advocate 

before the Supreme Court. 

 

Two thousand Taka. 

 

30. EXCHANGE OF PROPERTY- 

INSTRUMENT OF  

EXTRACT See COPY (No. 23) 

1.0% of value of the 

consideration equal 

to the value of the 

property of greatest 

value as set forth  

in such instrument, 

maximum One Crore 

Taka. 
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31. FURTHER CHARGE- INSTRUMENT OF, 
that is to say, any instrument imposing a further 
charge on mortgaged property- 
 
(a) When the original mortgage is one of the 
description referred to in clause (a) of Article 
No. 39 (1) (that is, with possession); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) When such mortgage is one of the 
descriptions referred to in clause of Article No. 
39 (1) (that is, without possession)- 
 
(i) If at the time of execution of the instrument 
of further charge possession of the property is 
given or agreed to be given under such 
instrument;  
 
 
 
 
 
(ii) If possession is not so given. 

 
 
 
 
1.5% of the value of 
the consideration 
equal to the amount 
of the further 
charge secured by 
such instrument, 
maximum 20 lac 
Taka. 
 
 
 
 
 
1.5% of the value of 
the consideration 
equal to the amount 
of the further 
charge secured by 
such instrument, 
maximum 20 lac 
Taka. 
 
One hundred Taka. 

32. GIFT INSTRUMENT OF, not being a 

settlement (No. 57) or will or transfer (No. 61); 

Hiring Agreement or Agreement for service 

See Agreement (No. 5) 

 

(i) When declaration made by HEBA or GIFT 

between spouses, parents and children, 

grandparents and grandchildren, full brothers, 

full sisters   and, full brothers & full sisters; 

 

(ii) when Gift made to any other person 

 

 

 

 

 

One thousand Taka. 

 

 

 

 

1.5% of the value of 

the consideration 

equal to the value 

of the property as 

set forth in such 

instrument. 
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33. INDEMNITY BOND / INSPECTORSHIP 

DEED, 

 

See Composition Deed (No. 21) 

 

One hundred Taka. 

 

34. LEASE, including an under-lease or sub-lease 

and any agreement to let or sublet- 

 

(a) Where by such lease the rent is fixed no 

premium is paid or delivered- 

 

(i) Where the lease purports to be for a term of 

not exceeding five years; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(ii) Where the lease purports to for a term 

exceeding five years but not exceeding twenty 

five years; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(iii) Where the lease purports to be for a term 

exceeding twenty five years and in perpetuity; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) In any other case; 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

0.1% of the 

Consideration equal 

to the amount or 

value of the average 

annual rent, 

maximum 20 

(Twenty) lac Taka. 

 

0.2% of the value of 

the consideration 

equal to the amount 

or value of the 

average annual rent, 

maximum duty of 1 

(one) crore Taka. 

 

 

0.3% of the value of 

the consideration 

equal to the amount 

or value of the 

average annual rent, 

maximum duty of  

2 (two) crore Taka. 

 

0.4% of the value of 

the consideration 

equal to the amount 

or value of the 

average annual rent, 

maximum duty of  

3 (three) crore Taka. 
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 EXEMPTION 
 

Lease, executed in the case of a cultivator and 

for the purposes of cultivation (including a 

lease of trees for the production of goods or 

drink) without the payment of delivery of any 

fine or premium, when a definite term does not 

exceed one year or when the average annual 

rent  does not exceed one thousand Taka. 

In this exemption a lease for the purposes of 

cultivation shall include a lease of lands for 

cultivation together with a homestead or tank. 

 

 

35. LETTER OF ALLOTMENT OF SHARES, 

in any company or proposed company or in 

respect of any loan to be raised by any 

company or proposed company. 
 

See also CERTIFICATE or other Document 

(No. 19) 
 

Fifty Taka. 

 

 

36. LETTER OF CREDIT, that is to say, any 

instrument by which one person authorizes 

another to give credit to the persons in whose 

favour it is drawn. 

LETTER OF GUARANTEE, See Agreement 

(No. 5) 

Five hundred Taka. 

 

 

37. LETTER OF LICENSE, that is to say, any 

agreement between a debtor and his creditor 

that the letter shall for a specified time, suspend 

their claims and allow the debtor to carry on 

business at his own discretion.  

 

Five hundred Taka. 

 

38. MEMORANDUM OF ASSCIATION OF A 

COMPANY- 

 

(a) If accompanied by articles of association 

under section 17 of the Companies Act, 1994. 

 

(b) If not as accompanied- 

(i) Where the nominal share 

capital does not exceedTen lac 

Taka; and 

 

 

 

Two thousand 

Taka. 

 

 

 Five thousand 

Taka. 
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 (ii) Where the nominal share 

capital exceedsTen lac Taka 

 

EXEMPTION 

Memorandum of Association not formed for 

profit and registered under section 28 of the 

Companies Act, 1994.  

 

Seven thousand 

Taka. 

 

39. (1) MORTGAGE DEED not being an 

agreement Consideration equal to the amount 

secured by such deed relating to deposit of title 

deeds, pawn or pledge (No 6), BOTTOMRY 

BOND (No. 16), MORTGAGE OF A CROP 

(No. 40), RESPONDENTIA BOND  (No. 55),  

 

(a) When possession of the property or any part 

of the property comprised in such deed is given 

by the mortgagor or agreed to be given; 

 

(b) When possession is not given or agreed to 

be given as aforesaid;  

 

Explanation-A Mortgagor who gives to the 

mortgagee a power of attorney to collect rents 

of a lease of the property mortgaged or part 

thereof, is deemed to give possession within 

the meaning of this article. 

 

(c) When a collateral or auxiliary or additional 

or substituted security or by way of further 

assurance for the above mentioned purpose 

where the principal or primary security is duly 

stamped for any sum secured  

 

EXEMPTIONS 

 

(a) Instruments executed by persons taking 

advances under the Land Improvement Loans 

Act, 1883 or the Agriculturists’ Loans Act, 

1884, or by their Sureties as security for the 

payment of such advances; and  

1.5% of the value 

of consideration 

equal to the amount 

secured by such 

deed, maximum 5 

(Five) crore Taka. 

 

Three hundred 

Taka. 

 

 

Three hundred 

Taka. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Three hundred 

Taka. 
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 (b) Letter of hypothecation accompanying a 

bill of exchange; 

 

(2) Mortgage Deed in favor of a bank or a 

financial institution in respect of a loan- 

 

(a) Up to fifty lac Taka 

 

(b) Exceeds fifty lac Taka but not exceeding 

One crore Taka; 

 

(c) Exceeds one crore Taka; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Two thousand 

Taka. 

 

Five thousand 

Taka. 

 

Five thousand Taka 

for the first One 

crore Taka and for 

the remainder of the 

loan amount an 

additional duty at 

the rate of 0.1% of 

the remainder 

amount but not 

exceeding 5 (Five) 

crore Taka; 
40. MORTGAGE OF A CROP including any 

instrument evidencing an agreement to secure 

the repayment of a loan made upon any 

mortgage of a crop where the crop is or is not 

in existence at the time of the mortgage- 

 

(a) When the loan is repayable not more than 

three months from the date of the instrument- 

 

(i) For every sum secured not exceeding 2000 

Taka; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Twenty Taka. 

 

 (ii) For every Taka 2000 or part thereof secured 

in excess of 2000 Taka; 

 

(b) When the loan is repayable more than three 

months but not more than eighteen months 

from the date of the instrument- 

Twenty Taka. 
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 (i) For every sum secured not exceeding 2000 

Taka; 

 

(ii) For every 2000 Taka or part thereof secured 

in excess of 2000 Taka; 

 

Twenty Taka. 

 

 

Twenty Taka. 

41. NOTARIAL ACT, that is to say, any 

instrument, endorsement, note, attestation, 

certificate or entry not being a PROTEST (No. 

49) made or signed by a Notary Public in the 

execution of the duties of his office, if by any 

other person lawfully acting as a Notary Public.  

See also PROTEST OF BILL or NOTE (No. 

49) 

 

Three hundred Taka. 

 

42. NOTE OR MEMORANDUM, sent by broker 

or agent to his principal intimating the purchase 

or sale on account of such principal- 

 

(a) of any goods exceeds in value2000 

Taka; 

 

(b) of any stock or marketable security 

exceeds in value 2000 Taka; and 

 

 

 

(c) of any Government security. 

 

 

 

 

Fifty Taka 

 

 

Fifty Taka for every 

10,000 Taka or part 

thereof the value of 

the stock security 

 

Fifty Taka for every 

10,000 Taka or part 

thereof the value of 

the stock security 

43. NOTES OR PROTEST BY THE MASTER 

OF A SHIP. 

See also Protest by the Master of a Ship (No. 

50) 

ORDER FOR THE PAYMENT OF MONEY 

See Bill of Exchange (No. 13). 

Five hundred Taka. 
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44. PARTITION- INSTRUMENT OF, as 

defined by section 2(15). 

 

N.B. The largest share remaining after the 

property is partitioned (or if there are two or 

more shares of equal value and not smaller than 

any of the other shares than one of such equal 

shares) shall be deemed to be that from which 

the other shares are separated.  

 

Provided always that- 

 

(a) When an instrument of partition containing 

an agreement to divided property in severally is 

executed and partition is effected in pursuance 

of such agreement the duty chargeable upon the 

instrument effecting such partition shall be 

reduced by the amount of duty paid in respect 

of the first instrument, but shall not be less  

than One hundred Taka;  

 

(b) Where land is held on revenue settlement 

for a period not exceeding thirty years and 

paying the full assessment, the value for the 

purpose of duty shall be calculated at not more 

than five times the annual revenue; 

 

(c)Where a final order for effecting a Civil 

Court or an award by an Arbitrator directing a 

partition, is stamped with the stamp required 

for an instrument of partition and an instrument 

of partition in pursuance of such order or award 

is subsequently executed, the duty on such 

instrument shall not exceed One hundred Taka. 

 

One hundred Taka. 

 

 

45. PARTNERSHIP-  

 

A-INSTRUMENT OF- 

(a) Where the capital of the partnership 

does not exceed 1,00,000 Taka; and 

 

(b) In any other case. 

 

 

 

 

Two thousand 

Taka. 

 

Four thousand 

Taka. 
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 B-DISSOLUTION OF  

pawn or pledge. See Agreement relating to 

deposit of title deeds, pawn or pledge (No. 6) 

Two thousand 

Taka. 

46. POLICY OF INSURANCE- 

 

A. SEA INSURANCE (see section 7) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. FIRE INSURANCE AND OTHER 

CLASSES OF INSURANCE,  

not elsewhere included in this Article, covering 

goods, merchandise, personal effects, crops and 

other property against loss or damage- 
 

(i) When the sum insured does not exceed 

1,00,000 (one lac) Taka;  and 
 

(ii) In any other case. 

 

C. ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS INSURANCE- 
 

In any case of single accident or any sickness 
or death from accident. 
 

(i) where the amount payable is 25,000 (twenty 
five  thousand) Taka or less;  
 

(ii) where the amount payable exceeds 25,000 
(twenty five  thousand) Taka for every 5000 
(Five thousand) Taka or part thereof.  

D. INSURANCE BY WAY OF INDEMNITY 

against liability to pay damages on account of 

accidents to workmen employed by or under 

the insurer of against liability to pay 

compensation under the Bangladesh Labour 

Act, 2006 for every 1,000 (one thousand) Taka 

or part thereof payable as premium. 

 

 

20 Taka up to 

policy value of 

1,00,000 Taka and  

10 Taka for  every 

1,00,000 Takaor 

part thereof of 

remaining policy 

value. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Two hundred Taka. 

 

Five hundred Taka. 

 

 

 

 

 

Twenty Taka. 

 

Twenty Taka. 

 

 

Thirty Taka. 
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 E. LIFE INSURANCE or other insurance not 

specifically provided for, except such a 

Reinsurance as is described in Division F of 

this Article- 

 

(i) For every sum insured not exceeding 

1,00,000 Taka; 

 

(ii) For every sum insured exceeds 1,00,000 

Taka and for next each 50,000 Taka or part 

thereof. 

 

EXEMPTION 

 

Policies of life insurance granted by the 

Director-General of Post-Offices in accordance 

with rules for Postal Life Insurance issued 

under the authority of the Government.  

 

F. RE-INSURANCE by an Insurance 

Company which has granted a policy of the 

nature specified in Division A or Division B of 

this Article with another company by way of 

indemnity or guarantee against the payment on 

the original insurance of a certain part if the 

sum insured thereby. 

 

GENERAL EXEMPTION 

 

Letter of cover or engagement to issue a policy 

of Insurance:  

 

Provided that, unless such letter or engagement 

bears the stamp prescribed by this Act for such 

policy, nothing shall be claimable thereunder, 

not shall it be available for any purpose, except 

to compel the delivery of the policy therein 

mentioned. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One hundred Taka. 

 

 

Fifty Taka. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One quarter of the 

duty payable in 

respect of the 

original insurance 
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47. POWER OF ATTORNEY as defined by 

section 2, clause (21), not being a proxy- 

 

(a) When executed for the sole purpose of 

procuring the registration of one or more 

document in relation to a single transaction or 

for admitting execution of one or more such 

documents; 

 

(b) When executed for the purpose of the 

section 2, clause (7), of the Power of Attorney 

Act, 2012; 

 

(c) When power of attorney given by a loanee 

while obtaining loans, advances or any other 

credit facilities from any scheduled bank or 

financial institution empowering such bank or 

institution to realize the loan amount from him, 

in the event of default by him, by selling his 

immovable property;  
 

Explanation- “In this clause- 
 

(i) “Financial institution” means the 

Bangladesh Development Bank Limited 

established in pursuant of section 38A of the 

Bangladesh Shilpa Bank Order, 1972 

(President’s Order No. 129 of 1972) and the 

Bangladesh House Building Finance 

Corporation established under the Bangladesh 

House Building Finance Corporation Order, 

1973 (President’s Order No. 7 of 1973), 

 

(ii) “Scheduled bank” means a scheduled bank 

as defined in clause (j) of article 2 of the 

Bangladesh Bank order, 1972 (President’s 

Order No. 127 of 1972) When an irrevocable 

Power of Attorney comprising immovable 

properly is executed without any consideration 

as defined by section 2, clause (2), of the power 

of attorney Act, 2012, authorizing the attorney 

to sell, to make contract for sale or to execute 

mortgage deed in favor of a bank or a financial 

institution in respect of a loan; and 

 

 

 

Eight hundred 

Taka. 

 

 

 

 

One thousand and 

five hundred Taka. 

 

 

Two thousand  

Taka. 
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 (d) When an irrevocable power of attorney 

comprising immovable property is executed 

without any consideration as defined by 

section2, clause (2) of the Power of Attorney 

Act, 2012, authorizing the attorney to sell, to 

make contract for sale or to execute mortgage 

deed in favour of a bank or a financial 

institution in respect of a loan; and 

 

(e) When an irrevocable power of attorney is 

executed for consideration as defined by 

section 2, clause (2), of the Power of Attorney 

Act, 2012. 

 

One thousand and 

five hundred Taka. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.5% of the value of 

the consideration, 

which is not less 

than ten thousand 

Taka and not more 

than one lac Taka. 
48. PROMISSORY NOTE as defined by section 

2(22)- 

 

(a) When payable on demand- 

 

(i) When the amount or value does not exceed 

3000 Taka; 

 

(ii) When the amount or value exceeds 3000 

Takabut does not exceed 20,000 Taka; and 

 

(iii) In any other case.  

 

(b) When payable otherwise than on demand. 

 

 

 

 

 

Twenty Taka. 

 

 

Forty Taka. 

 
 

One hundred Taka. 

 

The same duty as a 
BILL OF EXCHANGE 

(No.13) for the 

same and payable 

otherwise than on 

demand 

49. PROTEST OF BILL, or Notes, that is to say, 

any declaration in writing made by a Notary 

Public, or other person lawfully acting as such 

attesting to dishonor of a Bill of Exchange or 

Promissory Note. 

Five hundred Taka. 
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50. PROTEST BY THE MASTER OF A SHIP, 

that is to say, any declaration of the particulars 

of her voyage drawn up by him with a view to 

the adjustment of losses or the calculation of 

averages, and every declaration in writing 

made by him against the charterers or the 

consignors for not loading or unloading the 

ship, when such declaration is attested or 

certified by a Notary Public or other person 

lawfully acting as such. 

See also Note of Protest by the Master of a 

Ship (No. 43) 

 Five hundred Taka. 

 

51. PROXY empowering any person to vote at any 

one election of the Councilors of a Paurashava 

or at any one meeting of (a) members of an 

incorporated company or other body corporate 

whose stock of fund is or are divided into 

shares and transferable, (b) a local authority, or 

(c) proprietors, members or contributors to the 

funds of any institution. 

 

One hundred Taka. 

 

52. RECEIPT as defined by section 2(23) for any 

money or other property the amount or value of 

which exceeds 500 Taka. 

 

EXEMPTIONS 

 

Receipt- 

(a) Endorsed on or contained in any 

instruments duly stamped or any instrument 

exempted under the proviso to section 3 

(instruments executed on behalf of the 

Government) or any cheque or bill of exchange 

payable on demand acknowledging the receipt 

or the consideration money herein expressed or 

the receipt of any principal money, interest or 

annuity, or other periodical payment thereby 

secured; 

 

(b) For any payment of money without 

consideration; 

Ten Taka. 
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 (c) For any payment of rent by a cultivator on 

account of land assessed to Government 

revenue; 

 

(d) For pay or allowances by non-

commissioned or petty officers, soldiers, sailors 

or airman of military, naval or air forces when 

serving in such capacity or by mounted police 

constables; 

 

(e) Given by holders of family certificates in 

cases where the person from whose pay or 

allowances the sum comprised in the receipt 

has been assigned is a non-commissioned or 

petty officer, soldier, sailor or airmen  of any of 

the said forces and serving in such capacity;  

 

(f) For pensions or allowances by persons 

receiving such pensions or allowances in 

respect of their serving the Government in any 

other capacity; 

 

(g) Given by a headman or lambardar for land 

revenue or taxes collected by him; 

 

(h) Given for money or securities for money 

deposited in the hands of any banker, to be 

accounted for; 

 

Provided that the same is not expressed to be 

received of or by the hands of, any other than 

the person to whom the same is to be accounted 

for. 

 

 

53. RE-CONVEYANCE OF MORTGAGED 

PROPERTY 

 

(a) If the consideration for which the property 

was mortgaged does not exceed 5,000 Taka; 

and 

 

 

(b) In any other case. 

 

 

 

1.5% of the value of 

the Consideration as 

set forth in the  

Re-conveyance. 

 

Five hundred Taka. 
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54. RELEASE that is to say, any instrument 

whereby a person renounces a claim upon 

another person or against any specified 

property- 

 

(a) If the amount or value of the claim does not 

exceed 3000 Taka; and 

 

(b) In any other case. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One hundred Taka. 

 

 

Three hundred 

Taka. 

 
55. RESPONDENTIA BOND, that is to say, any 

instrument securing a loan on the cargo laden 

or to be laden or board a ship and making 

repayment contingent on the arrival of the 

cargo at the port of destination.  
 

REVOCATION OF TRUST or 

SETTLEMENT See settlement (No.57); Trust 

(No. 63) 

2% on the amount 

of the loan secured. 

 

56. SECURITY BOND OR MORTGAGE 
DEED, executed by way of a liability, or for 
the due execution of an office or to account for 
money or other property received by virtue 
thereof, or executed by a surety.  

by a surety to secure the due performance of a 

contract- 

 

(a) When the amount secured does not 

exceed 3000 Taka; and  

 

(b) In any other case. 

 

 

EXEMPTIONS  
 

Bond or other instrument, when executed- 
 

(a) By headman nominated under the rules 

framed in accordance with the 

Irrigation Act, 1876 (Act III of 1876) 

section 99 for the due performance of 

their duties under that Act; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

One hundred Taka. 

 

 

Three hundred Taka. 
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 (b) By any person for the purport of 

guaranteeing that the local income 

derived from private subscriptions to a 

charitable dispensary or hospital or any 

other object of public utility shall not 

be less than a specified sum per 

menses; 

 

(c) Executed by persons taking advances 

under the Land Improvement Loans 

Act, 1883, or the Agriculturists Loans 

Act, 1884 or by their sureties, as 

security for the repayment of such 

advances; 

 

(d) Executed by servants of the 

Government or their sureties to secure 

the due execution of an office, or the 

due accounting for money or other 

property received by virtue thereof. 

 

 

57. SETTLEMENT- 

A. Instrument of (including a deed of dower)- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.5 % of the sum 

equal to the amount 

or value of the 

property settled as 

set forth in such 

settlement: 

Provided that where 

agreement to settle 

is stamped with the 

stamp required for 

an instrument of 

settlement, and an 

instrument of 

settlement in 

pursuance of such 

agreement is 

subsequently 

executed the duty 

on such instrument 

shall not exceed 

One hundred Taka. 
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 EXEMPTIONS 

 

Deed of Dower executed on the occasion of a 

marriage between Muslims- 

 

(i) Dower up to Twenty thousand Taka; 

 

(ii) Above Twenty thousand Taka.  

 

B. Revocation of- 

See also Trust (No. 63) 

 

 

 

 

 

Nil 

 

0.5% ad valorem 

 

1.5% on the sum 

equal to the amount 

or value of the 

property concerned 

as set forth in the 

instrument of re 

vocation. 

 
58. SHARE WARRANTS TO BEARER issued 

under Companies Act. 1994- 

 

 

EXEMPTIONS 

 

Share warrant when issued by a company in 

pursuance of the Companies Act, 1994, section 

46 to have effect only upon payment, as 

composition for that duty, to the Collector of 

Stamp revenue of- 

 

(a) One and a half per centum of the whole 

subscribed capital of the company; or 

 

(b) If any company which has paid the said 

duty or composition in full, subsequently issues 

an addition to its subscribed capital one and a 

half per centum of the additional capital so 

issued.  

 

2% of the value of 

the Consideration 

 

59. SHIPPING ORDER for or relating to the 

conveyance of goods on board of any vessels. 

One hundred Taka. 
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60. SURRENDER OF LEASE- 

 

(a) When the duty with which the lease is 

chargeable does not exceed five hundred Taka; 

and 

 

(b) In any other case. 

 

 

EXEMPTION 

 

Surrender of Lease when such lease is 

exempted from duty. 

 

 

The duty with 

which such lease is 

chargeable  

 

Two hundred Taka. 

 

61. TRANSFER (whether with or without 

consideration)- 

 

(a) Of shares in an incorporated company or 

other body corporate; 

 

(b) Of debentures being marketable securities, 

whether the debenture is liable to duty or not, 

except debentures provided for by section 8; 

 

 

 

 

 

(c) Of any interest secured by bond, Mortgage-

deed in respect of which duty has been paid 

under article No. 40 or policy of insurance- 

 

(i) If the duty on such bond, mortgage-deed or 

policy does not exceed five hundred Taka; 

 

 

 

 

(ii) In any other case; 

 

 

(d) Of any property under the Administrator 

General’s Act, 1913, section 25; 

 

 

 

1.5% of the value of 

the consideration 

 

The same duty as 

prescribed under 

clause (a) of this 

article for the value 

of the share equal to 

be face amount of 

the debenture. 

 

 

 

 

 

The duty with 

which such bond, 

mortgage deed or 

policy of insurance 

is chargeable. 

 

Two hundred Taka. 

 

 

Two hundred Taka. 
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 (e) Of any trust property without consideration 

from one trust to another trustee or from a 

trustee to a beneficiary. 

 

EXEMPTIONS 

(1) Transfers by endorsement- 

 

(a) Of a bill of exchange, cheque or promissory 

note;  

 

(b) Of a bill of lading, delivery order, warrant 

for goods, or other mercantile document of title 

to goods; 

 

(c) Of a policy of insurance ;  

 

(d) Of securities of the Government,  See also 

section 8. 

 

(2) Transfer of shares and debentures of the 

public limited companies defined in the 

Companies Act, 1994 (Act No. XVIII of 1994) 

and whose shares are listed in the stock 

exchange.  

 

(3) Transfer of bond of the Government 

organization, body corporate, and public and 

private limited companies as defined in the 

Companies Act, 1994 (Act No. XVIII of 1994). 

 

(4) Sale of receivables to a Special Purpose 

Vehicle in connection with securitization of 

assets. 

 

One hundred Taka. 

 

62. TRANSFER OF LEASE by way of 

assignment and not by way of under lease. 

 

 

1.5% of the value of 

the consideration 

equal to the amount 

of the consideration 

for the transfer. 
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EXEMPTION 

 

Transfer of any lease when such lease is 

exempted from duty. 

 

 

63. TRUST- 

A. Declaration of trust of any property when 

made by writing not being a will. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Revocation of trust of any property when 

made by instrument other than will. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

See also SETTLEMENT (No. 57) 

VALUATION- See APPRAISEMENT (No. 8) 

 

 

0.1% of the amount 

of value of the 

property concerned 

as set forth in the 

instrument, maximum 

10 (Ten) lac Taka. 

 

0.1 % of the value of 

the property concerned 

as set forth in the 

instrument, maximum 

5 (five) lac Taka. 

 

 

64. WARRANT FOR GOODS, that is to say, 

instrument evidencing the title of any person 

therein named, or his assigns or the holder 

thereof, to the property in any goods lying in or 

upon any dock, warehouse or wharf, such 

instrument being signed or certified by or on 

behalf of the person in whose custody such 

goods may be. 

One hundred Taka. 

 

 

।”  
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K�%  ./
  
 

Excises and Salt Act, 1944 (Act No. I of 1944) �� �%��&� 

 '। Act No. I of 1944 �� FIRST SCHEDULE �� �%��&�।Excises 

and Salt Act, 1944 (Act No. I of 1944) �� FIRST SCHEDULE �� PART-

II �� “SERVICES” 
����(&)� *+
	��� ,�( (1) �� Service Code E032.00 

�� 
	��)�� ,�( (3) *� �
�
�� “Taka 40,000.00 (forty thousand)” ���
�, 

�%/, ,(, 
01 �	% 	2�)� �
�	��� “Taka 50,000.00 (fifty thousand)” ���
�, 

�%/, ,(, 
01 �	% 	2�) �
��
�� ���	। 
 

&� � ./
  
 

Customs Act, 1969 (Act No. IV of 1969) �� �%��&� 
 

L। Act No. IV of 1969 � section 119B �� �
3�	�।Customs Act, 

1969 (Act No. IV of 1969), ����� �� Act 	
�� �
�
��, �� section 119A �� 

�� 
�� � 4�� section 119B �
3�	
�� ���	, !":- 
 

“119B. Performing the operation of bonded warehouse 

electronically.- Notwithstanding anything contained in any other 

provisions of this Act or in any other law for the time being in force, the 

Board may, by notification in the official Gazette, declare that the 

operation of any bonded warehouse may be performed electronically 

subject to such conditions, restrictions and procedures as specified in that 

notification.”। 

 

5। Act No. IV of 1969 �� section 156 �� �%��&�। �� Act �� 

section 156 �� sub-section (1) �� Table �� column 1 � 	
6 ��- 

 

(,) 9
(, �:� 10, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 32, 33, 34, 40, 43, 43A, 44, 

45, 49, 54, 56, 59, 61, 63, 64, 65, 71 ; 75 � 	
6 �� Offences �� 


	��)�� column 2 � 	
6 �� Penalties � �
�
�� “fifty thousand 

Taka” ���
�� �
�	��� “two lakh Taka” ���
� �
��
�� ���	; 
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(�) 9
(, 47A �	% ��� 
	��)�� Column (1), (2) ; (3) � �
�
�� 

�
=�>��� �
�	��� 
��	
6 �� 9
(, 47A �	% �
=�>� �
��
�� ���	, 
!":- 

 

“47A. If any person-   

 (i) without lawful 

authority gains access 

to, or attempts to gain 

access to, any Customs 

computerised entry 

processing system; or  

such person shall be liable to a 

penalty not exceeding twice the 

amount of duty taxes involved 

or five lakh Taka whichever is 

higher; and on conviction 

before a Magistrate, shall be 

further liable to imprisonment 

for a term not exceeding two 

years, or to a fine not exceeding 

five lakh Taka, or to both.  

 

79B 

(ii) without lawful 

authority gains access 

to, or attempts to gain 

access to, any 

Customscomputerised 

entry processing system 

or any trade or 

passenger information 

received for the 

purpose of Customs 

clearance, uses or 

discloses information 

obtained from such 

system or arrangement 

for a purpose that is not 

authorized; or 

 

such person shall be liable to a 

penalty not exceeding five lakh 

Taka; and on conviction before 

a Magistrate, shall be further 

liable toimprisonment for a 

term not exceeding two years, 

or to a fine not exceeding five 

lakh Taka, or to both. 

79B & 

204B 

(iii) having lawful 

access to any Customs 

computerised entry 

processing system or 

any trade or passenger 

information received 

for the purpose of 

Customs clearance, 

uses or discloses 

information obtained  

such person shall be liable to a 

penalty not exceeding two lakh 

Taka; and on conviction before 

a Magistrate, shall be further 

liable to imprisonment for a 

term not exceeding two years, 

or to fine not exceeding five 

lakh Taka, or to both. 

79B & 

204B 
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from such system or 

arrangement for a 

purpose that is not 

authorized; or 

  

(iv) who is not 

authorized to do so, 

receives information 

obtained from any 

Customs computerised 

entry processing system 

or from any other 

means for the purpose 

of Customs clearance, 

and uses, 

discloses,publishes or 

authorizes 

dissemination of such 

information, 

such person shall be liable to a 

penalty not exceeding two lakh 

Taka; and on conviction before 

a Magistrate, shall be further 

liable to imprisonment for a 

term not exceeding two years, 

or to fine not exceeding five 

lakh Taka, or to both. 

79B & 

204B” 

 

?।   Act No. IV of 1969 �� section 196A �� �%��&�।-  Customs 

Act, 1969 (Act No. IV of 1969), ����� �� Act 	
�� �
�
��, �� section 

196A �� sub-section (3) �� �
�	��� 
�� � sub-section (3) �
��
�� ���	, !":- 

“(3) Every appeal under this section shall be filed within three months 

from the date on which the order sought to be appealed against is received by the 

Commissioner of Customs or, as the case may be, the other party preferring the 

appeal: 

 

Provided that the President of the Appellate Tribunal may, if he is 

satisfied that the appellant has not been able to file an appeal within the aforesaid 

period of three months due to reasonable grounds, allow it to be presented within 

a further period of two months.”। 

 

@। Act No. IV of 1969 � section 204B �� �
3�	�।— �� Act �� 

section 204A �� �� 
�� � 4�� section 204B �
3�	
�� ���	, !":- 

“204B. Confidentiality and arrangement for exchange of 

information facilitating trade.- (1) All trade and passenger information 

gathered by Customs for clearance purpose shall be confidential and shall 

not be used except for –  

(a) statistical purposes by the Board and other Government 

organizations; or 

। 
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(b) purposes of comparison and evidence by the appropriate 

officer of Customs as against other imports and exports; or 

(c) production as evidence before a legal proceeding or an 

organization explicitly so authorized by the Government; or 

(d) disclosure of information subject to the condition and 

limitation under the Right to Information Act, 2009 (Act No. 

XX of 2009); or   

(e) any other purposes to be determined by the Board.  
 

(2) The Government may enter into any bilateral, regional, multilateral 

agreement or convention or any other arrangement to exchange of information 

for trade facilitation, effective risk analysis, verification of compliance and 

prevention, combating and investigation of offences under the provisions of this 

Act.  

 

(3) The information exchanged under sub-section (2), subject to the 

limitation and condition provided under the agreement or convention or any such 

arrangement, may be used as evidence in investigations and proceedings under 

this Act or corresponding law of another country by which such arrangement 

exists.  

 

(4) The Board shall, by notification in the official Gazette, specify the 

procedure and conditions subject to which such exchange shall be made and 

designation of the person through whom such information shall be exchanged. 

 

(5) Any disclosure, publishing or dissemination of information except as 

provided above without explicit permission shall be an offence.”। 
 

B। Act No. IV of 1969 �� FIRST SCHEDULE �� �
����।- �� 
Act �� FIRST SCHEDULE �� �
�	��� �� C���� �D
��-E � �
�
�� ÒFIRST 

SCHEDULEÓ (F",G�	 H
I�) �
��
�� ���	। 

[ The Customs Act, 1969 (Act No. IV of 1969), AZtci Customs 

Act ewjqv DwjøwLZ, Gi FIRST SCHEDULE G wb¤œwjwLZ ms‡kvabxMywj AšÍfz©³ nB‡e;] 

(E) 74 �% FJ� ,�( (1) � �
�
�� Heading 25.07 �� C;�K� ,�( (2) *� 	
6 �� 

H.S. Code ‘‘2507.00.11’’ �� 
	��)�� ,�( (3) � �
�
�� “ ---- Imported by industrial 

IRC holder VAT compliant Tiles & Sanitary products manufacturing industry” 
���
�� �
�	��� “---- Imported by industrial IRC holder VAT compliant Tiles or 

Sanitary or Ceramic or Tableware products manufacturing industry” ���
� 
�
��
�� ���	। 
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(N) 74 �% FJ� ,�( (1) � �
�
�� Heading 25.08 �� C;�K� ,�( (2) *� 	
6 �� 

H.S. Code ‘‘2508.40.11’’ �� 
	��)�� ,�( (3) � �
�
�� “ ---- Imported by industrial 

IRC holder VAT compliant Tiles & Sanitary products manufacturing industry” 

���
�� �
�	��� “---- Imported by industrial IRC holder VAT compliant Tiles or 

Sanitary or Ceramic or Tableware products manufacturing industry” ���
� 

�
��
�� ���	। 

(O) 78 �% FJ� ,�( (1) � �
�
�� Heading 26.16 �� C;�K� ,�( (2) *� 	
6 �� 

H.S. Code ‘‘2616.90.00’’ �	% ��� 
	��)�� ,�( (3), (4), (5) ; (6) *� �
�
�� �
=�>��� 

�
�	��� 
��	
6 �� H.S. Codes �	% ���P� 
	��)�� ,�( (3), (4), (5) ; (6) *� �
�
�� 

�
=�>� �
��
�� ���	, !" :- 

 “- Other :    

2616.90.10 --- Gold ores imported by 

Industrial IRC holder VAT 

compliant gold refinery kg 5% Free 

2616.90.90 --- Other kg 5% Free”।  

(') 99 �% FJ� ,�( (1) � �
�
�� Heading 29.17 �� C;�K� ,�( (2) *� 	
6 �� 

H.S. Code ‘‘2917.39.10’’ �� 
	��)�� ,�( (3) � �
�
�� “--- Purified Isophtalic Acid 

(IPA) imported by Industrial IRC holder VAT compliant petro chemical 

industry” ���
�� �
�	��� “--- Purified Isophtalic Acid (IPA) imported by Industrial 

IRC holder VAT compliant PVC/PET resin manufacturing industry” ���
� 

�
��
�� ���	। 

(Q) 121 �% FJ� ,�( (1) � �
�
�� Heading 34.02 �� C;�K� ,�( (2) *� 	
6 �� 

H.S. Code ‘‘3402.42.00’’ �	% ��� 
	��)�� ,�( (3), (4), (5) ; (6) *� �
�
�� �
=�>��� 

�
�	��� 
��	
6 �� H.S. Codes �	% ���P� 
	��)�� ,�( (3), (4), (5) ; (6) *� �
�
�� 

�
=�>� �
��
�� ���	, !" :- 

 “-- Non-ionic :    

3402.42.10 --- Alcohol Ethoxylates (AEO) 

imported by Industrial IRC holder 

VAT compliant Sodium Lauryl 

Ether Sulphate (SLES) 

manufacturing industries kg 10% Free 

3402.42.90 --- Other kg 10% Free”।  
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(5) 132 �% FJ� ,�( (1) � �
�
�� Heading 38.17 �� C;�K� ,�( (2) *� 	
6 �� 

H.S. Code ‘‘3817.00.00’’ �	% ��� 
	��)�� ,�( (3), (4), (5) ; (6) *� �
�
�� �
=�>��� 

�
�	��� 
��	
6 �� H.S. Codes �	% ���P� 
	��)�� ,�( (3), (4), (5) ; (6) *� �
�
�� 

�
=�>� �
��
�� ���	, !" :- 

 “Mixed alkylbenzenes and 

Mixed alkylnaphthalenes, 

other than those of 

Heading 27.07 or 29.02.     

3817.00.10 --- Linear Alkyl Benzene 

(LAB) imported by 

Industrial IRC holder VAT 

compliant LABSA 

manufacturing industries kg 5% Free 

3817.00.90 --- Other kg 5% Free”।  

(?) 200 �% FJ� ,�( (1) � �
�
�� Heading 59.02 �� C;�K� ,�( (2) *� 	
6 �� 

H.S. Code ‘‘5902.90.0’’ �� �
�	��� H.S. Code ‘‘5902.90.00’’ �
��
�� ���	। 

(@) 233 �% FJ� ,�( (1) � �
�
�� Heading 71.08 �� C;�K� ,�( (2) *� 	
6 �� 

H.S. Code ‘‘7108.12.00’’ �	% ��� 
	��)�� ,�( (3), (4), (5) ; (6) *� �
�
�� �
=�>��� 

�
�	��� 
��	
6 �� H.S. Codes �	% ���P� 
	��)�� ,�( (3), (4), (5) ; (6) *� �
�
�� 

�
=�>� �
��
�� ���	, !" :- 

 “-- Other unwrought forms :    

7108.12.10 --- Gold dores imported by 

Industrial IRC holder VAT 

compliant gold refinery 

kg 10% Free 

7108.12.90 --- Other 

kg 

BDT 2000 

per 11.664 

gm 

Free”।  
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(B) 243 �% FJ� ,�( (1) � �
�
�� Heading 72.12 �� C;�K� ,�( (2) *� 	
6 �� 
H.S. Code ‘‘7212.20.00’’ �	% ��� 
	��)�� ,�( (3), (4), (5) ; (6) *� �
�
�� �
=�>��� 
�
�	��� 
��	
6 �� H.S. Codes �	% ���P� 
	��)�� ,�( (3), (4), (5) ; (6) *� �
�
�� 
�
=�>� �
��
�� ���	, !" :- 

 “- Electrolytically plated or coated 

with zinc :    

7212.20.10 --- Imported by Industrial IRC 

holder VAT compliant television 

manufacturing industries 

kg 10% Free 

7212.20.90 --- Other kg 10% Free”। 

(ER) 244 �% FJ� ,�( (1) � �
�
�� Heading 72.13 �� C;�K� ,�( (2) *� 	
6 �� 
H.S. Code ‘‘7213.91.30’’ �� 
	��)�� ,�( (3) *� �
�
�� “--- Wire rod imported by 

Industrial IRC holder VAT compliant electric cable clip manufacturing industry” 
���
�� �
�	��� “--- Imported by Industrial IRC holder VAT compliant electric 

cable clip manufacturing industry” ���
� �
��
�� ���	। 

(EE) 244 �% FJ� ,�( (1) � �
�
�� Heading 72.17 �� C;�K� ,�( (2) *� 	
6 �� 
H.S. Code ‘‘7217.90.00’’ �	% ��� 
	��)�� ,�( (3), (4), (5) ; (6) *� �
�
�� �
=�>��� 
�
�	��� 
��	
6 �� H.S. Codes �	% ���P� 
	��)�� ,�( (3), (4), (5) ; (6) *� �
�
�� 
�
=�>� �
��
�� ���	, !" :- 

 “- Other :    

7217.90.10 --- Imported by Industrial IRC 

holder VAT compliant electric 

cable clip manufacturing industry 

kg 25% Free 

7217.90.90 --- Other kg 25% Free ।”  

(EN) 252 �% FJ� ,�( (1) � �
�
�� Heading 73.26 �� C;�K� ,�( (2) *� 	
6 �� 
H.S. Code ‘‘7326.90.10’’ �	% ��� 
	��)�� ,�( (3), (4), (5) ; (6) *� �
�
�� �
=�>��� 
�� 
��	
6 �� H.S. Code ‘‘7326.90.20’’ �	% ��� 
	��)�� ,�( (3), (4), (5) ; (6) *� 
�
�
�� �
=�>� �
3�	
�� ���	, !" :- 

“7326.90.20 --- Metallic fittings for Insulator 

imported by industrial IRC holder 

VAT compliant insulator 

manufacturing industry 

kg 25% Free”। 
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(EO) 262 �% FJ� ,�( (1) � �
�
�� Heading 79.01 �� C;�K� ,�( (2) *� 	
6 �� 

H.S. Code ‘‘7901.20.00’’ �	% ��� 
	��)�� ,�( (3), (4), (5) ; (6) *� �
�
�� �
=�>��� 

�
�	��� 
��	
6 �� H.S. Codes �	% ���P� 
	��)�� ,�( (3), (4), (5) ; (6) *� �
�
�� 

�
=�>� �
��
�� ���	, !" :- 

 “- Zinc alloys :    

7901.20.10 --- Imported by Industrial IRC 

holder VAT compliant alloy 

steel manufacturing industry 

kg 10% Free 

7901.20.90 --- Other kg 10% Free ।”  

(E') 299 �% FJ� ,�( (1) � �
�
�� Heading 85.01 �� C;�K� ,�( (2) *� 	
6 �� 

H.S. Code ‘‘8501.64.00’’ �	% ��� 
	��)�� ,�( (3), (4), (5) ; (6) *� �
�
�� �
=�>��� 

�� 
��	
6 �� H.S. Code ‘‘8501.64.00’’ �	% ��� 
	��)�� ,�( (3), (4), (5) ; (6) *� 

�
�
�� �
=�>� �
��
�� ���	, !" :- 

“8501.64.00 -- Of an output exceeding 750 

kVA 
u 1% Free”।  

(EQ) 310 �% FJ� ,�( (1) � �
�
�� Heading 85.41 �� C;�K� ,�( (2) *� 	
6 �� 

H.S. Code ‘‘8541.49.00’’ �	% ��� 
	��)�� ,�( (3), (4), (5) ; (6) *� �
�
�� �
=�>��� 

�� 
��	
6 �� H.S. Code ‘‘8541.49.00’’ �	% ��� 
	��)�� ,�( (3), (4), (5) ; (6) *� 

�
�
�� �
=�>� �
��
�� ���	, !" :- 

“8541.49.00 -- Other  u 5% Free”।  

(E5) 326 �% FJ� ,�( (1) � �
�
�� Heading 87.07 �� C;�K� ,�( (2) *� 	
6 �� 

H.S. Code ‘‘8707.90.23’’ �	% ��� 
	��)�� ,�( (3), (4), (5) ; (6) *� �
�
�� �
=�>��� 

�� 
��	
6 �� H.S. Code ‘‘8707.90.24’’ �	% ��� 
	��)�� ,�( (3), (4), (5) ; (6) *� 

�
�
�� �
=�>� �
3�	
�� ���	, !" :- 

“8707.90.24 ---- Buses for having a seating 

capacity exceeding 15 but not 

exceeding 40 

u 10% Free”। 
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�S( �T� 
 

Income-tax Ordinance, 1984 (Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984) �� �%��&� 
 

ER। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 2 �� �%��&�।-
Income-tax Ordinance, 1984 (Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984), ����� �� 

Ordinance 	
�� �
�
��, �� section 2 ��-  
 

(,) clause (2) �� sub-clause (c) �� �
�	��� 
�� � sub-clause (c) 
�
��
�� ���	, !":- 

“(c) where the amalgamated company is a Bangladeshi 

company and the shareholders holding not less than 75% 

(seventy five percent) in value of the shares in the 

amalgamating company or companies (other than shares 

already held therein immediately before the merger by, 

or by a nominee for, the amalgamated company or its 

subsidiary) become shareholders of the amalgamated 

company; or”; 

(�)  clause (2) �� sub-clause (c) �� �� 
�� � 4�� sub-clause (d) 
�%�!
U� ���	, !":- 

“(d)  where the amalgamated company is a foreign company 

and the shareholders holding not less than 75% (seventy 

five percent) in value of the shares in the amalgamating 

foreign company or companies that directly or indirectly 

holds or hold shares in a Bangladeshi company or 

companies (other than shares already held therein 

immediately before the merger by, or by a nominee for, 

the amalgamated company or its subsidiary) become 

shareholders of the amalgamated company;”;  
 

(V)  clause (12) �� ��� 
�� � 4�� clause (12A) �
3�	
�� ���	, 
!":- 

 

“(12A) “bank transfer” includes transfer of money by crossed 

cheque, mobile financial services or any other digital 

means approved by the Bangladesh Bank;”; 
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(W)  clause (16) �� �
�	��� 
�� � clause (16) �
��
�� ���	, !":- 

“(16) “charitable purpose” means- 

(a) relief of the poor, education relief, medical relief; 

and 

(b) the advancement of any other object of general 

public utility: 

Provided that the advancement of any other 

object of general public utility shall not be 

considered as charitable purpose, if it is not 

approved by the Board and involves- 

(i) carrying out any activities in the nature 

of trade, commerce or business in 

whatever form and manner; or 

(ii) rendering any service for a consideration 

and the aggregate value of such 

consideration in any income year 

exceeds Taka twenty lakh;”; 

(X)  clause (28) �� �� 
�� � 4�� clause (28A) �
3�	
�� ���	, !":- 

“(28A) “export” means supply of goods and services from inside 

to outside the geographical limits of Bangladesh and 

shall include supply of locally manufactured raw 

materials and other inputs to export oriented industry 

under internal back to back letter of credit;”; 
 

(0)  clause (54) �� �� 
�� � 4�� clause (54A) �
3�	
�� ���	, !":- 

“(54A) “research and development” means any systematic, 

investigative and experimental study that involves 

novelty or technical risk carried out in the field of 

science or technology with the object of acquiring new 

knowledge or using the results of the study for the 
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production or improvement of materials, devices, 

products, produce, or processes, but does not include- 

(a) quality control or routine testing of materials, 

devices or products; 

(b) research in the field of social science including 

the arts and humanities; 

(c) the creation or development of financial 

instruments or financial products;  

(d) market research or sales promotion; routine data 

collection, efficiency surveys or management 

studies; 

(e) routine modifications or changes to materials, 

devices, products, processes or production 

methods;  

(f) cosmetic modifications or stylistic changes to 

materials, devices, products, processes or 

production methods; or  

(g) the creation or enhancement of trademarks or 

goodwill;”; 

 

(Y)  clause (61) �� �� 
�� � 4�� clause (61A) �
3�	
�� ���	, !":- 

 

“(61A) “supply of goods” means transfer of the right of goods by 

way of sale, exchange or otherwise including sale under 

hire purchase agreement or finance lease;”;  

(U)  clause (62A) ��-  

 (�)  sub-clause (ii) �� �� 
�� � 4�� sub-clause (iia) 

�
3�	
�� ���	, !":- 

 

“(iia)  in the case of an assessee, who is an individual 

and has not submitted return before, the thirtieth 

day of June following the end of the income 

year;”; 
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(C)  sub-clause (iii) *� �
�
�� “sub-clauses (i) and (ii)” 

���
�, �%/�
� ; 
01�
�� �
�	��� “this clause” ���
� 

�
��
�� ���	।   
 

EE।  Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 16 �� �%��&�।- �� 

Ordinance �� section 16 �� sub-section (3) �� �
�	��� 
�� � sub-section (3) 
�
��
�� ���	, !":-  

“(3)  Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1), income tax 

shall be charged at the rates specified in Chapter VII and the 

Second Schedule in respect of- 

(i) any income classifiable under the head “Capital gains”; 

(ii) any income by way of “dividend” referred to in clause 

(26) of section 2; and 

(iii) any income by way of “winnings” referred to in section 

19(13).”। 
 

EN। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 19 �� �%��&�।- �� 

Ordinance �� section19 ��- 
 

(,)  sub-section (11) �� �"( proviso *� �
�
�� “assessee” ���� 

�� “being individual” ���
� �
3�	
�� ���	;  

(�)  sub-section (21)- 

 (�)  �� proviso (b) �� �� 
�� � proviso (bb) �
3�	
�� 
���	, !":- 

“(bb)  deposits received by a Bank or a financial 

institution or an organization registered with 

Micro Credit Regulatory Authority or NGO 

Affairs Bureau shall not be deemed to be an 

income under this sub-section.”; 

(C)  �� proviso (c) �� sub-proviso (ii) *� �
�
�� 

“parents” ���� �� “or sons or daughters” ���
� 
�
3�	
�� ���	;  

(�)  �� Explanation 
	Z[ ���	।  
 

EO। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 19AAAA �� 


	���।- �� Ordinance �� section 19AAAA 
	Z[ ���	।  
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E'। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 19AAAAA �� 


	���।- �� Ordinance �� section 19AAAAA 
	Z[ ���	।  
 

EQ। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 � section 19F �	% section 

19G �� �%�!U�।- �� Ordinance �� section 19E �� �� 4�� section 19F �	% 

section 19G �%�!
U� ���	, !":̶ 

 19F.  Special Tax Treatment in respect of undisclosed 

offshore assets.- (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in this 

Ordinance or any other law for the time being in force, no question as to 

the source of the undisclosed asset located outside of Bangladesh shall be 

raised by any authority if an assessee pays, before the submission of return 

of income applicable for the assessment year 2022-2023, tax at the rate 

specified in the following table:  

                                                          Table 

Description of the Asset Rate of tax 

Any cash or cash equivalents, bank deposits, bank notes, 

bank accounts, convertible securities and financial 

instruments if repatriated to Bangladesh through banking 

channel 

7% 

 

(2) Where an assessee repatriates any sum from abroad under the 

scheme of this section, the bank responsible for crediting to the 

account of the assessee shall deduct tax in accordance with sub-

section (1) before crediting and give a certificate of such deduction 

to the assessee.  

(3) Subject to sub-section (2), tax under this section shall only be paid 

by automated challan.  

(4) The provisions of this section shall not apply to cases where any 

proceeding has been drawn on account of tax evasion or criminal 

activities under any provision of this Ordinance or any other law 

by thirtieth June, 2022.  

(5) For the purpose of this section, “return” shall include amended 

return under section 82BB or revised return under section 78 and 

be submitted by thirtieth day of June, 2023. 
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19G.  Penalty for any offshore asset not disclosed in the return.- (1) 

Without prejudice to any other liability which may incur under any other 

provision of this Ordinance and any other law for the time being in force, 

where any person being a resident Bangladeshi is found to be the owner of 

any offshore asset not disclosed in the return and the assessee offers no 

explanation about the nature and source thereof or the explanation offered 

is not satisfactory, the Deputy Commissioner of Taxes shall, after ensuring 

a reasonable opportunity of being heard, proceed to recover from such 

person the amount of penalty equal to the fair value of such offshore asset. 

(2)  The Deputy commissioner of Taxes shall have the authority to 

recover the penalty under this section by confiscating or selling 

any asset held by or on behalf of the assessee.  

(3)  The Deputy of Commissioner of Taxes shall have the power to 

conduct an offshore investigation, where he has reason to believe 

that an assessee has offshore assets not disclosed in the return. 

(4)  To prevent holding undisclosed offshore asset and to recover such 

undisclosed asset, the Board shall have the power to- 

(a)  take necessary action as it deems fit; or 

(b)  allow, conduct, permit, arrange an inquiry or investigation 

by any income tax authority not being below the rank of 

Deputy Commissioner of Taxes.” 

 

E5। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 29 �� �%��&�।- �� 

Ordinance �� section 29 �� sub-section (1) ��- 

(,) clause (v) 
	Z[ ���	;   

(�) clause (xix) *� �
�
�� “scientific research” ���
�� �
�	��� 

“research and development” ���
� �
��
�� ���	;   

(V) clause (xx) *� �
�
�� “scientific research” ���
�� �
�	��� 

“research and development” ���
� �
��
�� ���	; 

(W) clause (xxi) �� Explanation �� “and in clauses (xix) and 

(xx)” ���
� 
	Z[ ���	। 
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E?।  Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 30 �� �%��&�।- �� 

Ordinance �� section 30 ��-  

(,)  clause (e) �� “five lakh and fifty thousand” ���
�� �
�	��� 

“ten lakh” ���
� �
��
�� ���	;   

(�) Explanation-2 
	Z[ ���	।  
 

1I। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 32 �� �%��&�।- �� 

Ordinance �� section 32��-  

(,)  sub-section (5) �� �� 
�� � 4�� sub-section (5A) �
3�	
�� 
���	, !":- 

“(5A) Where any capital gain arises from any transfer of 

capital asset in a scheme of amalgamation, no tax 

shall be charged under section 31: 

Provided that in a scheme of amalgamation, any 

consideration received by the shareholders of the 

amalgamating companies in any manner other than 

the shares of the amalgamated company shall be 

subject to applicable tax.”; 

 (�)  sub-section (7) 
	Z[ ���	।  

 

1M।  Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 35 �� �%��&�।- �� 
Ordinance �� section 35 �� sub-section (3) *� �
�
�� “the Companies Act, 

1913 (VII of 1913) or *,\�) C��, EBB' (EBB' ���� E@ �% C��)” ���
�, 
�%/�
� ; 
01�
�� �
�	��� “clause (20) of section 2” ���
� ; 
01�
� �
��
�� 
���	। 

 
89। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 42 �� �%��&�।- �� 

Ordinance �� section 42 �� sub-section (7) �� �� 
�� � 4�� sub-section (8) 
�%�!
U� ���	, !":- 

“(8)  In a scheme of amalgamation, the amalgamated company shall 

have the right to carry forward the accumulated loss and the unabsorbed 

depreciation of the amalgamating company as if the loss or the unabsorbed 

depreciation, as the case may be, has been the accumulated loss or the 

unabsorbed depreciation of the amalgamated company in the income year in 

which the amalgamation took place.” ।  
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81। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 44 �� �%��&�।- �� 
Ordinance �� section 44 ��- 

(,)  sub-section (2) �� clause (b) �� �
�	��� 
�� � clause (b) 
�
��
�� ���	, !":- 

“ (b)  an assessee, being a resident or a non-resident 
Bangladeshi, shall be entitled to a credit from the amount of tax 
payable on his total income at the rate of 15% (fifteen percent) of 
the eligible amount: 

 Provided that an assessee who fails to submit return of 
income as required under section 75 shall be entitled to a 
credit from the amount of tax payable on his total 
income at the rate of 7.5% (seven point five percent) of 
the eligible amount.”; 

(�)  sub-section (2) �� clause (c) �� sub-clause (ii) *� �
�
�� 
“25%” �%/�
� ; 
0�1� �
�	���  “20%” �%/�
� ; 
01 
�
��
�� ���	;  

(V)  sub-section (5) �� clause (a) �� �
�	��� 
�� � clause (a) 
�
��
�� ���	, !":- 

“(a)  the income of a person for the relevant income year shall 
not be- 

(i)  exempted from tax; or 

(ii)  subject to reduced rate of tax; 

in an assessment year if the person fails to- 

(i) submit the return of income as required under 
section 75; or 

(ii)  comply with any provision of Chapter VII of 
this Ordinance; or  

(iii) receive all the receipts from the sources, income 
from which is subject to tax exemption or 
reduced rate of tax, through bank transfer: 

Provided that the provision of receiving the 
receipts through bank transfer shall not be 
applicable for an assessee being individual 
having gross receipts not exceeding Taka one 
crore in an income year: 

Provided further that the provision of receiving 
the receipts through bank transfer shall not be 
applicable for income derived from agriculture 
or farming.”। 
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88।  Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 49 �� �%��&�।— 

�� Ordinance �� section 49 �� sub-section (1) �� clause (zzff) �� �]
�� 

^�_� �� �
�	��� *�
(�,�� �
��
�� ���	 �	% ����� 
�� � `a 4�� clause 

�%�!
U� ���	, !":-   

“(zzg)  income derived from the operation of inland ships;  

(zzh)  income derived from the operation of commercial vehicles.”। 

8E। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 52 �� �%��&�।- �� 
Ordinance �� section 52 ��- 

(,)  sub-section (1) �� proviso (a) �� �
�	��� 
�� � proviso (a) 
�
��
�� ���	, !":- 

“(a)  the rate of tax shall be fifty percent (50%) higher if the 

payee fails to submit proof of submission of return at the 

time of making the payment;”; 

(�) sub-section (1) �� proviso (bb) �� �
�	��� 
�� � proviso (bb) 
�
��
�� ���	, !":- 

(bb)  the rate of tax shall be fifty percent (50%) higher if the 

payee does not receive payment by bank transfer;”; 

(V)  sub-section (2) �� clause(a) ��- 

(�) item (xv) �� �]
�� and 
	Z[ ���	 �	% ����� item 

(xvi) �� �
�	��� 
�� � items (xvi) �
��
�� ���	, !":- 

“(xvi) hotel, resort, community center and transport 

agency having annual turnover exceeding Taka 

one crore;”;  

(C)  item (xvi) �� �� 
�� � 4�� item (xvii) �%�!
U� ���	, 

!":- 

“(xvii)  an artificial juridical person;”। 

8N। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 52AA �� �%��&�।- 

�� Ordinance �� section 52AA �� sub-section (1) �� �
�	��� 
�� � sub-

section (1) �
��
�� ���	, !":-  

“(1) Where any payment is to be made by a specified person to a 

resident on account of a service as mentioned in this section, the person 
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responsible for making the payment shall, at the time of making such payment, 

deduct income tax at the rate specified in the Table below:- 

Table 

SL. 

No 
Description of service and payment 

Rate 

1. Advisory or consultancy service 10% 

2. (i)  Professional service;  

(ii)  technical services fee; or 

(iii) technical assistance fee. 10% 

3. (i) Catering service; 

(ii) Cleaning service; 

(iii) Collection and recovery service; 

(iv) Private security service; 

(v) Manpower supply service; 

(vi) Creative media service; 

(vii) Public relations service; 

(viii) Event management service; 

(ix) Training, workshop, etc. organization 

and management service; 

(x) Courier service; 

 (xi)  Packing and Shifting service; 

 (xii)  Any other service of similar nature- 

(a) on commission or fee 

(b) on gross bill amount  

10%                                            

2% 

4. Media buying agency service 

(a) on commission or fee 

(b) on gross bill amount  

 

10%                                            

0.65% 

5. Indenting commission 8% 
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SL. 

No 
Description of service and payment 

Rate 

6. Meeting fees, training fees or honorarium  10% 

7. Mobile network operator, technical support 

service provider 

12% 

8. Credit rating service 10% 

9. Motor garage or workshop  8% 

10. Private container port or dockyard service 8% 

11. Shipping agency commission 8% 

12. Stevedoring/berth operator /terminal 

operator/Ship handling operator - 

(a)  on commission or fee 

(b) on gross bill amount 

10% 

5% 

13. (i)  Transport service, carrying service, 

vehicle rental service, Repair and 

maintenance service; 

(ii)  Any other service under any sharing 

economy platform including ride 

sharing service, coworking space 

providing service and 

accommodation providing service; 

5% 

14. Wheeling charge for electricity transmission 3% 

15. Internet Service 10% 

16. Service delivery agents engaged in mobile 

financial services or channel partners of 

mobile financial services 

10%  

17. Any other service which is not mentioned in 

Chapter VII of this Ordinance and is not a 

service provided by any bank, insurance, 

mobile financial services or financial 

institutions.   

10% 
;

” 
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Provided that- 

(a)   if the amount for services mentioned in SL No. 3 and 4 of the 
Table shows both commission or fee and gross bill amount tax shall 
be the higher amount between (i) and (ii) where- 

(i)    tax calculated on commission or fee applying the relevant rate 
in the table; and  

(ii)   B x C x D, where- 

B = Gross bill amount. 

C = 10% of Sl. 3 and 2.5% for Sl. 4, and 

D = rate of tax applicable on commission or fee;   

(b)  the rate of tax shall be fifty percent (50%) higher if the payee fails 
to submit proof of submission of return at the time of making the 
payment; 

(c)  the rate of tax shall be fifty percent (50%) higher if the payee does 
not receive payment by bank transfer; 

(d)  where the Board, on an application made in this behalf, gives 
certificate in writing that the person rendering such service is 
otherwise exempted from tax under any provision of this 
Ordinance, the payment referred to in this section shall be made 
without any deduction or with deduction at a lesser rate for that 
income year.”। 

 

8L। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 52Q �� �%��&�।- 
�� Ordinance �� section 52Q �� 
b�)� proviso �� proviso (ii) *� �
�
�� 
“paragraph 48” �� ; �%/� �� “and 61” �� ; �%/ �
3�	
�� ���	।  

8O। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 53BB �� �
����।- 
�� Ordinance �� section 53BB �� �
�	��� 
�� � section 53BB �
��
�� 
���	, !":-  

“53BB.Deduction of tax from export proceeds of goods.- (1)The Bank, 
through which export proceeds of goods of an exporter is received, shall deduct 
tax at the rate of 1% (one percent) of total export proceeds at the time of crediting 
the proceeds to the account of the exporter. 

(2) Where the Board, on an application made in this behalf, gives a 

certificate in writing that the income of the exporter is partly or fully exempted 

from tax under any provision of the Ordinance, the Bank shall make credit to the 

account of an assesse without any deduction of tax or deduction of tax at a rate 

lesser than the rate specified in this section for the period mentioned in that 

certificate.”। 
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8P। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 53BBBB �� 


	���।- �� Ordinance �� section 53BBBB 
	Z[ ���	।  
 

8I। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 53F �� �
����।- 
�� Ordinance �� section 53F �� �
�	��� 
�� � section 53F �
��
�� ���	, 
!":-  

“53F. Deduction at source from interest on saving deposits and 

fixed deposits, etc.- (1)Notwithstanding anything contained in this Ordinance or 

any other law for the time being in force in respect of exemption of tax, any 

person responsible for paying to a resident any sum by way of interest or share of 

profit on any saving deposits or fixed deposits or any term deposit maintained 

with any bank including a co-operative bank or any bank run on Islamic 

principles or non-banking financial institution or any leasing company or housing 

finance company, as the case may be, shall deduct, at the time of credit of such 

interest or share of profit to the account of the payee or at the time of payment 

thereof, whichever is earlier, income tax on such sum at the rate provided in the 

following table- 

Table 

Sl. 

No. 

Types of the payee Rate 

1. Where the payee is a company 20% 

2. 
Where the payee is a person other than a 

company 

10% 

3. 

Where the payee is a public university, or an 

educational institution whose teachers are 

enlisted for Monthly Pay Order (MPO), 

following the curriculum approved by the 

Government and whose governing body is 

also formed as per Government rules or 

regulations, or any professional institute 

established under any law and run by 

professional body of Chartered Accountants, 

Cost and Management Accountants or 

Chartered Secretaries 

10% 

4. 

Where the payee is recognized provident 

fund, approved gratuity fund, approved 

superannuation fund or pension fund   

5% 
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(2) Where the payee being a person required to submit return under 

section 75 fails to furnish proof of submission of return, the rate of deduction 

shall be 50% higher. 

(3)  For the purpose of sub-section (2), the proof of submission of 

return of parent shall be considered as the proof of submission of return of a 

minor.  

(4) Nothing contained in this section shall apply- 

(a) to interest or share of profit arising out of any deposit 

pension scheme sponsored by the Government or by 

a Bank with prior approval of the Government; or 

(b)  to such payee or class of payees as the Board may, by a 

general or special order, specify that income of such 

payee or class of payee is otherwise exempted from 

tax.”। 
 

8M। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 53HH �� �
����।- 

�� Ordinance �� section 53HH �� �
�	��� 
�� � section 53HH �
��
�� 

���	, !":-  

“53HH. Collection of tax from lease of property.- Any registering 

officer responsible for registering, under the Registration Act, 1908 (XVI of 

1908), any document in relation to any lease of immovable property for not less 

than ten years shall not register such document unless tax is paid at a rate of four 

per cent by the lessor on the lease amount of such property.”। 

 

E9। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 53J �� �%��&�।- 

�� Ordinance �� section 53J �� 

(,)  ��]+),� �
�
�� “rental value of” ���
�� �� “water body 

or” ���
� �
3�	
�� ���	; 

(�)  sub-section (1) � �
�
�� “on accounting of renting” ���
�� 

�� “water body not being government property” ���
� 

�
3�	
�� ���	।  
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E1। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 � section 53Q �	% section 
53R �� �
3�	�।-  �� Ordinance �� section 53P �� �� 
�� � 4�� section 53Q 
�	% section 53R �
3�	
�� ���	, !":- 

“53Q. Collection of Tax from motorvehicles plying commercially.- 

(1)The personresponsible for the registration and fitness renewal of 

motor vehicles shall not register or allow fitness renewal unless, a 

challan of advance tax at the rate given in the following table is attached 

with the application:   

Table 

 

Serial 

No. 

Description of the vehicle Rate (in 

taka) 

1. Bus having seats exceeding 52 16,000/- 

2. Bus having seats not exceeding 52 11,500/- 

3. Air conditioned Bus 37,500/- 

4. Double decker Bus 16,000/- 

5. Air conditioned (AC) Minibus/Coaster 16,000/- 

6. Non-AC Minibus/Coaster 6,500/- 

7. Prime mover  24,000/- 

8. 
Truck, Lorry or Tank Lorry having 

payload capacity exceeding five tons 

16,000/- 

9. 
Truck, Lorry or Tank Lorry having 

payload capacity exceeding one and half 

tons but not exceeding five tons 

9,500/- 

10. 
Truck, Lorry or Tank Lorry having 

payload capacity not exceeding one and 

half tons  

4,000/- 

11. 
Pickup van, human hauler, maxi or auto 

rickshaw 

4,000/- 

12. Air conditioned Taxicab  11,500/- 

13. Non-AC Taxicab  4,000/- . 

 

(2)   In case of registration or fitness renewal of a vehicle for more 

than one year, advance tax under sub-section (1) shall be collected on or before 

30
th
 June in every subsequent year or years following the year in which 

registration or fitness renewal of the vehicle has been done.  
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(3)  Where any person fails to pay advance tax in accordance with 

sub-section (2), the amount of advance tax payable shall be calculated in 

accordance with A+ B formula, where- 

            A =   the amount of advance tax not paid in the previous 

year or years; and  

B =   the amount of advance tax payable under sub-section 

(2) for the year in which an asseesee is making the 

payment. 

(4)  Advance tax under sub-section (2) shall not be collected if the 

vehicle is owned by- 

(i)  the government and the local government; 

(ii)  a project, programme or activity under the 

government and the local government; 

(iii) a foreign diplomat, a diplomatic mission in 

Bangladesh, United Nations and its offices; 

(iv)  a development partner of Bangladesh and its 

affiliated office or offices; 

(v)  an educational institution under the Monthly 

Payment Order of the Government; 

(vi)  a public university; 

(ix)  an institution that has obtained a certificate from the 

Board that advance tax shall not be collected from it. 

53R. Collection of tax from inland ships.- (1)The person responsible 

for granting a certificate of survey or renewing a certificate of survey under the 

Inland Shipping Ordinance, 1976 (Ordinance No. LXXII of 1976) shall not grant 

or renew such certificate of survey unless a challan of advance tax computed at 

the rate given in the following table is attached with the application: 
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Table 
 

Serial 

No. 

Description of Vessel Rate  

(1) (2) (3) 

1. Inland ships engaged in 

carrying passengers in 

inland water  

Taka 125 per passenger 

(carrying capacity of an 

inland ship shall be the 

capacity of daytime 

plying in smooth waters) 

2. Cargo, Container 

(multipurpose) and 

Coaster engaged in 

carrying goods in inland 

water  

Taka 170 per gross 

tonnage  

3. Dump barge engaged in 

carrying goods in inland 

water 

Taka 125 per gross 

tonnage.  

(2) In case of granting a certificate of survey or renewing a 

certificate of survey for more than one year, advance tax under sub-section (1) 

shall be collected on or before 30th June in every subsequent year or years 

following the year in which grant of or renewal of such certificate has been done. 

(3) Where any person fails to pay advance tax in accordance with 

sub-section (2), the amount of advance tax payable shall be calculated in 

accordance with A+ B formula, where- 

 A =  the amount of advance tax not paid in the previous year or 

years; and  

B =   the amount of advance tax payable under sub-section (2) 

for the year in which an asseesee is making the payment. 

 

(4) For the purpose of this section ‘inland ship’ and ‘inland water’ 

shall have the same meaning as defined in the Inland Shipping Ordinance, 1976 

(Ordinance No. LXXII of 1976).”। 
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E2। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 56 �� �%��&�।- �� 

Ordinance �� section 56 �� sub-section (1) �� Table �� SL. No. 27 
�� �� 

�
��
�� ���	, !":- 

“ 27. Bandwith payment 10%  

28. Any other payments 20% 

 ”। 
 

 E3। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 57 �� �
����।-  

�� Ordinance �� section 57 �� �
�	��� 
�� � section 57 �
��
�� ���	, !":-  

“57.  Consequences of failure to deduct, collect, etc.- (1)Where a 

person- 

(a)  fails to deduct or collect tax at source as required by or 

under the provisions of this Chapter; or 

(b)  deducts or collects tax at a lesser rate or in lesser 

amount; or 

(c)  after deducting or collecting tax under this Chapter, fails 

to pay the same to the credit of the Government, or pays 

to the credit of the Government an amount lower than 

the collected or deducted amount; or  

(d)  fails to comply with any other provision of this Chapter; 

such person shall be deemed to be an asseesee in default, 

and without prejudice to any other consequences to 

which such person may be liable, shall be liable to pay– 

(i)  the amount of tax that has not been deducted or 
collected; or 

(ii)  the amount which was required to be deducted or 
collected under this Chapter as reduced by the 
amount that has been actually deducted or 
collected; or 

(iii) the amount that, after being collected and deducted, 
has not been paid to the credit of the Government; 
or 

(iv) a penalty not exceeding Taka ten lakhs for being 
non-compliant in respect of cases other than the 
cases mentioned above.  
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(2)  In addition to the amount as mentioned in sub-section (1), the 
person shall also be liable to pay an additional amount at the rate of two percent 
(2%) per month on the amount other than the penalty as mentioned in clauses (i), 
(ii) and (iii) of sub-section (1), as the case or cases may be, calculated for the 
period- 

(i)  in the case of failure to deduct or collect, or of the 

deduction or collection at lower rate or amount, from the 

due date of the deduction or collection to the date of the 

payment of the amount, as mentioned in sub-clauses (i) 

or (ii) of clause (c) of sub-section (1), as the case may 

be, to the credit of the Government; 

(ii)  in the case of failure to deposit the amount deducted or 

collected, from the date of deduction or collection to the 

date of payment of the amount, as mentioned in sub-

clause (iii) of clause (c) of sub-section (1), to the credit 

of the Government. 

(3) The period for which the additional amount under subsection (2) 

is calculated shall not exceed twenty-four months. 

(4) The Deputy Commissioner of Taxes shall take necessary action 

for the realisation of the amount and penalty as mentioned in sub-section (1) and 

the additional amount as mentioned in sub-section (2) from the person referred to 

in sub-section (1) after giving the person a reasonable opportunity of being heard. 

(5) Where the person responsible for deducting or collecting tax 

under this chapter is the Government, or any authority, corporation or body of the 

Government- including its units or a project or programme or activity where 

government has any financial or operational involvement-   

(i) the individuals responsible for approving or allowing the 

payment; or  

(ii) the individuals who is responsible for allowing, 

approving or granting any clearance, registration, 

license, permits, etc. 

shall be jointly and severally liable to pay taxes, penalty or 

additional amount under this section.  

(6) Where the person responsible for deducting or collecting tax 

under this chapter is a person other than the Government, or any authority, 

corporation or body of the Government- including its units or a project or 

programme or activity where government has any financial or operational 

involvement- 

(i) the organization itself; and 
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(ii) the individuals responsible for approving or allowing the 

payment 

shall be jointly and severally liable to pay taxes, penalty or 
additional amount under this section.  

(7) No realisation of the amount mentioned in sub-section (1) shall 
be made if it is established that such amount has meanwhile been paid by the 
person from whom the deduction or collection was due.”। 

 
E4। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 68B �� �%��&�।- 

�� Ordinance �� section 68B �� sub-section (6) �� clause (a) �� �
�	��� 

�� � clause (a) �
��
�� ���	, !":- 

“(a) “motor car” includes a jeep or a microbus but does not include a 
motor vehicle mentioned in section 53Q and a motor cycle.”। 

 
E5। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 75 �� �%��&�।- �� 

Ordinance �� section 75 ��- 

(,)  sub-section (1) �� clause (f) 
�� �� �
��
�� ���	, 
!":- 

“(f)  if such person is required to furnish proof of 
submission of return under section 184A:”; 

(�)  sub-section (2) �� �
�	��� 
�� � sub-section (2) 
�
��
�� ���	, !":- 

“(2)  A return of income under sub-section (1) shall not be 
mandatory for- 

(i)  an educational institution that receives 

government benefits under Monthly 

Payment Order (MPO) and does not 

have english version curriculum; or 

(ii)  a public university; or 

(iii)  a recognized provident fund, an 

approved gratuity fund, a pension fund, 

an approved superannuation fund; or 

(iv)  a non-resident individual having no 

fixed base in Bangladesh; or 

(v)  any class of persons which the Board 

may, by order in official gazette, exempt 

from filing the return.”। 
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E6। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 80 �� �%��&�।- �� 

Ordinance �� section 80 �� sub-section (1) *� �
�
�� “in respect of all” 

���
�� �� “local and global” ���
� �
3�	
�� ���	।   

 

E7। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 82C �� �%��&�।- 

�� Ordinance �� section 82C �� sub-section (2) ��- 

(,) clause (b)-  
  

(�) *� �
�
�� “13A” �%/ ; 	6 � �� �
�	��� “14” 
�%/ �
3�	
�� ���	; 

(C)  *� �
�
�� “52O,” �%/, 	6 � ; ,(� �� “52Q” 
�%/, 	6 � ; ,( �
3�	
�� ���	; 

(�) *� �
�
�� “53BBBB,” �%/, 	6 � ; ,( 
	Z[ 
���	;  

(c) *� �
�
�� “53P” �%/ ; 	�6 �� �� “, 53Q, 53R” 
�%/, 	6 � ; ,( �
3�	
�� ���	;  

(�)  �� proviso �� paragraph (ii) �� “toilet 

waters,” ���
� ; ,(� �� “beverage 

concentrate,” ���
� ; ,( �
3�	
�� ���	; 

(�) clause (d) �� proviso *� �Pd Table �� Serial No. 4 

�� N �% ,��( �
�
�� “section 53F(1)(c) and (2)” 

���
�, 	6 �, �%/ ; 
0�1� �
�	��� “Serial No. 3 and 4 of 

the Table of section 53F(1)” ���
�, 	6 �, �%/ ; 
01 
�
��
�� ���	। 

 

E8। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 82D �� �
����।- 
�� Ordinance �� section 82D �� �
�	��� 
�� � section 82D �
��
�� ���	, 
!":- 

“82D. Spot Assessment.- (1)Where a person is found to have taxable 

income or required to submit tax return or required to comply with any provision 

of the Ordinance and the person has failed to perform or comply with 

requirements of the Ordinance, the Deputy Commissioner of Taxes, empowered 

to this end, may assess the tax liability of such person on the spot. 
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(2) Where assessment of an assessee being individual having income 

from business or profession is made under this section applying regular rate and 

the asseesee pays tax accordingly, no question as to the initial capital not 

exceeding five times of such assessed income shall be made.   

(3) Commissioner of Taxes may empower any Deputy 

Commissioner of Taxes who is subordinate to him to conduct spot assessments 

within his jurisdiction. 

(4) The Board shall issue guidelines as to the manner how 

assessment under this section shall be made.”। 

 

OB। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 94 �� �%��&�।- �� 

Ordinance �� section 94 �� sub-section (3) *� �
�
�� “shall be made within 

thrity days from the date on which the order” ���
�� �
�	��� “or an 

agreement reached under section 152O, shall be made within thirty days 

from the date on which the order or the agreement” ���
� ; ,( �
��
�� 

���	। 

N9। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 � section 94B �� �
3�	�।- �� 

Ordinance � 
	Z[ section 94A �� �� 
�� � 4�� section 94B �%�!
U� ���	, 

!":- 

“ 94B. Bar to question assessment.- (1)Notwithstanding anything 

contained in any provision of this Ordinance or in any other law for the time 

being in force, no authority save the authorities mentioned in section 3 or the 

courts and authorities mentioned in Chapter XIX shall have right to question any 

assessment made under this Chapter. 

(2) Any action taken in violation of the provision of sub-section (1) 

shall be null and void and have no legal effect.”। 

 

N1। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 100 �� �%��&�।- 

�� Ordinance �� section 100 �� sub-section (1) � �
�
�� “company is 

wound up” ���
�� �� “or has discontinued business for three successive 

years” ���
� �
3�	
�� ���	।  
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N8। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 � 4�� Chapter XIIIA �	% 

section 111A �� �%�!U�।- �� Ordinance �� 
	Z[ section 111 �� �� 
�� � 

4�� Chapter XIIIA �	% section 111A �%�!
U� ���	, !":- 
 

“Chapter XIIIA 

Startup Sandbox 

111A. Startup sandbox.— (1) Notwithstanding anything 

contained in this Ordinance, the provisions of this section shall 

have overriding effect over all other provisions of this Ordinance. 

(2)  In determining “income from business or profession” of a 

startup registered under this section, sections 30 and 30B 

shall not be applicable for growth years.  

(3)  Where in any growth year, any loss is incurred by a startup 

registered under this section and the loss cannot be wholly 

so set off, the amount of the loss not so set off shall be 

carried forward to the next assessment year and so on for 

not more than nine successive assessment years. 

(4) The rate of minimum tax as provided in sub-section (4) of 

section 82C for growth years of a startup registered under 

this section shall be 0.1% (zero point one percent).   

(5)  Save as provided in section 75, a startup registered under 

this section shall have no reporting obligation under this 

Ordinance for growth years if the startup provides 

permanent access to its system or books to the income tax 

authority. 

(6)  A startup, to enjoy the benefit of sandbox, shall be 

registered with the Board in the manner as required by the 

Board. 

(7)  A startup shall not be eligible for registration under this 

section, if it - 

(a)  is incorporated prior to first day of July 2017; or  
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(b)  is incorporated between first day of July 2017 and 
thirtieth day of June 2022 and fails to get 
registration by the thirtieth day of June 2023; or  

(c)  is incorporated on or after first day of July 2022 and 
fails to get registration under this section by thirtieth 
June of every year following the year of its 
incorporation.      

(8)  For the purpose of this section- 

(a)  “growth years” means- 

(i)  for the purpose of clause (b) of sub-section 
(7), a period of three years that starts with 
first day of July 2023 and ends with the 
thirtieth day of June 2026.   

(ii)  for the purpose of clause (c) of sub-section 
(7), a period of five years that starts with 
first day of July of the year following the 
year of incorporation.  

(b)  “innovation” means the process of creating value by 
offering novel solution or making a significant 
improvement to any prevailing solution to any 
significant problem or a set of problems.  

(c)  “startup” means a company with annual turnover 
not exceeding Taka 100 crore in any financial year 
and that- 

(i)  is incorporated under *,\�) C��, EBB' (EBB' 
���� E@ �% C��); and  

(ii)  works towards deployment or 

commercialization of new products, process 

or service driven by innovation, 

development and technology or intellectual 

property; and  

(iii)  is not a subsidiary of another company 

holding fifty percent or more of its shares; 

and 

(iv)  is not a resulting company of a scheme of 

amalgamation or demerger.”।”  
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NE। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 117A �� �
����।- 
�� Ordinance �� section 117A �� �
�	��� 
�� � section 117A �
��
�� ���	, 
!":-   

“117A. Power to verify and enforce deduction or collection of tax.- 
(1)An authority, empowered in writingby the Commissioner of Taxes, Director 
General of Inspection or Director General of Intelligence Cell to verify deduction 
or collection of tax at source or to enforce the provisions of Chapter VII of this 
Ordinance, - 

(a) shall have full and free access to the premises, places, 
products, books of accounts and records of economic 
activities maintained in any form or manner;  

(b) shall have access to any information, code or technology 
which has the capability of retransforming or 
unscrambling encrypted data contained or available to 
such computers into readable and comprehensive format 
or text; 

(c) may extract the data, images or any inputs stored in the 
electronic records and systems or enter the systems by 
breaking through password protection or copy or analyse 
the data, books of accounts, documents, images or 
inputs; 

(d) may place marks of identification on or stamp any books 
of accounts or other document or make or cause to be 
made extracts or copies therefrom;  

(e) may impound and retain any such books of accounts, 
documents, electronic records and systems; and 

(f) may require any person to perform or refrain from 
activities as directed;  

(2) An authority empowered under sub-section (1), may be 

accompanied by experts, valuer or forces as he reasonably thinks fit.  

(3) Where any authority empowered under sub-section (1) is 

obstructed, hindered or unassisted by any person, the person in whose premise or 

place the authority has entered or intended to enter shall be liable to a penalty not 

exceeding Taka fifty lakh.  

(4) Where a person is found to be in default in respect of compliance 

of this section or Chapter VII of this Ordinance, the Deputy Commissioner of 

Taxes shall, after recording explanation of the person so in default or ex parte 

where no explanation is found, proceed to recover the amount of taxes along with 

penalties by making an assessment thereof.” ।  
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''। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 124 �� �%��&�।—
�� Ordinance �� section 124 �� sub-section (2) �� �
�	��� 
�� � sub-
section (2) �
��
�� ���	; !":-  

“(2)  Where any person has, without reasonable cause, failed to file or 

furnish any return, certificate, statement or information required under sections 

58, 75A, 103A, 108, 108A, 109, or 110, the Deputy Commissioner of Taxes may 

impose upon such person- 

(a)  where the return, statement or information under 

sections 75A, 108 or 108A has not been filed or 

furnished, a penalty amounting to ten per cent of tax 

imposed on last assessed income or five thousand taka, 

whichever is higher, and in the case of a continuing 

default, a further penalty of one thousand taka for every 

month or fraction thereof during which the default 

continues; 

(b)  in other cases of non-compliance, a penalty amounting 

to five thousand taka, and in the case of a continuing 

default, a further penalty of one thousand taka for every 

month or fraction thereof during which the default 

continues.”।  

 

'Q। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 124AA �� 
	���।—
�� Ordinance �� section 124AA 
	Z[ ���	।  

 

NO। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 143 �� �%��&�।- 
�� Ordinance �� section 143 �� sub-section (2) �� clause (b) �� �]�
�� 
^�_� �� �
�	��� *�
(�,�� �
��
�� ���	 �	% ����� 
�� � clause (c) 

�%�!
U� ���	, !":- 

“(c)  who is responsible for supplying gas, electricity, water or any 

other services to disconnect or discontinue such supply within 

twenty one days from the date of receipt of such notice.”। 

 

NP। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 152I �� �%��&�।- 
�� Ordinance �� section 152I �� sub-section (2) �� �]�
�� ^�_� �� 

�
�	��� *,�� �
��
�� ���	 �	% ����� 
�� � proviso �
3�	
�� ���	, !":- 

“Provided that where any dispute has already been filed in the 

form of Writ petition shall not be a subject of ADR.”। 
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NI। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 184A �� �
����।- 
�� Ordinance �� section 184A �� �
�	��� 
�� � section184A �
��
�� ���	, 
!":- 

“184A. Proof of submission of return required in certain cases.- (1) 

Notwithstanding anything contained in this Ordinance, a person shall be required 

to furnish a proof of submission of return in the cases mentioned in sub-section 

(3). 

(2)  The proof of submission of return shall be- 

(a)  an acknowledgment receipt of return prescribed by the 

Board; or  

(b)  a system generated certificate containing name and 

Taxpayer’s Identification Number (TIN) of the person 

and the year for which return has been submitted; or  

(c)  a certificate issued by the Deputy Commissioner of 

Taxes containing name and TIN of the person and the 

year for which return has been submitted.  

(3)  The proof of submission of return shall be furnished in the cases 

of -  

(i)  applying for a loan exceeding Taka five lakh from a 

bank or a financial institution;  

(ii)  becoming a director or a sponsor shareholder of a 

company; 

(iii)  obtaining or continuing an import registration certificate 

or export registration certificate; 

(iv)  obtaining or renewal of a trade license in the area of a 

city corporation or paurashava;  

(v)  obtaining registration of co-operative society; 

(vi)  obtaining or renewal of license or enlistment as a 

surveyor of general insurance; 

(vii)  obtaining registration, by a resident, of the deed of 

transfer, baynanama or power of attorney or selling of a 

land, building or an apartment situated within a city 

corporation or a paurashava of a district headquarter or 

cantonment board, where the deed value exceeds Taka 

ten lakh; 
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(viii)  obtaining or maintaining a credit card; 

(ix)  obtaining or continuing the membership of the 

professional body as a doctor, dentist, lawyer, chartered 

accountant, cost and management accountant, engineer, 

architect or surveyor or any other similar profession; 

(x)  obtaining and retaining a license as a Nikah Registrar 

under the Muslim Marriages and Divorces (Registration) 

Act. 1974 (LII of 1974); 

(xi)  obtaining or continuing the membership of any trade or 

professional body;  

(xii)  obtaining or renewal of a drug license, a fire license, 

environment clearance certificate, BSTI licenses and 

clearance; 

(xiii)  obtaining or continuing commercial and industrial 

connection of gas in any area and obtaining or 

continuing residential connection of gas in city 

corporation area;  

(xiv)  obtaining or continuing a survey certificate of any water 

vessel including launch, steamer, fishing trawler, cargo, 

coaster and dumb barge etc., plying for hire; 

(xv)  obtaining the permission or the renewal of permission 

for the manufacture of bricks by Deputy Commissioner's 

office in a district or Directorate of Environment, as the 

case may be; 

(xvi)  obtaining the admission of a child or a dependent in an 
English medium school providing education under 
international curriculum or english version of national 
curriculum, situated in any city corporation, district 
headquarter or paurashava; 

(xvii) obtaining or continuing the connection of electricity in a 
city corporation or cantonment board; 

(xviii)  obtaining or continuing the agency or the distributorship 
of a company; 

(xix)  obtaining or continuing a license for arms; 

(xx)  opening a letter of credit for the purpose of import; 

(xxi)  opening postal savings accounts of Taka exceeding five 
lakhs; 
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(xxii)  opening and continuing bank accounts of any sorts with 
credit balance exceeding Taka ten lakhs; 

(xxiii)  purchasing savings instruments (Sanchayapatra) of Taka 
exceeding five lakhs; 

(xxiv)  participating in any election in upazilla, paurashava, zilla 

parishad, city corporation or Jatiya Sangsad; 

(xxv)  participating in a shared economic activities by 

providing motor vehicle, space, accommodation or any 

other assets.  

(xxvi)  receiving any payment which is an income of the payee 

classifiable under the head "Salaries" by any person 

employed in the management or administrative function 

or in any supervisory position in the production function; 

(xxvii)  receiving any payment which is an income of the payee 

classifiable under the head "Salaries" by an employee of 

the government or an authority, corporation, body or 

units of the government formed by any law, order or 

instrument being in force, if the employee, at any time in 

the income year, draws a basic salary of taka sixteen 

thousand or more; 

(xxviii) receiving any commission, fee or other sum in relation to 

money transfer through mobile banking or other 

electronic means or in relation to the recharge of mobile 

phone account; 

(xxix)  receiving any payment by a resident from a company on 

account of any advisory or consultancy service, catering 

service, event management service, supply of manpower 

or providing security service; 

(xxx)  receiving any amount from the Government under the 

Monthly Payment Order (MPO) if the amount of 

payment exceeds taka sixteen thousand per month; 

(xxxi) registration or renewal of agency certificate of an 

insurance company; 

(xxxii)  registration, change of ownership or renewal of fitness 

of a motor vehicle of any types excluding two and three 

wheeler;  
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 (xxxiii) releasing overseas grants to a non-government 

organisation registered with NGO Affairs Bureau or to a 

Micro Credit Organisation having licence with Micro 

Credit Regulatory Authority; 

(xxxiv)  selling of any goods or services by any digital platforms 

to consumers in Bangladesh. 

(xxxv) submitting application for the membership of a club 

registered under *,\
� C��, EBB' (EBB' ���� E@ �% C��) 
and Societies Registration Act, 1860 (Act No. XXI of 

1860); 

(xxxvi) submitting tender documents by a resident for the 

purpose of supply of goods, execution of a contract or 

rendering a service;  

(xxxvii) submitting a bill of entry for import into or export from 

Bangladesh; 

(xxxviii) submitting plan for construction of building for the 

purpose of obtaining approval from Rajdhani Unnayan 

Kartripakkha (Rajuk), Chittagong Development 

Authority (CDA), Khulna Development Authority 

(KDA) and Rajshahi Development Authority (RDA) or 

other concerned authority in any city corporation or 

paurashava; 

(4)  The Board may, by a general or special order, exempt any person 

from furnishing proof of submission of return.  

(5)  The person responsible for processing any application or 

nomination, or approving any license, certificate, membership, permission, 

admission, agency or distributorship, sanctioning any loan, issuing any credit 

card, allowing connection or operation, executing registration or making any 

payment shall not so process, approve, sanction, issue, allow, execute or make 

payment, as the case may be, unless the proof of submission of return is 

furnished as required under the provision of sub-section (1) or the person who is 

required to furnish the proof of submission of return provides a certificate from 

the Board that he is exempted from furnishing such proof.  

(6)  The person to whom the proof of submission of return is 

furnished shall verify the authenticity of it in the manner as may be specified by 

the Board. 
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(7)  Where the person responsible for processing any 

application or nomination, or approving any license, 

certificate, membership, permission, admission, agency or 

distributorship, sanctioning any loan, issuing any credit 

card, allowing connection or operation, executing 

registration or making any payment, as the case may be, 

fails to comply with sub-sections (5) and (6), shall be 

deemed to be an assessee in default and be liable to pay a 

penalty not exceeding Taka ten lakh as imposed by the 

Deputy Commissioner of Taxes. 

(8)  No penalty under this section shall be imposed upon a 

person without giving a reasonable opportunity of being 

heard.  

(9)  A person not being an individual shall, instead of 

furnishing a proof of submission of return, furnish a system 

generated certificate containing name and Taxpayer’s 

Identification Number (TIN) - 

(a) in the year of incorporation, registration or 

formation, as the case may be,  under any law or 

instruments having the force of law; and  

(b)  in the year following the year of incorporation, 

registration or formation, as the case may be, under 

any law or instruments having the force of law.” 

NM। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 184C �� �
����।- 

�� Ordinance �� section184C �� �
�	��� 
�� � section184C �
��
�� ���	, 

!":- 

“184C. Displaying proof of submission of return.- (1)An assessee 

having income from business or profession shall submit his return of income as 

required in section 75 and display the proof of submission of return as defined in 

section 184A at a conspicuous place of such assessee's business premises.  

(2) Where an assessee fails to comply with the provision of sub-

section (1), he shall be liable to pay a penalty of Taka not less than five thousand 

and not exceeding twenty thousand as imposed by the Deputy Commissioner of 

Taxes empowered to this end.”। 
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L9। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 185 �� �%��&�।- 
�� Ordinance �� section 185 �� sub-section (2) �� clause (b) *� �
�
�� 
“the manner” ���
�� �� “, extentand scope” ,( ; ���
� �
3�	
�� ���	।   

 

L1। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� Second Schedule �� 
�%��&�।- �� Ordinance �� Second Schedule ��- 

(,)  Paragraph 1
	Z[ ���	; 

(�)   Paragraph 3 �� �� 
�� � 4�� Paragraph 4 �%�!
U����	, !":-  

“4. Where the total income of an assessee includes any 

income by way of “dividend” referred to in clause (26) 

of section 2, the tax payable on such dividend income 

shall be-                     

(a)  in the case of a company, 20% (twenty percent); 

and 

(b)  in the case of a person other than a company, the 

rate applicable on the total income of such 

person.”।  

L8। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� Third Schedule �� 
�%��&�।- �� Ordinance �� Third Schedule ��- 

“(,)   Paragraph 3 �� sub-paragraph (4) � �
�
�� “for a leasing 
company” ���
�� �
�	���  “to a lessor” ���
� �
��
�� ���	;  

(�)  Paragraph 10A �� �� 
�� � 4�� Paragraph 10B �%�!
U� 
���	, !":-  

“10B. Amortization of pre-commencement expenditure.-

The rate of amortization of pre-commencement expenditure shall 

be 20% (twenty percent) following straight line method.”; 

(V)  Paragraph 11 �� sub-paragraph (2) �� �� 
�� � 4�� sub-
paragraph (2A) �
3�	
�� ���	, !":-  

“(2A)  “Pre-commencement expenditure” means 

expenditures not covered in paragraphs 1 to 10A 

of this Schedule and incurred wholly and 

exclusively for setting up of the business prior to 

the year of commercial operation and includes 

expenditure for feasibility study, construction of 

model and prototypes, and experimental 

production.”।  
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LE। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� Sixth Schedule �� 

�%��&�।- �� Ordinance �� Sixth Schedule ��- 

(,)  Paragraphs 28, 34 �	% 42 
	Z[ ���	; 
 

(�)  Paragraph 60 �� �� 
�� � 4�� Paragraph 61 �%�!
U� ���	, 
!":-   

“61. Any business income derived by an ocean going ship 

being Bangladeshi flag carrier for the period from the 

first day of July, 2022 to the thirtieth day of June, 2030, 

if it is received in foreign currency and brought into 

Bangladesh as per existing laws applicable in respect of 

foreign remittance.” । 

LN। C�,�।- (E) ��-&� (O) �� 
	&�	
� ����i, NRNN ���� E j�� �
��� 
C�k ,� 	l���� Um *,�� ,� 
�& ���6� *i�� �� C���� �D
��-N �� �"( �%�� 

�
P �n ,��� �o!�) C�,� &! � ���	। 

(N) *! �,� *i�� Income-tax Ordinance, 1984 (Ordinance No. 

XXXVI of 1984) �� SECOND SCHEDULE (�+
� C� �%9]) ��!Up ���	, 
*�� �,� *i�� C���6�!q ,� �� SCHEDULE �o���� &! � ,� ���	, 
,r ,��� 
�� 
�& ���6� *i�� ��-&� (E) �� 
	&� ���V ,
��� ���	। 

(O) Income-tax Ordinance, 1984 (Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984) 

�� Chapter VII �o��� ,� ,����� 
�
(d �D
��-N � (C�,� �� �%9]) 	
6 �� �� 
NRNN ���� E j�� �
��� C�k �	% NRNO ���� OR j� �
��� �(s 	l���� Um 
��!Up ���	। 

(') �� &�� �	% �� &�� �&)� C��
�� C�,� ���� ��t�u v	w� “*(+ 
C� (total income)” �" � Income-tax Ordinance, 1984 (Ordinance No. 

XXXVI of 1984) �� 
	&� �o��� 
� 
�� *(+ C� (total income)।  

(Q) *,�� x�, ,��U, 
	y
	z�� 	 ��
U;�� *�	 {�6,�) �
�	2) v
�V�6� 
*�	��� V|�� *i�� �	% *�	 �P�� *P�� 	�	l C�
� 
	&� �o!�) ��}� v	� � 
�
��� NRNN ���� E j�� �
��� C�k ,� 	l�� ���� �� �
�J��� *i�� ��!Up 
,��� Q% (��0 ��%�) �
�
�� ,� &! � ,� ���	। 

(5) *,�� ,�P� 
���V,�) ,���i 
���	 �
�J�� ,( ��� *(+ U�	��� 
�4pm ER% (P� ��%�)  �"	 NQ (�
0�) U��� �
&, ,( �0�) �
�	2) v
�V�6� (T 
���� 
���V ,
��� �� ,�P��, ��P� ,��� Q% (��0 ��%�) �"	 �
�	2) v
�-
,( �0�)V�6� �
���
&� *(+ *	���� ?Q% (�0d� ��%�), !� ,(, ,� *��� �P� ,� 
���	। 
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(?) *,�� ,�P� 
���V,�) ,���i 
���	 �
�J�� ,( ��� *(+ U�	��� ER% 
(P� ��%�) �"	 NQ (�
0�) U��� �
&, ,( �0�) ��)� 
���� v
�V�6� (T ���� ���� 

���V ,
��� �� ,�P��, ��P� ,��� Q% (��0 ��%�) �"	 ��)� 
���� 
,( �0�)V�6� �
���
&� *(+ *	���� ?Q% (�0d� ��%�), !� ,(, ,� *��� �P� ,� 
���	। 
 

LL। ��0U�।- Income-tax Ordinance, 1984 (Ordinance No. XXXVI 
of 1984) �� C;�� NRNN ���� E j�� ���� C�k ,� 	l���� Um *,�� ,� 

�& ���6� *i�� �D
��-N �� 
b�)� �%�� 
�
P �n �� �o!�) ��0U� &! � ���	।  

BW ./
  
 

>� �%�!U� ,� ; ���, �� C��, NREN (NREN ���� '? �% C��) �� �%��&� 
 

LO।  NREN ���� '? �% C���� &� N �� �%��&�।- >� �%�!U� ,� ; ���, 
�� C��, NREN (NREN ���� '? �% C��), ����� �� C�� 	
�� �
�
��, �� &�  
N ��- 
 

(,) PD (E@,) �� ���%��� �
�	��� 
�� � ���%� �
��
�� ���	, !":- 
 

“��	 ��� "�, *!, �� C���� ��)� �D
���� �o��P (O) � 
�
�
�� v	��) ,��, v	� �
�0��� *i�� 
	9�, 
	
�(� 	 ��]��� 
��t�u C(P
���, 9���, �
U�� 	 �m�,�G�	 �%��)� �� 	 *�	 
��,�6 
���	 V� ���	;”; 

 
 (�) PD (O?) �� �
�	��� 
�� � PD (O?) �
��
�� ���	, !":-  

“(O?) “*,�)�G�	 
�	
2� �
�J�” �" � &� Q �o!�) *,�)�G�	 

�	
2� �
�J�;”। 

 
Q?।  NREN ���� '? �% C���� &� ' �� �%��&�।— �� C���� &� ' �� ��-

&� (N) �� �
�	��� 
�� � ��-&� (N) �
��
�� ���	, !":- 

“(N) ��-&� (E) � !� 
,�� "�, � *,�, 
��	
6 �� �" ���
�, ,! �9( 
�
�0��,�) ���p, v
��, +� �;G� 
�
	 ����� >�, 
�	
2� ���� 
���	, 
!
�- 

(,) 	%��P�� ���, �� C����!q �� 	 *�	 
��	��, ��� 	 C(P
� ,���;  

(�) *,� *+��� �%�{��6� (T�( 	 *,� �
� 	 
,! ��P��� 
	��)�� �� 	 *�	 	 �G�� ��	�� 
,���; 
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(V) *,� C(P
�-�[
� v	�� 
���
U�; 

(W) 
	�P
� *,� �
�J��� �S �
D� 	 
���U� �
D� 	 

��U� �
D� ��� ,���; 

(X) >�, ��U� 
���	 
���V�[ ��; 

(0) *	� � ,��, 
�& �
�� *,� 
�
P �n *G��V
�, ��,� 	 

*,� 
�
P �n �� 	 *�	 ��	��, ��� 	 C(P
� 

�%
�n �" ���
�, ,! �9�( 
���
U�।”। 

Q@।  NREN ���� '? �% C���� &� Q �� �%��&�।— �� C���� &� Q �� ��-

&� (E) �	% (E,) �� �
�	��� 
�� � ��-&� (E), (E,) �	% (E�) �
��
�� ���	, !":- 

 

  “(E) !
P *,� v
� �, 	 �,
&, �� ���� �
G3 �"	 �(U�)� 

�� 	 *�	 	 �G�� ��	�� �%9] �" ���
�, ,! �9�(� �,� 
��	-


�,�, ,� �
���& ; *�,� ��� �D+;�p� 
G
d, ��+�(�+� �k
��� 

*,�)�G�	 �%�i6 ,���, �� ���� 
�
�, 
�& �
�� ��� ; �k
���, 

�,a *,�)� >�, 
�	2� {�6 ,
��� �
��	�: 
 

 ��	 ��� "�, *!, �
G3 	 �(U�)� �� 	 *�	 ��	�� ,� 

���; *,� ��
��+ �" ���
�, ,! �9�(� 
��	-
�,�, ,� �
���& ; 

*�,� ��� ���G�	 �%�i6 ,
��� ���, �
�a ��
��+� Um F", 


�	2� {�6 ,
��� ���	। 

 

(E,) ��-&� (E) � !� 
,�� "�, � *,�, &� Q@ �� �&)� 


	��� �
�,��� �&)� �(,U� �� ��	���� *i�� *,�)� 
�	2� 

��!Up ���	 �। 

 

(E�) *,�)� 
�	2� {�6 ; ,� �
����&� ��ip *	� � 
	
&(� 

�6�� ,
��� �
��	। ।”  

 

QB। NREN ����  '? �% C���� &� NR �� �%��&�।— �� C���� &� NR �� 

��-&� (E) �� PD (�) �� �
�	��� 
�� � PD (�) �
��
�� ���	, !":- 

 

“(�) ��	��a 
�	
2� 	 
�	2��!q v
� ,��, �" ���
�, ,! �9( 

�
9�� 	%��P�� �Pd ��� �	% �� *�	 �m�� 
	
�n � 

��� �m *,� ��� ,��!q ���।”। 
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5R।  NREN ���� '? �% C���� &� N' �� �%��&�।— �� C���� &� N' �� 
��-&� (EE) �� �
�	��� 
�� � ��-&� (EE) �
��
�� ���	, !":- 

 
   “(EE) 
��	
6 �� *�	 ��	�� �m�� 
	
�n ���	, !":- 

    (,) ���� C]U�
�, �
�	��6 	)( *�	 ��	��; 

(�) C]U�
�, �
�	��6 
���
U� �HIV() U�U 	 
���U��U� *(�(�, �%�i6, �
� �,�6, �%¡� 
�&�, �
�	��� �&� 	 �m�,�G�	 ,
�, �	�� 
��� �G	 
	��,��6� *�	 ��	��; 	 

(V) C]U�
�, �
�	��6 
���
U� *,� �HIV() U�U 	 
���U��U� 0��, �
�0�� 	 v	���, �o � 

	���� �
�� ��piG�	 U
�� *�	 �
�	
2� ; 
��	
�, v
�� 
�,+ ��	��। ।”  

 

5E। NREN ���� '? �% C���� &� NB �� �%��&�।— �� C���� &� NB � 

�
�
�� “>�,�!q >� 
�& ��6 ,
��� ���	” ���
�� �
�	��� “�¢����!q >� 
�& ��6 

,
��� ���	, !� >�, C����� 
G
d>� ���	” ���
� ; 
01 �
��
�� ���	। 

 
5N। NREN ����  '? �% C���� &� O@ �� �%��&�।— �� C���� &� O@ �� 

��-&� (Q) � �
�
�� “>�, �
���&” ���
�� �
�	��� “>�, ; ���, �¢� �
���&” 
���
� �
��
�� ���	। 

 
5O। NREN ����  '? �% C���� &� 'Q �� �%��&�।- �� C���� &� 'Q �� 

��-&� (E) �� PD (�) �  �
�
�� “
� 
�� ,� *!VD�” ���
�� �
�	��� “
� 
�� 
*!VD�” ���
� �
��
�� ���	। 

 
5'। NREN ���� '? �% C���� &� '5 �� �%��&�।- �� C���� &� '5 ��- 

(,) ��-&� (E) ��- 
 

(�) PD (,) �� �
�	��� 
�� � PD (,) �
��
�� ���	, 
!":- 
“(,) �,� (
�,�&)� 
�	
2� ��	��,�) 	 

��	��{�)�� (*T ��,�6 9�-
	9��� 
*i� v�)� !
P ,��!q ��	���� >�  
E (�,) �i +, �
�9( ,�� �	% �� 
��	���� �HP� �6 v%
,% (T( 	 
*(	�� v%
,% (T( v
����, �
���& 
,� ��;”; 
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(C) PD (W) �� �
�	��� 
�� � PD (W) �
��
�� ���	, 

!":- 

Ò(W) ��!Up *i��, �
�
G
d�� �� �l�P��� 

*i� v�)�, ��m� �
&,��, P��� 	 

��	&�� �
i� �� 	 *�	� 
	��)�� 

�
���
&� >� �%�!U� ,�;” �	% 

(�) PD (Y) � �
�
�� “���� 	6 ��� 
(� � "
,��” 

���
�� �
�	��� “���� 	6 ��� C���, !"!" 

	
6
Up, 	6 ��� 
(� � "
,��” ���
� �
��
�� 

���	। 

 

(�) ��-&� (O) �� PD (X) �� �]�
�� “।” 
0�1� �
�	��� “;” 


01 �
��
�� ���	 �	% ����� 
�� � 4�� PD (0) 

�%�!
U� ���	, !":- 

 

“(0) {�, ,��, �
���
&� 
	`pl 
	��� 
	��)�� *(	�� 

v%
,% *�	 �P�,�) �
�J� ,��, �£p�� ��G���, 

!� 
�& �
�� ��� ; �k
���, 0���� 
����	 V� 

���	। ।”  

 

5Q। NREN ����  '? �% C���� &� '? �� �%��&�।- �� C���� &� '? �� 

��-&� (E) �� �� 
�� � 4�� ��-&� (E,) �
3�	
�� ���	, !":- 
 

“(E,) *,� 
�	
2� v
� ,��, CP� � >�, �� 	 ¤��� �� 
	 £
�
P �n ,� 	 �v�
��[ 	 �m�� 
	
�n 	 �� � ,
��� &���� 
	 �� � �,� &���� �� 	 *�	 ��	�� ,� ���� *,	� �m �� ; 
CP� � >�, ��� ��	���� �� 	 *�	� 
	��)�� ��,��6� ��� 
�
���
&� >�, *��� {�6 ,� !��	 �	% �� � *i�� 
�	
2� v
� 
,��, ��,�6 
����	 �� 	 *�	 ��	�� {��6� �� &� '5 
�o��6¥	 �, �HP� ��	���� 
	��)�� *��� {�6 ,
��� �
��	�, ��	, 
�%
�n ,� *(�P �(
[� �� ���, �� ,� *(��P ��	���� ¤��� 
�� 	 £
�
P �n ,� 	 �v�
��[ 	 �� � ,
��� &���� 	 �� � �,� 
&���� �� 	 *�	� ��,��6� 
	��)�� ��)� *��� ¦
k,�) �(§�¥	 �, 
P
����� �P� �� ,
��� ��*	।”। 
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55। NREN ���� '? �% C���� &� 'B �� �%��&�।- �� C���� &� 'B ��- 

 

(,) ��-&� (N) �� �]�
�� “।” 
0�1� �
�	��� “:” 
01 �
��
�� 

���	 �	% ����� 
�� � ��� �%�!
U� ���	; !":- 

 

“��	 ��� "�, *!, ��	�� {�)� ��!Up *i�� �
�	
2� 	 

�
�,K� ��� �� � v
�� 
�,+ ���� ��	�� {�6 ,
�� 

"
,�� ��!Up >�, �
����& 
�
� P�) "
,�	�।”; �	%  

(�)  ��-&� (Q) ��
�
�� “����� ����i” ���
�� �� “>� 

�%�!U� ,� �� *i�� ��!Up ���	 � 
	&�” ���
� �
3�	
�� 

���	। 

 

5?। NREN ����  '? �% C���� &� QR �� �%��&�।— �� C���� &� QR �� 

��-&� (N) � �
�
�� “��	�¨ ,� *(��P” ���
�� �
�	��� “��	�¨ O (
��) ,� *(��P” 

���
�, �%/ ; 
01 �
��
�� ���	। 

 

5@। NREN ���� '? �% C���� &� QN �� �%��&�।— �� C���� &� QN �� 

��-&� (E) �� PD (0) � �
�
�� “v	� ���,�6 �%/” ���
�� �
�	��� “v	� 

���,�6 �%/ (��!Up *i��)”���
� ; 
01�
��
�� ���	। 

 

5B। NREN ���� '? �% C���� &� ?N �� �%��&�।— �� C���� &� ?N �� 


	z(� 
	&� ��-&� (E) 
���	 �%/
�� ���	 �	% �� � �%/
�� ��-&� (E) �� 

�� 
�� � ��-&� (N) �%�!
U� ���	; !":- 

 

“(8) ��H �	
��
 .����Y� Z�[ 	K�	 \��"� �	
� 	� ����"
# 	�
  

� , �
�
 �!�� �� 	�$"�
���]� . �̂ ���	 �	
�_ �[ 	� ($
 �H
� 	�
  

�! 
�` �[ 	�$"�
��] ��# �
��� �a���� �[ 	� �b�� �H
� 	����  

�
����।”। 
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?R। NREN ���� '? �% C���� &� ?O �� �%��&�।— �� C���� &� ?O �� 

��-&� (E), (N) ; (O) �� �
�	��� 
�� � ��-&� (E), (N) ; (O) �
��
�� ���	, !":- 

“(E) ,
(��� 	 &� @5 �� ��6)�� 	
6 �� !�"�}� ,( �,�� *,� v
��, 

��	
6 �� *i��>�� �l,��, ��P� ,� 
�& ���6� Um �"
(, ,�6 P� ��� *�a� �P� 

,
��� �
��	�, !":- 

(,) !
P ,
(��� 	 &� @5 �� ��6)�� 	
6 �� !�"�}� ,( �,�� P
���� 
��)i ,
�� P
������ !"" �� �\�,� �rn � �� 	 }
����G�	 

	y� ,��� *!,- 

(�) *,� P
����� �� v
� �l�P ,�, ���, �� 	 ¦
k,�) 	 
¤�,�) �(§��� 
	��� 
(© *W�6 	 ���p 	6 �� �P� 
,
���Y�; 	 

 

(C) +� �;G� ,� P
����� �� v
� *,� ,� *(��P ��� 
+� �;G� �\�,� 
(© *W�6 �P� ,
���Y�; 

 

(�) !
P �� v
� 
�& �
�� �(��)(� (�T P
���� *�� ,
��� v" � ��; 
 

(V) !
P �� v
� ��P� ,� �
���& ,
��� v" � �� 	 D�
, �P� ,��� 	 
�
��� ,���; 	 

 

(W) !
P �� v
� �" � *D�� ��G� 	 ��p� �6 �;�� �
&,�) � �;� 
���; ��� 	�	�� �" � *D�� �P� 	 ��p� �6 �P� ,� ��। 

 

(N) ��-&� (E) �� �&)� *! v
�� ��� ,� 
�& ��6 ,� �� *�� v
� �� ��-
&�� �&)� ,�6 P� ��� *�a�� �
�
�� �(��)(� (�T 
�
��G�	 �� *�a��� 
	ª�k 
C�
d �«�� ,
��� ���, ��
�� £�!V �P� ,
��� ���	, ����� �� v
�� �«
�� 
C�
d 
	�	0� ,
�� �%
�n ,
(��� 	 &� @5 �� ��6)�� 	
6 �� !�"�}� ,( �,���� 
C�
d P
���� ENR (�,�� 
	�) 
P��� (�T, !�� (�T �� v
�� C�	P��� *�
i�� 
�o�(
P� �(� �]K �� ���	 � 	 *,� C�
d P
�� � ,� ���� �� ��-&�� �&)� 
*�a� U
�� �
�� ���� ENR (�,�� 
	�) 
P��� (�T *�a� ¬�],��6� (T�( ¬�] 
,� 
�& ��6 ,
��� �
��	�, !��� �mm ���U�)� ��©� �
�� 
��	
6 �� 
	��
P ���� 
"
,�	, !":- 

 

(,)  ,� 
�& ���6� ,�6, ,� 
�& ���6� D�� ��P� ,��� �
�(6 �	% !�� 

G
d�� �� �
�(6 ,� 
�& ��6 ,� ����Y ��� 
		�6;  

 

(�)  *! �
���� (�T ,� �P� ,
��� ���	 *�� �
��, ��	, �� �
�� 
*�a� U
�� �
�� ���� ,(��i EQ (����) ,! �
P	� ��� ���� ���	; 
�	% 

 

(V)  ,� 
�& ���6� 
	ª�k C
�� P��� ,
�	� �� ; �(�। 
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(O) ,
(��� 	 &� @5 �� ��6)�� 	
6 �� !�"�}� ,( �,�� ,� *(�P �(
[� Q 
(��0) 	l��, ��	 ��GV �[
�H�) 
�� �
�J��� *i�� O (
��) 	l���� �
&,,� ��� 
�
�
�� ,� *(��P� Um �%��
&� ,� 
�& ��6�� *,� ,� 
�& ��6 ,
��� �
��	� �, !
P 

�- 
(,) 
�	
2� v
� P
���� *��,��6 ����G�	 �	��� 	 ���6 ,���, 

*,� ,� *(��P� Um P
���� *�� � ,���, 	 ,� *(��P ���6� 
C� {�6 ,
�� �" � *D�� �P��� Um C�	P� ,���; 	 

(�) 
�	
2� v
� ,� D�
, *P;�� ��t�u *,� �© *V�� ,���, 
	�� 
,��� 	 
(© �© �P�¥	 �, ,� 0���� �£p ,��� 	 ��tu>�,G�	 
�� �,� 	 �m *,� ���& ,���; 	 

(V) CP�� 	 C�)�� ®�¯p�� 	 >� �%�!U� ,� ,����i� 
�k] 
,! �,�,��6� Um �%��
&� ,� 
�& ��6 ���U� ��। ।”  

?E। NREN ���� '? �% C���� &� ?' �� �%��&�।— �� C���� &� ?' ��- 
 

(,) ��-&� (E), (N) ; (') � �
�
�� “,
(���” ���� �
�	��� 
“,
(��� 	 &� @5 �� ��6)�� 	
6 �� !�"�}� ,( �,��” 
���
� ; �%/ �
��
�� ���	; �	% 

 

(�) ��-&� (O) � �
�
�� “,
(����,” ���� �
�	��� 

“,
(����, 	 &� @5 �� ��6)�� 	
6 �� !�"�}� 

,( �,���,” ���
� ; �%/ �
��
�� ���	। 

 

?N। NREN ���� '? �% C���� &� ?Q �� �%��&�।— �� C���� &� ?Q �� 

��-&� (N) � �
�
�� “,
(���” ���� �
�	��� “,
(��� 	 &� @5 �� ��6)�� 	
6 �� 

!�"�}� ,( �,��” ���
� ; �%/ �
��
�� ���	। 

 

?O। NREN ���� '? �% C���� &� ?? �� �%��&�।— �� C���� &� ?? ��- 

 

(,) ��-&� (E) � �
�
�� “,� 
�& ��6 *�a���” ���
�� ¥�	 � 

“¬�]” ��a �
3�	
�� ���	; �	% 

 

(�) ��-&� (O) � �
�
�� “�� *�a��” ���
�� �
�	��� “�� 

¬�] *�a��” ���
� �
��
�� ���	। 

 

?'। NREN ���� '? �% C���� &� @N �� �%��&�।— �� C���� &� @N �� 

��-&� (E) � �
�
�� “0+ �� � �,���� D( �” ���
�� ��, “, *9
�+ *�a% ��U
°” 
01 

; ���
� �
3�	
�� ���	। 
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?Q। NREN ���� '? �% C���� &� @Q �� �%��&�।— �� C���� &� @Q ��- 

 

(,) ��-&� (E) �� ��6)� ,�( (E) ��- 

(�) 9
(, �% (0) �� 
	��)�� ,�( (O) � �
�
�� “ER 

(P�)” �%/, 
01 ; ���� �
�	��� “Q (��0)” �%/, 


01 ; �� �
��
�� ���	; 

 

(C) 9
(, �% (Y), (U), (±) �	% (�) �� 
	��)�� ,�( 

(O) � �
�
�� “�(�
�(6” ���� �
�	��� “�4p� 

��& �, �	% �4²� �(�
�(6”���
� �
��
�� ���	; 

 

(�) 9
(, �% (³) �� 
	��)�� ,�( (N) � �
�
�� “, 

�(
§� ,� 0����” 
01 ; ���
� 
	Z[ ���	; 

(c) 9
(, �% (´) �� ,�( (O) �� �]�
�� “।” 
01 


	Z[ ���	 �	% ����� 4�� 9
(, �% (6) �	% 

�l
	��)�� ,�( (N) �	% ,�( (O) � 
�� � 

�
=�>� �
3�	
�� ���	, !":- 

 

“ (6) �v�
� �[ �� 	 *�	 

��	���� *i�� C���� 

&� QE, QO, Q', 5' ; 

ER? � �
�
�� 
	&� 

�
���� ,
�	� v" �� 	 

�
��(; 

E (�,) �i 

+, (�। 

”; 

 

(�) ��-&� (N) �� �� 
�� � 4�� ��-&� (N,) �
3�	
�� ���	, 

!":- 

 

“(N,) *,� v
� K�	�� 	 K� v/� ,��6 ,� �
���& 

� ,
��� 	 ,� ��P�) "
,�� 	 ,� *D�� {�6 

,
��� 	 �
&, *��� {�6 ,
��� 	 !"!"G�	 

¤�,�)/¦
k,�) �(§� � ,
��� �	% ��	�¨�� 

C���� �%
�n &� �o!�) 
� 
�� ¬�] ,� £P�� 

�
���& ,
���, �� *i�� ��� ��� *,� U
�(� 

C��� ,� !��	 �।”; �	% 
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(V) ��-&� (') �� �� 
�� � 4�� ��-&� (',) �
3�	
�� ���	, 
!":- 

 
“(',) *,� �
�J��� *,� ��	�� � "
,	� ,��6 �� 

�
�J� !
P �(
�,G�	 	2 ��� !� �	% �
� ,� 
*(�P�] P
���� *�� ,
��� v" � �� �	% 
�
P �n �(� 
�� ¶��� �� �
�J� 0Z ��, *�� *i�� �� �
�J� 
�(
�,G�	 	2 �	% ¶��� 0Z ��	� (T	�¨ ,� 
*(�P 	 ,� *(�P�>��� P
���� *���� v" ��� 
Um ��-&� (E) �� ��6)� (E) �% ,��(� 9
(, �% 
(0) � �
�
�� U
�(� C��� ,� !��	 �। । ”  

 
?5। NREN ���� '? �% C���� &� BQ �� �%��&�।— �� C���� &� BQ ��- 
 

(,) ��-&� (E,) � �
�
�� “�,U�” ���� �
�	��� “�, 	 
�,
&,” ���
� �
��
�� ���	; �	% 

(�) ��-&� Q �� PD (U) �� �]�
�� “।” 
0�1� �
�	��� “;” 
01 
�
��
�� ���	 �	% ����� 
�� � 4�� PD (±) �%�!
U� 
���	; !":- 

 
“(±) �� ,� ��6 � �� �
���& � �;� �! �] *��
� 

,�P�� v	� ����� q�, �
� ; 
	`pl �%�!V 

	
�3 ,
�	� Um �%
�n ,���i�, �o��& ,
��� 
�
��	�। ।”  

 
??। NREN ���� '? �% C���� &� ENE �� �%��&�।- �� C���� &� ENE �� 

��-&� (N) � �
�
�� “,���” ���� �
�	��� “,���, U
�(� v�)�,” ���
� ; ,(�
� 
�
��
�� ���	। 

 
?@। NREN ����  '? �% C���� &� ENN �� �%��&�।- �� C���� &� ENN 

��- 
 

(,) ��-&� (E) �� �]
�� “।” 
0�1� �
�	��� “:” 
01 �
��
�� 
���	 �	% ����� 
�� � ���%� �%�!
U� ���	; !":- 

“��	 ��� "�, *!, *�
����, C�)�� ®�¯p�� !
P 
�� (�( � �rn �� *!, C�)�,�) }
��%V� ,��6 �� BR (�·�) 

P��� (�T C�)� P��� ,
��� �i( �� ��, �� ���� 
�
� 
C�)�,�)�, �� *(��P� ��	�¨ 5R (�+) 
P��� (�T C�)� 
P��� ,
�	� Um �o(
� �P� ,
��� �
��	�।”; �	% 
 

(�) ��-&� (N) � �
�
�� “,���” ���� �
�	��� “,���, U
�(� 
v�)�,” ���
� ; ,(�
� �
��
�� ���	। 
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?B। NREN ���� '? �% C���� &� EN' �� �%��&�।- �� C���� &� EN' �� 

��-&� (') � �
�
�� “,��� 	 U
�(��” ���
�� �
�	��� “,���, U
�(� v�)�,” 

���
� ; ,(�
� �
��
�� ���	। 

 

@R। NREN ���� '? �% C���� &� EN? �� �%��&�।— �� C���� &� EN? 

��- 

 

(,) ��-&� (E) � �
�
�� “,
(�����” ���� �
�	��� “,
(��� 

	 &� @5 �� ��6)�� 	
6 �� !�"�}� ,( �,���” ���
� ; 

�%/ �
��
�� ���	; �	% 
(�) ��-&� (E) �� v/� �
�	��� 
�� � v/ �
��
�� ���	, 

!":- 
 

“v/�  �� ��-&��, “�
����&� 
P� �! �]” �" � 
�& �
�� 

�
���� ��	�¨ 
P� ���� 
�¸3&)� �(��� 

�
����&� 
P� �! �], ��	 N' (0
·�) (��� �
&, 

���। ।”  
 

@E। NREN ���� '? �% C���� �"( �D
���� �%��&�।— �� C���� �"( 

�D
�� ��- 

 
(,) �"( �� �� PD (N) �� *+
	��� ,�( (E) � �
�
��- 
 

(�) 
����( �%/ RO.RQ �� 
	��)�� ,�( (N) � 

�
�
�� �(º»¥6 � �(,�6 *,� “RORQ.ER.BR” 


	Z[ ���	; 

 

(C) 
����( �%/ RO.R? �� 
	��)�� ,�( (N) ; (O) � 

�
�
�� �
=�>��� ��, !"9�( 
�� � 4�� 
����( 

�%/ ; �
=�>� �
3�	
�� ���	, !":- 
 

“RO.RB RORB.ER.BR (o��� *G�V� Um 
(�Y� �¼� (N.Q *,
U 
�! �] *(�, 	 a�U� 
v�)�)”; 
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(�) 
����( �%/ R'.ER �	% ��� 
	��)�� ,�( (N) ; 

(O) � �
�
�� �
=�>��� �
�	��� 
�� � 
����( 

�%/ ; �
=�>� �
��
�� ���	, !":- 

“R'.ER R'ER.ER.BR 

R'ER.BR.BR 

 

�m� �]K �� 	 	
6 �� 

�� �� �� ���� �½¾� 

�� � *GUp �({) (N.Q 

*,
U �! �] *(�, 	 

a�U� v�)�)”; 

(c) 
����( �%/ NQ.R@ �	% ��� 
	��)�� ,�( (N) 

; (O) � �
�
�� �
=�>��� �
�	��� 
�� � 
����( 

�%/ ; �
=�>� �
��
�� ���	, !":- 

“NQ.R@ NQR@.'R.BR (a”; 

 

(�) 
b�)� ����- 

(�) �o��P N �� PD (³) �� �]
�� “।” 
0�1� �
�	��� 

“;” 
01 �
��
�� ���	 �	% ����� 
�� � PD (+) 

�%�!
U� ���	, !":- 

“(+) ¿
n �
�	2) (o��� ��� ��,�6 *��� 

HI6।”; �	% 

 

(C) �o��P Q �� PD (,) �� �
�	��� 
�� � PD (,) 

�
��
�� ���	, !":- 

“(,) !�) �
�	�� *�	 (�)��� 
��
��/��oÀ� 

	�, �)��� 
��
��/��oÀ� *��!�, 

�)��� 
��
��/ ��oÀ� ; �"( *6)� ��-

�
� *��;�� �
G ��, !�	�� G� �P�,�) 

v�)�); ।”  
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@N। NREN ���� '? �% C���� 
b�)� �D
���� �%��&�।— �� C���� 
b�)� 

�D
�� ��- 

(,) *+
	�-E �� �
�	��� 
�� � *+
	�-E �
��
�� ���	, !":- 

“*+
	�-E 

C(P
� �! ��� ���, �� C����!q ���>� 


����( �%/     

(Heading) 

�(º»¥6 � 

�(,�6 *,� 

(H.S. Code) 

���>��� 
		�6 

(Description of Goods) 

���, 

���� 

(%) 

(E) (N) (O) (') 

RN.RE, RN.RN, 

RN.R', RN.R5 

; RN.R? 

�,� 

��0,��,�,� 

Meat and edible offal of bovine animals, 

sheeps or goats 

NR 

RO.RN �,� 

��0,��,�,�  

Fish, fresh or chilled, excluding fish fillets 

and other fish meat of heading 03.04. 

NR 

RO.RO �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

Fish, frozen, excluding fish fillets and other 

fish meat of heading 03.04.  

NR 

RO.R' �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

Fish fillets and other fish meat (whether or not 

minced), fresh, chilled or frozen. 

NR 

RO.RQ RORQ.OE.BR 

RORQ.ON.BR 

RORQ.OB.BR 

�,�, �	6� 	 �	�6� I	�6 �%�
i� 
,r Á(
�� �� 

�(� ,+ Y��� (Y (C�� *,
U �! �] *(�, 	 

a�U� v�)�) 

NR 

 RORQ.QB.BR 

 

�mm �,� (Y (�	6� ��, 	 � ��,),  

Â(
�� �� (C�� *,
U �! �] *(�, 	 a�U� v�)�) 

NR 

RO.R5 ROR5.E5.RR 

ROR5.E?.RR 


�(
�� 
0%
� NR 

RO.RB RORB.ER.ER 

RORB.BR.ER 

(o��� �;�� ���!V) (�Y� Ã,� 	 �¼� (C�� 

*,
U �! �] *(�, 	 a�U�) 

NR 

R'.RN R'RN.ER.ER 

R'RN.NE.ER 

R'RN.NB.ER 

�¼� `&� Ä0� s
,% (C�� *,
U �! �]) NR 
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����( �%/     

(Heading) 

�(º»¥6 � 

�(,�6 *,� 

(H.S. Code) 

���>��� 
		�6 

(Description of Goods) 

���, 

���� 

(%) 

(E) (N) (O) (') 

R'.RQ �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

(�� �	% �mm `ÅU� 0
	 � ; Æ��; *���) *Ç�È  NR 

R'.R5 �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

Cheese and Curd NR 

R?.RN �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

�U 	 É� +�(�+  NR 

R?.R5 R?R5.ER.ER Carrots And Turnips, Fresh Or Chilled, 

Wrapped/Canned upto 2.5 kg 

NR 

R?R5.ER.BR Carrots And Turnips, Fresh Or Chilled, in 

bulk 

NR 

R?.RB �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

Other vegetables, fresh or chilled. NR 

R@.RE �	% 
R@.RN 

R@RE.EE.ER  

R@RE.EN.ER  

R@RE.EB.ER 

R@RE.NE.ER 

R@RE.NN.ER 

R@RE.OE.ER 

R@RE.ON.ER  

R@RN.EE.ER  

R@RN.EN.ER  

R@RN.NE.ER 

R@RN.NN.ER 

R@RN.OE.ER 

R@RN.ON.ER  

 R@RN.'E.ER 

R@RN.'N.ER 

R@RN.QE.ER 

R@RN.QN.ER 

R@RN.5E.ER 

R@RN.5N.ER 

R@RN.?R.ER 

R@RN.BB.BE 

Coconuts, Brazil nuts, cashew nuts and other 

nuts, fresh or dried (Wrapped or canned upto 

2.5 kg) 

NR 
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����( �%/     

(Heading) 

�(º»¥6 � 

�(,�6 *,� 

(H.S. Code) 

���>��� 
		�6 

(Description of Goods) 

���, 

���� 

(%) 

(E) (N) (O) (') 

 R@RN.@R.ER 

R@RN.@R.BR 

Areca Nut OR 

 R@RN.BE.ER 

R@RN.BN.ER 

Pine nuts OR 

R@.RN R@RN.BB.EE 

R@RN.BB.EN 

R@RN.BB.EB 

�U 	 �,� £�
�, *�� Y��� ��, 	 � ��, OR 

R@.R' R@R'.QR.OE 

R@R'.QR.OB 

�U 	 �,� C( NR 

R@.RQ R@RQ.ER.ER 
R@RQ.ER.BR 

�U 	 �,� ,(���¯ NR 

R@RQ.NE.ER 

 R@RQ.NE.BR 

R@RQ.NN.ER 

R@RQ.NN.BR 

R@RQ.NB.ER 

R@RQ.NB.BR 

�U 	 �,� *�¯U�)� D� NR 

R@RQ.'R.ER 

R@RQ.'R.BR 

�U 	 �,� CÊ� NR 

R@RQ.QR.ER 

R@RQ.QR.BR 

�U 	 �,� *�¯ NR 

R@RQ.BR.EE 
R@RQ.BR.EB 
R@RQ.BR.NE 
R@RQ.BR.NB 

�U 	 �,� �mm *�¯ U�)� D� NR 

R@.R5 �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

�U 	 �,� CÊ� D�  NR 

R@.R? �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

Melons (including watermelons) and papaws 

(papayas), fresh. 

NR 

R@.R@ �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

�U C���, ���
� ; ���°� NR 
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����( �%/     

(Heading) 

�(º»¥6 � 

�(,�6 *,� 

(H.S. Code) 

���>��� 
		�6 

(Description of Goods) 

���, 

���� 

(%) 

(E) (N) (O) (') 

R@.RB �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

Apricots, cherries, peaches (including 

nectarines), plums and sloes, fresh 

NR 

R@.ER �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

�mm �U D�  NR 

RB.RE RBRE.EE.ER 

RBRE.EN.ER 

RBRE.NE.ER 

RBRE.NN.ER 

RBRE.BR.ER 

Coffee; coffee husks and skins; coffee 

substitutes containing coffee in any 

proportion (Wrapped or canned upto 2.5 kg) 

NR 

RB.RN RBRN.ER.RR 

RBRN.NR.RR 

Green tea NR 

RBRN.OR.RR Black tea (farmented) and partly farmented 

tea, in immediate packings of a content not 

exceeding 3 kg 

NR 

RBRN.'R.RR Other black tea (farmented) and other partly 

farmented tea 

NR 

RB.R' RBR'.EE.ER 
RBR'.EE.BR 
RBR'.EN.RR 

*V�(
�0, ¬6 � 	 P��� ��, 	 � ��, NR 

RB.R5 �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

Pª
0
� �	% Pª
0
� V�Y� ^� NR 

RB.R? �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

�	�  NR 

RB.R@ RBR@.OE.ER 
RBR@.OE.BR 

RBR@.ON.ER 

RBR@.ON.BR 

��0  NR 

RB.RB RBRB.OE.ER 

RBRB.OE.BR 

RBRB.ON.ER 

RBRB.ON.BR 


U� NR 

EQ.EO EQEO.EB.RR 
�D�� �
��,� Æ�� ; ��� �%� 
	���, �mm OR 

E?.RN E?RN.OR.ER Dextrose anhydrous/monohydrate BP/USP 

Pyrogen free imported under blocklist 

NR 
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����( �%/     

(Heading) 

�(º»¥6 � 

�(,�6 *,� 

(H.S. Code) 

���>��� 
		�6 

(Description of Goods) 

���, 

���� 

(%) 

(E) (N) (O) (') 

E?RN.OR.NR Liquid glucose  NR 

E?RN.OR.BR Other glucose and glucose syrup NR 

E?RN.'R.RR Glucose and glucose syrup, containing in the 

dry state at least 20% but less than 50% by 

weight of fructose, excluding invert sugar 

NR 

E?.R' E?R'.ER.ER 

E?R'.BR.ER 

Sugar confectionery (including white 

chocolate), not containing cocoa, put up for 

retail sale 

'Q 

E?R'.ER.BR 

E?R'.BR.BR 

Sugar confectionery (including white 

chocolate), not containing cocoa, excluding 

put up for retail sale 

'Q 

E@.R5  *,,}� 0,��+ �	% �mm �z 
�������  

E@R5.NR.RR *,,}� 0,��+ �	% �mm �z 
������ (N *,
U� 

��²� Ë,, Ì	 	 	� C,�� �"	 ���, *�_, �¼�, 

P�P� 	 �mª�� 	� s
,% �) 

'Q 

E@R5.OE.RR 

E@R5.ON.RR 


D
�Í� 0,��+ (Ë,, Ì	 	 	� C,��) 'Q 

E@R5.BR.RR �mm 'Q 

EB.RE EBRE.ER.RR Ä0� *(��, �m *"�, E 	Y��� 
���P� v	���� Um 

�z �({) (��
�% �% R'.RE *"�, R'.R' Î� ��U�) 

NR 

EBRE.NR.RR Mixes and dough’s for the preparation of 

bakers' wares of heading 19.05 

NR 

EBRE.BR.BE Malt extract/food preparations Imported in 

bulk by VAT registered food processing 

industries 

NR 

EBRE.BR.BB �mm �z �({) NR 

EB.RN �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

Pasta, whether or not cooked or stuffed or 

otherwise prepared; couscous 

OR 

EB.R' �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

Prepared foods obtained by the swelling or 

roasting of cereals or cereal products; all types 

of cereals 

OR 

EB.RQ EBRQ.OE.RR Sweet biscuits 'Q 
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����( �%/     

(Heading) 

�(º»¥6 � 

�(,�6 *,� 

(H.S. Code) 

���>��� 
		�6 

(Description of Goods) 

���, 

���� 

(%) 

(E) (N) (O) (') 

EBRQ.ON.RR Waffles and wafers 'Q 

EBRQ.'R.RR Rusks, toasted bread and similar toasted 

products 

'Q 

EBRQ.BR.RR Other 'Q 

NR.RQ NRRQ.NR.RR ��+�+ 
0�È 'Q 

NR.R? �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

�3� D�� �[ Up(, D��� *U
�, (�(����, D� 	 
	P(}� 
��
� �	% D� 	 	P�(� *�_, 
0
� 	 
�mm 
(
n �P" � }� ��, 	 � ��, 

NR 

NR.RB �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

D��� �� (CÊ��� must ��) 	 �	
U� ��, V�U�� 
��� 	 
Ç
�+}� ���, 
0
� 	 �mm 
(
n �P" � }� 
��, 	 � ��, 

NR 

NE.RE �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

Extracts, essences and concentrates, of 

coffee, tea or mate and preparations 

NR 

NE.RO �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

�� �	% �o � ��; mixed condiments, �
��� 
�¼� �	% �mm �� 

NR 

NE.RQ NERQ.RR.RR Ice cream and other edible ice, whether or 

not containing cocoa 

NR 

NE.R5 NER5.BR.ER £V
2 I�v� 
(6 v�)� *,(� ��)� ���� v	w� 
�({), C��� 
G
d, �p��,�� i(� R.Q% �� ��²� 

OQR 

NER5.BR.'B Other Stabilizer for milk ER 

NER5.BR.QR Creamer in bulk imported by VAT registered 

milk foodstuffs manufacturers 

NR 

819O.M9.69 Food supplement 89 

NER5.BR.BR �mm NR 

NN.RE �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

Waters, including natural or artificial mineral 

waters and aerated waters, not containing 

added sugar or other sweetening matter nor 

flavoured; ice and snow 

NR 

NN.RN NNRN.ER.RR Waters, including mineral waters and aerated 
waters containing added sugar of other 
sweetening matter or flavoured 

EQR 

NNRN.BE.RR ��-�p��,�
�, 
	�� EQR 

NNRN.BB.RR �mm EQR 

NN.RO NNRO.RR.RR (Ï ���� ��� 
	�� NQR 
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����( �%/     

(Heading) 

�(º»¥6 � 

�(,�6 *,� 

(H.S. Code) 

���>��� 
		�6 

(Description of Goods) 

���, 

���� 

(%) 

(E) (N) (O) (') 

NN.R' �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

�U CÊ��� (z, Da �D�� (z��; (NR.RB *�
�%K� 
grape must v�)�) 

OQR 

NN.RQ �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

G�H" �	% �U CÊ��� Æ�
� (z, £	
�� OQR 

NN.R5 NNR5.RR.RR �mm V�U�� ��)� (�P��6� � 
���, *��)) OQR 

NN.R@ �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic 
strength by volume of less than 80% volume, 
spirits, liquors and other spirituous beverages 

OQR 

N'.RE �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

Unmanufactured Tobacco, Tobacco refuse 5R 

N'.RN N'RN.ER.RR �(�,� Æ�
� 
�V�, �ª+ ; 
�V
��� OQR 

N'RN.NR.RR �(�,� Æ�
� 
�V��+ OQR 

N'RN.BR.RR ��� 	 �!
�, �k
��� Æ�
� 
	
� �	% �mm EQR 

N'.RO �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

�mm ����� �(, �	% �(U�)� �P" �; �(�,� 

“homogenised” 	 “reconstituted” 
�U�� 	 £V
2 

EQR 

24.04 2404.99.10 Bottle/Refil used in Electronic Nicotine 

Delivery System (ENDS) 

100 

NQ.RE NQRE.RR.ER Pure sodium chloride BP/USP pyrogen free NR 

NQRE.RR.NR Salt (other than pure sodium chloride) not in 

aqueous solution including salt boulder for 

crushing and salt in bulk 

NR 

NQRE.RR.OR Rock salt, bhit lobon NR 

NQRE.RR.BE Denatured salt (coloured) NR 

NQRE.RR.BB �mm �	6 NR 

NQ.EQ NQEQ.EE.RR (�	 �� �	% *®G�a� (C��: C��
i, ¶ªÐ N.Q% 	 
�� *	�)), Ñ� 	 �¾�G�	 ,
��� 

NR 

NQEQ.EN.RR Merely cut, by sawing or otherwise, into 

blocks or slabs of a rectangular (including 

square) shape 

NR 

NQEQ.NR.RR Ecsussine and other calcareous monumental or 

building stone; alabaster 

NR 

NQ.E5 NQE5.EE.RR  {��+ (�¾�G�	 ,
���)  NR 

NQE5.EN.RR {��+� ,�� b� 	 �m �,�� Ë, �"	 0ÒK �U 	 
	V �,� Ì	 
���	 ,
��� 

NR 
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NQE5.BR.ER *	Ó� *_� ER 

NQ.E? NQE?.ER.BR Pebbles, gravel, broken or crushed stone (excl. 

imported by VAT registered ceramic products 

manufacturing industries) 

OR 

NQE?.'B.RR Other Pebbles, gravel, broken or crushed 

stone 

OR 

25.21 2521.00.91 Boulder Lime stone 10 

2521.00.99 Other 30 

NQ.NO NQNO.NE.RR *�+ ��� 
��(�� �P, �
�(G�	 ��)� ,� ��, 	 � 

��, 

NR 

NQNO.NB.RR �mm *�+ ��� 
��(� NR 

N?.ER N?ER.EN.OB �mm ��, Æ�� ; 
������� �mm NR 

N?ER.EN.QR �mm (T( Æ�� ; 
������ NR 

N?ER.EN.5B q� Æ��� �mm NR 

N?ER.EB.EB Ô��) Æ��� �mm NR 

N?ER.EB.NN Recycled lube base oil NR 

N?ER.EB.ON Recycled lubricating oil NR 

N?ER.EB.BO C%
�, �
���
&� *��®
��(, +�Ñ��� NR 

N?ER.EB.BB �mm G�) Æ�� ; 
������ NR 

N?.EE N?EE.NE.RR ��
�, q�, q�)� �	��  ERR 

N@.R? N@R?.RR.RR ��
D�
�, �
��, ;
��( 20 

N@.OO N@OO.EE.RR Disodium sulphate  89 

N@OO.EB.RR Sodium sulphates 89 

NB.EQ NBEQ.?R.ON Sodium salt of palmitic acid (soap noodle) 

imported by other 

89 

NB.E? NBE?.ON.ER Dioctyl orthophthalates pharmaceutical 

grade imported under block list by VAT 

registered pharmaceutical industry 

NR 

NBE?.ON.BR ������ ��" ��"��+� (
� ; 
�) ER 

NBE?.OO.RR Dinonyl or didecyl orthophthalates NR 
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NBE?.O'.RR Other esters of orthophthalic acid NR 

NBE?.OB.BR Other NR 

ON.R@ ONR@.ER.ER Paints and varnishes imported by Bangladesh 

Biman, flying club, concerned Government 

Department and VAT registered manufacturer 

as raw material for their product 

NR 

ONR@.ER.BR �
���_� *	�U� �mm *����, G
6 �� (���(� 
*�,���) 

NR 

ONR@.NR.ER Paints and varnishes imported by Bangladesh 

Biman, flying club, concerned Government 

Department and VAT registered manufacturer 

as raw material for their product 

NR 

ONR@.NR.BB Other paints based on acrylic or vinyl 

polymers, in a non-aqueous medium 

NR 

ONR@.BR.ER Paints and varnishes imported by Bangladesh 

Biman, flying club, concerned Government 

Department and VAT registered manufacturer 

as raw material for their product 

NR 

ONR@.BR.BR �mm *����, G
6 �� �	% *�,� NR 

ON.RB ONRB.ER.ER Paints and varnishes imported by Bangladesh 

Biman, flying club, concerned Government 

Department and VAT registered manufacturer 

as raw material for their product 

NR 

ONRB.ER.BR ��9
�, 
G��� �
�(� *	�U� �mm *��� �� G
6 �� 

(���(� ; *�,���) 

NR 

ONRB.BR.ER Paints and varnishes imported by Bangladesh 

Biman, flying club, concerned Government 

Department and VAT registered manufacturer 

as raw material for their product 

NR 

ONRB.BR.BR �mm *����, G
6 �� �	% *�,� NR 

ON.ER ONER.RR.ER Paints and varnishes imported by Bangladesh 

Biman, flying club, concerned Government 

Department and VAT registered manufacturer 

as raw material for their product 

NR 
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ONER.RR.NR Prepared water pigments of a kind used for 

finishing leather, for cleaning footwear in 

tablet form 

NR 

ONER.RR.BR �mm *���, 	
6 �� (���(�, *�,� ; 
��_\���) NR 

OO.RO OORO.RR.RR £V
2 ; ��&�) �
� OR 

OO.R' �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

*��Õ! � �"	 ��&� �({) �	% Ð, �
�0! �� ��&� 

�({) (Ö��& v	w� �P" � v�)�), ��
×� 	 �� Ø� 

�({); ��, �� 	 ���� ��&� �({)�� 

'Q 

OO.RQ �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

*,� �
�0! �� v	w� �({) 5R 

OO.R5 OOR5.ER.RR *��
®
D� NR 

OOR5.BR.RR H�V�	� 	 P���� Um v	w� �mm �({) NR 

OO.R? �,� 
��0,��,�,�  

*��G� C�V, *��G� ��� 	 *��G� �(� v	�! � �({); 
��)��� `V �2 `�),��6 v	w� �({), 
�����+�) �	% 
�mm £V
2, ��&�) ; +���+ �({) ! �m *,"; 
	
6 �� 	 �]K �� ���; ,�i� `V �2 ��, (£V
2}� ��, 
	 � ��,) �"	 U)	o��, i(� "�, 	 � "�,) 

OR 

OOR?.NR.RR Personal deodorants and antiperspirants OR 

OOR?.BR.RR �mm OR 

O'.RE �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

�	� �	% �	� 
���	 v	w� ���D� �,aG �({) 
�	% �(U�)� �� 

'Q 

O'.RN O'RN.QR.RR Preparations put up for retail sale NR 

 O'RN.BR.ER 
�+��U� NR 

O'.RQ O'RQ.ER.RR Polishes, creams and similar preparations for 

footwear or leather 

NR 

O5.RE O5RE.RR.RR 
	�Ù�, ���� OR 

O5.RN O5RN.RR.RR Æ�
� 
	�Ú�,, 
	�Ú�, ���� v�)� OR 

O5.R' �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

C��	
U 
�V�
�% *Û��, *��� ��,+, DV 
�V�� �	% 

�mm �����+,
�, �� 

OR 

O5.RQ O5RQ.RR.RR 
P����; 
���( �%/ O5.R' �� �����+,
�, �� 

�({) v�)� 

NR 
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O@.R@ O@R@.BE.NE Mosquito coil; aerosol; mosquito repellent NR 

O@.N' O@N'.BB.NR Chlorinated parafin wax ER 

OB.E? OBE?.NE.RR Tubes, pipes and hoses, rigid of polymers of 

ethylene 

OR 

OBE?.NN.RR Tubes, pipes and hoses, rigid of polymers of 

propylene  

OR 

OBE?.NO.BR Tubes, pipes and hoses, rigid of polymers of 

vinyl chloride (excluding PVC shrinkable tube 

(plain)) 

OR 

OBE?.NB.BE Fibre glass imported by VAT registered 

electric fan manufacturers 

OR 

OBE?.NB.BB Tubes, pipes and hoses, rigid of other plastics 

(excluding Silicone tubing for laboratory use; Hoses 

pipe for gas cylinder) 

OR 

OB.E@ �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

Ü
_�,� Æ�
� *Û� ,G
�%, ;�� �"	 
�
�% 
,G
�%, *��D ����
�G ��, 	 � ��, (��� �"	 
+�� C,��) 

NR 

OB.EB OBEB.BR.BB Ü
_�,� Æ�
� *��D ����
�G *Ü+, �)+, 
DÝ, D���, 
*+�, Þ)� �	% �mm Ûp+ C�
� ( *�� C,��) (>�, 

�	
2� �
�J� v�)�) 

ER 

OB.NR Ü
_�,� *Ü+, �)+, 
DÝ, D���, Þ)� (��-*�Z��, 
����D� �� ���, �m *,� 
�P" � b� �
(���+�, ����+ �� 	 �m *,� �P�" �� ��" �o � ���� 
�(
§�): 

 

OBNR.NR.ER Y��� C,�� *���
�� �
�(��� Æ�
� (Ö�& 
�� 
,��, C(P
��� Ö�& ������ ��p���� Ë,
�_Î� 
�� v�)�) 

ER 

OBNR.'B.NE Printed PVC sheet Imported by VAT 

registered SIM card or Smart card 

manufacturing industry 

NR 

OBNR.'B.NB 
���� 
�
G
� �)+ NR 

OBNR.5N.ER Y��� C,�� �
� �"�
�� *+��D�"���+� Æ�
� NR 

OBNR.5B.ER Y��� C,�� �mm �
���_��� Æ�
� ER 

OBNR.BN.ER Y��� C,�� Ü
_�,� Æ�
� �
�(��� ER 

OBNR.BB.BR �mm Ü
_, �)+ ER 
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OB.NE Ü
_�,� Æ�
� �mm *Ü+, �)+, 
DÝ, D��� ; Þ)� ( *�Z��, 
����D� ��, 
�m *,� �P" � b� �
(���+�, ����+ �� 	 �m *,� �P�" �� ��" �o � 
���� �(
§�): 

 

OBNE.EB.BR Other cellular plate/sheet/film/foil of plastic NR 

OBNE.BR.BE Y��� C,�� �mm Ü
_�,� Æ�
� *�Z��, 
G�,��U�, *(+��U� 	 �o � Ü
_, 

OR 

OBNE.BR.BB Y��� v�)� �mm Ü
_�,� Æ�
� *�Z��, 
G�,��U�, *(+��U� 	 �o � Ü
_, 

NR 

OB.NN �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

Ü
_�,� Æ�
� 	"+	, �;�� 	", 
�ß, ;�� *	
��, 

	��+, ��G+�) s�, �)+ ; ,G�, Û
�% 
�_6 �� �	% 
�o � »
�+�) ;�p�È 

NR 

OB.NO �� 	�� 	 s
,% �� Um v	w� Ü
_�,� Æ�
� Iv
P�  

OBNO.ER.RR Ü
_�,� Æ�
� 	à, *,��, *9+ �	% �(U�)� �� 'Q 

OBNO.NE.RR Sacks and bags (including cones) of polymers 

of ethylene other than plastics 

'Q 

OBNO.NB.BR Sacks and bags (including cones) of other 

plastics 

'Q 

OBNO.OR.NR 

OBNO.OR.BR 

,	 ��, *	��, Û¡ ; �(U�)� �� (Ö��&� »�� ; 
�������� ,����� v�)�) 

'Q 

OBNO.'R.BR Other Spools, caps, bobbins and similar 

supports 

'Q 

OBNO.QR.RR Stoppers, lids, caps and other closures 'Q 

OBNO.BR.BR Ü
_, s��+� 'Q 

OB.N' OBN'.ER.RR Ü
_�,� *+
	�;�p� 	 
,�0�;�p� 'Q 

OBN'.BR.ER Feeding Bottles NR 

OBN'.BR.BR �mm 'Q 

OB.NQ OBNQ.NR.RR Ü
_�,� Æ�
� P�U, U�� ; ���P� *á( �	% P�U� 

threshold 

'Q 

OBNQ.OR.RR Ü
_�,� Æ�
� �+�, Ë�� �	% ���P� �+ �� NR 

OBNQ.BR.RR Ü
_�,� Æ�
� �mm 
	Ó� � ;�p� NR 

OB.N5 OBN5.ER.RR Ü
_�,� Æ�
� �
D� �	% x� �({) NR 

OBN5.'R.RR Statuettes and other ornamental articles 89 

OBN5.BR.BB Ü
_�,� Æ�
� �mm Iv
P OR 
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'R.EE 'REE.ER.RR *(+� V
�� +�� NR 

'R.E5 'RE5.BE.RR Floor coverings and mats NR 

'N.RN �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

Trunks, suit-case, vanity-cases, executive-

cases, brief-cases, school satchels, spectacle 

cases, binocular cases, camera cases, musical 

instrument cases, guncases, holsters and 

similar containers; travelling-bags, insulated 

food or beverages bags toilet bags, rucksacks, 

handbags, shopping bags, wallets, purses, 

map-cases, cigarette-cases, tobacco pouches, 

tool bags, sports bags, bottle-cases, jewellery 

boxes, powder-boxes, cutlery cases and 

similar containers, of leather or of 

composition leather, of sheeting of plastics, of 

textile materials, of vulcanised fibre or of 

paperboard, or wholly or mainly covered with 

such materials or with paper. 

NR 

'N.RO 'NRO.OR.RR Belts and bandoliers NR 

'NRO.'R.RR Other clothing accessories  NR 

''.ER ��� 
''.EN 

�,� ��0,��,�,� 

(''EE.EN.RR, 
''EE.EO.RR ; 

''EE.E'.RR v�)�) 

�,� �,� �a �,p� *	� �, ;
������ Þ� *	� � ; 
�(U�)� *	� �, D�	� *	� �, �� � *	� �, Ü���, 
G
��� � 
s���È ; �(U�)� *�
(���+� �� 

ER 

''.ER ''ER.EE.RR Particle board NR 

''.E@ �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

P�U, U��, ���P� *á( ; *â���Ó, s�
,+ s���, 
�+
�%, 
�%�V� ; *�, �	% �(U�)� �� 

ER 

44.20 NN89.11.99 

NN89.1M.99 

Wooden Beads 20 

'@.RN '@RN.Q'.ER 

'@RN.Q'.BR 

Other paper and paperboard, not containing fibres 

obtained by a mechanical or chemi-mechanical 

process or of which not more than 10% by weight 

of the total fibre content consists of such fibres of 

weighing less than 40 g/m²  (Excl. imported by 

VAT registered manufacturing industries) 

ER 

'@.EO �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

��g
��] ���
�, �
!( $� 	���� ��	 �
 �
 ��	 .�
 

h	��] �
 i���� �	
�� 

ERR 
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'@.E@ �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

+���+ *���, a£p *���, +;��� 	 m�
,� *��� 	 

�(U�)� ��, ����), *�
�+�) 	 �o � ,�U v	w� 

OR 

'@.EB '@EB.ER.RR 

 

Cartons, boxes and cases, of corrugated paper 

and paperboard 

ER 

'@EB.NR.RR |0 ,ã s
,%��� Um ä��à C�+� *�� v�)� ��-

,���V�+� *��� ; *��� *	�� �� Æ�
� *D
Ó% ,Ã ��, 

	à ; *,� 

ER 

'@EB.OR.RR »,È �	% vVÈ ('R *�. 
( ; �`²� �� *	U 
	
�n) ER 

'@.NE '@NE.ER.RR 
���� *��G�� NR 

'@.NO '@NO.5B.BR Paper Cup, Plate, Bowl NR 

'@NO.BR.BO 

'@NO.BR.B' 

Surface coloured or printed paper or paper 

board 

NR 

'B.RE 'BRE.ER.RR Printed Books, Brochures, leaflets, similar 

printed matter in single sheets, wheather or 

not folded 

ER 

'B.RB 'BRB.RR.RR Printed or illustrated postcards; printed cards 

bearing personal greetings, messages or 

announcements, wheather or not illustrated, 

with or without envelopes or trimmings 

NR 

'B.ER 'BER.RR.RR Calenders of any kind, printed, including 

calender blocks  

NR 

'B.EE �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

Y��� Y
	, D�+{D��� �mm Y��� �� �({) NR 

QR.R? �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

Woven fabrics of silk or of silk waste. 'Q 

QN.R@ ���� 

QN.EN 

�,� 

��0,��,�,� 

 

;�G� *D
�à NR 

Q'.R? �	% 

Q'.R@ 

�,� ��0,��,�,� 

(Q'R?.ER.ER  

v�)�) 

;�G� *D
�à NR 
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QQ.EN ���� 
QQ.E5 

�,� ��0,��,�,� 

(QQEN.EB.ER 
v�)�) 

;�G� *D
�à NR 

Q5.RQ Q5RQ.RR.ER Metalized round yarn NR 

Q?.RE ���� 
Q?.RQ 

�,� 
��0,��,�,� 

,�� �+ ; �mm *+à+�� *Û� C�P� NR 

Q@.RE �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics, other 
than fabrics of heading 58.02 or 58.06. 

NR 

Q@.R' �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

Tulles and other net fabrics, not including 

woven, knitted or crocheted fabrics; lace in 

the piece, in strips or in motifs, other than 

fabrics of  headings 60.02 to 60.06. 

NR 

QB.RO QBRO.ER.BR Other textile fabrics, impregnated, coated, 

covered or laminated with polyvinyl chloride 

NR 

QBRO.NR.BR Other textile fabrics, impregnated, coated, 

covered or laminated with polyurethane 

NR 

QBRO.BR.BR Other textile fabrics with polyurethane NR 

5R.RE �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

Pile fabrics, including "long pile" fabrics and 

terry fabrics, knitted or crocheted. 

NR 

5R.RN �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

Knitted or crocheted fabrics of a width not 

exceeding 30 cm, containing by weight 5% or 

more of elastomeric yarn or rubber thread, 

other than those of heading 60.01. 

NR 

5R.RO �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

Knitted or crocheted fabrics of a width not 

exceeding 30 cm, other than those of heading 

60.01 or 60.02 

NR 

5R.R' �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

Knitted or crocheted fabrics of a width 

exceeding 30 cm, containing by weight 5% or 

more of elastomeric yarn or rubber thread, 

other those of heading 60.01 

NR 

5R.RQ �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

Warp knit fabrics (including those made on 

galloon knitting machines), other than of 

headings 60.01 to 60.04 

NR 

5R.R5 �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

Other knitted or crocheted fabrics NR 
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5E.RE �	% 
5E.RN 

 

�,� 
��0,��,�,�  

;G��,+, ,�-*,+, *,��, *å,, �p��� p, (
¡-
Up�,+��), ���
0+�, ���-Up�,+ �	% �(U�)� ��, 

��+� 	 9���+� 

'Q 

5E.RO �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

*Y���P� £p+, ��
�:�, Up�,+, *ËU�, ®�U�, 
		 ; 
*�� ;G���, 
�0 ; �+ �� (������ *��, Y�), 
��+� 
	 9���+� 

'Q 

5E.R' �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

*(���P� £p+, ��
�:�, Up�,+, *ËU�, *æ�, ¡+ �, 

�G���� ¡+ �, ®�U�, 
		 ; *�� ;G���, 
�0 ; �+ �� 
(������ *��, Y�), 
��+� 	 9���+� 

'Q 

5E.RQ �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

*Y���P� �+ �, 
��+� 	 9���+� 'Q 

5E.R5 �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

*(���P� Ë�U, �+ � �	% �+ �-Ë�U, 
��+� 	 9���+� 'Q 

5E.R? �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

*Y���P� C��s�, 
�D, ��+�+ �, ��U(, 	"��	, 
*æ
�% V�� �	% �(U�)� ��, 
��+� 	 9���+� 

'Q 

5E.R@ �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

*(���P� 
Ì�, *�a�,+, 
�D, s
�, ��+�æ�, ��U(, 
*�V��
U, 	"��	, *æ
�% V�� �	% �(U�)� ��, 

��+� 	 9���+� 

'Q 

5E.RB �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

a-�+ �, 
�%��+ �	% �mm *G_, 
��+� 	 9���+� 'Q 

5E.ER �,� 
��0,��,�,�  

U
� �, ¶�;G�, ,
� �V�, ;��_�,+ �	% �(U�)� ��, 

��+� 	 9���+�, ,
ç�) YV� 	 �m �6)� �ª *�( 
b� Æ�
� �({) 

'Q 

5E.EE �,� 

��0,��,�,� 


���P� V�( ��� ; *å
P% ��à�
�U, 
��+� 	 9���+� 'Q 

5E.EO 5EEO.RR.RR 
��+� 	 9���+� *D
��à� (QB.RO, QB.R5 	 QB.R? 

*�
�% ��) Æ�
� V�( ��� 

'Q 

5E.E' �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

�mm V�( ���, 
��+� 	 9���+�  'Q 

5E.EQ �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

s
� *��, +�+�, _
,%�, �,� �	% �mm *�
���) 

(�G
��,U 
��� Um _
,%� �	% *��
	�)� j���), 


��+� 	 9���+�  

'Q 

5E.E5 �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

èG�, 
(�+�� �	% 
(+�, 
��+� 	 9���+� 'Q 
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�(,�6 *,� 
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���>��� 
		�6 

(Description of Goods) 

���, 

���� 

(%) 

(E) (N) (O) (') 

5E.E? �,� 
��0,��,�,�  

�mm 
��+� 	 9���+� *å
P% ��à�
�U; V�( ��� 	 
*å
P% ��à�
��U� �%� 

'Q 

5N.RE *"�, 
5N.ER �! �] 

�,� 
��0,��,�,� 

¶ª�, (
�� ; 
���P� �,� &���� Æ�
� *��,, �]	 �� 
; �(U�)� �� (������ *��, Y�) 

'Q 

5N.EE 5NEE.ON.RR 

5NEE.OO.RR 

5NEE.OB.RR 

5NEE.'N.RR 

5NEE.'O.RR 

5NEE.'B.RR 

®p, £p+ ; �mm V�( ��� (������ *��, ; 
¡-£p+ 
v�)�) 

NR 

5N.EN *"�, 
5N.E? �! �] 

�,� 
��0,��,�,� 

*�
���, V� ��, ,���+, *��, ������, V+ ��, ª(�, 
��, ¡D�, (D��, |
��, *G��, +�, *	-+�, 9p�G+, 
èG�, 
(�+°, 
(+� �	% �(U�)� *å
P% ��à�
�U ; 
�� �%� 

'Q 

5O.RE �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

�,� �,� ��() ,:� NR 

5O.RN �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

*	� 
����, *+
	� 
����, +���+ 
���� �	% 
,�0� 

���� 

NR 

5O.RO �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

�P � (�æ���) �	% ���
��� Ë��; �P � 	 *	� Gp�° NR 

5O.R' �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

�mm C�		 (B'.R' *�
�% �� �� v�)�) NR 

5'.RN �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

Other footwear with outer soles and uppers of 

rubber or plastics. 

'Q 

5'.RO �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

Footwear with outer soles of rubber, plastics, 

leather or composition leather and uppers of 

leather. 

'Q 

5'.R' �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

Footwear with outer soles of rubber, plastics, 

leather or composition leather and uppers of 

textile materials. 

'Q 

5'.RQ �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

Other footwear. 'Q 

5'.R5 5'R5.ER.ER 

5'R5.ER.BR 

5'R5.NR.ER 

5'R5.NR.BR 

Upper and outer soles and heels NR 
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���>��� 
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(Description of Goods) 

���, 

���� 

(%) 

(E) (N) (O) (') 

5?.RN �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

Artificial flowers, foliage and fruit and parts 

thereof; articles made of artificial flowers, 

foliage or fruit 

NR 

5@.RN �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

Granite, marble, travertine and alabaster and 

other stone 

5R 

68.03 6803.00.00 Worked slate and articles of slate or of 

agglomerated slate 

5R 

OI.9I OI9I.99.99 Panels, boards, tiles, blocks and similar articles or 

vegetable fibre, of straw or of shavings, chips, 

particles, sawdust or other waste, of wood, 

agglomerated with cement, plaster or other 

mineral binders. 

ER 

68.09 6809.11.00 

6809.19.00 

Plaster Boards and sheets ER 

5B.R' �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

Ceramic building bricks, flooring blocks, 
support or filler tiles and the like. 

NR 

5B.RQ �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

Roofing tiles, chimney-pots, cowls, chimney 

liners, architectural ornaments and other 

ceramic constructional goods. 

NR 

5B.R5 5BR5.RR.RR Ceramic pipes, conduits, guttering and pipe 

fittings. 

NR 

5B.R? �,� 
��0,��,�,� 


��
(, ��� D�, �	% ����� ��� �"	 *P���� 
+��� (�oé�/�é�); �oé�/�é� 	 0,0�, 

��
(, *(U�, 
,�	 �	% �(U�)� ��, *,� 	�� 
��� �
�� ��, 	 � ��, 

5R 

5B.ER 

 

�,� 

��0,��,�,�  


��
(�,� 
�ß, ;�� *	
��, ;�� *	
�� s��_�, 

	"+	, 
	��, ;�+� å�U+ s�, Û
�% 
�_� �, 

��
��� ; �(U�)� *�
�+�) 
Dà� � 

5R 

5B.EE �,� 

��0,��,�,� 


0�(a 	 *��
�
���� Æ�
� *+
	� ;�p�, 
,�0� ;�p� 

; �mm ����) �	% +���+ �({) 

5R 

5B.EN 5BEN.RR.RR 
��
(�,� Æ�
� *+
	� ;�p�, 
,�0� ;�p� ; �mm 

����) �({) 

5R 

5B.EO �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

Statuettes and other ornamental ceramic 

articles. 

5R 
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���>��� 
		�6 

(Description of Goods) 

���, 

���� 

(%) 

(E) (N) (O) (') 

5B.E' �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

�mm 
��
(, �({)  5R 

?R.RN ?RRN.OB.BR è� a�	 NR 

?R.RO ?RRO.EN.RR ��6 �G�	 �%�� �� ;�p�� �)+ C,�� ,_ �"	 
*�� è� (���, Û�ê/�p	U��	���, 
��Û
�% ��, 	 
� ��,)  

NR 

?RRO.EB.RR �mm ,_ �"	 *�� è� ��-;�p� � �)+ NR 

?RRO.NR.RR ,_ �"	 *�� è� ;�p� � �)+ NR 

?RRO.OR.RR ,_ �"	 *�� è� *�D��È NR 

?R.R' �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

æ� è� �	% *	� è� �)+, �p	U��	� "�, 	 � 
"�,, 
��Û
�% ��, 	 � ��, 

NR 

?R.RQ �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

�)+ C,�� *Û+ è� �	% ���D� {�� 	 �
��� 
è�, *��,}�, �
�D�� 	 �
�D���)� ��
	
�n ��, 
	 � ��,, �m *,� ,U ,� �� 

'Q 

?R.R5 7006.00.00 Edge-worked glass NR 

?R.R? ?RR?.EB.BR Other tampered safety glass NR 

?RR?.NB.RR Other laminated safety glass NR 

?R.RB ?RRB.BE.BR *á(
	�)� �mm ,��0� C�� NR 

?RRB.BN.BR *á(}� �mm ,��0� C�� NR 

?R.ER ?RER.BR.RR Carboys, bottles, flastks, jars, pots, phials 

and other containers, of glass, of a kind used 

for the conveyance or packing of goods; 

preserving jars of glass 

NR 

?R.EO �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

*+
	�, �3W�, +���+, �
D�, ����� *��,���� �"	 
�,� � ��t�u v	���� ���!V) ,��0� Æ�U��� 
(?R.ER ; ?R.E@ *�
�% �� �� v�)�) 

'Q 

?R.E5 �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

Paving blocks, slabs, bricks, squares, tiles 

and other articles of pressed or moulded 

glass, whether or not wired, of a kind used 

for building or construction purposes; glass 

cubes and other glass smallwares, whether or 

not on a backing, for mosaics or similar 

decorative purposes; leaded lights and the 

like; multi-cellular or foam glass in blocks, 

panels, plates, shells or similar forms. 

NR 
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�(,�6 *,� 
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���>��� 
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(Description of Goods) 

���, 

���� 

(%) 

(E) (N) (O) (') 

?R.E@ ?RE@.ER.RR Glass beads, imitation pearls, imitation 

precious or semi-precious stones and similar 

glass small wares 

NR 

?E.RN ?ERN.ER.RR 

?ERN.OE.RR 

�(ë6 �)� NR 

?ERN.OB.RR (ë6 �)� 5R 

?E.E? �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

�
(�+�� j����)  NR 

?N.EO �,� ��0,��,�,� 
(?NEO.BB.ER 

v�)� ) 

Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in irregularly wound 
coils, of iron or non-alloy steel. 

'Q 

?N.E' �,� ��0,��,�,� Other bars and rods of iron or non-alloy steel, 
not further worked than forged, hot-rolled, 
hot-drawn or hot-extruded, but including 
those twisted after rolling. 

(�Â(� ��
�
U 
�
����� Gì ; 	� �l�P�,�) 
�
�J��� ,�0(� 
���	 ��0�� *,� ?NE'.BB.RR �� 
�&)� Carbon steel S20c/SAE 1020 (42mmRD) 
C(P
�� *i� v�)�) 

'Q 

?N.EQ �,� ��0,��,�,� Other bars and rods of iron or non-alloy steel. 
Of free-cutting steel, not further worked than 
cold-formed or cold-finished 

'Q 

?N.E5 �,� ��0,��,�,� Angles, shapes and sections of iron or non-

alloy steel. 

NR 

?O.RO ?ORO.RR.RR ,_ C����� Æ�
� a�	 ���� NR 

?O.R' ?OR'.EE.NR 

?OR'.EB.NR 

���� �"	 q� ��� ���� v	w� ��� ���� 

G���� v� @ �
S �"	 �� 
��� 

NR 

?OR'.BR.RR C��� �"	 n)��� Æ�
� �mm a�	, ��� �	% D�� 

*�D��, 
�(��� (Seamless) 

NR 

?O.R5 

 

?OR5.EE.NR 

?OR5.EB.NR 

���� �"	 q� ��� ���� v	w� ��� ����, 

(
G���� v� @ �
S �"	 �� 
���) 

NR 

?OR5.NE.NR 

?OR5.NB.NR 

���� ; q��� 
æ
�% �� ,�U v	w� *,
�% �	% 

a�
	% (
G���� v� @ �
S �"	 �� 
���) 

NR 

?OR5.OR.RR Other, welded, of circular cross-section of 

iron or non-alloy steel  

NR 
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���>��� 
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���, 

���� 

(%) 

(E) (N) (O) (') 

?OR5.'R.RR Other, welded, of circular cross-section, of 

stainless steel  

NR 

?OR5.QR.RR Other, welded, of circular cross-section, of 

other alloy steel  

NR 

?OR5.5E.RR Other, welded, of non-circular cross-section of 

square or rectangular cross-section 

NR 

?OR5.5B.RR Other, welded, of non-circular cross-section of 

other non-circular cross-section 

NR 

?OR5.BR.RR Other, welded, of non-circular cross-section: 

Other 

NR 

?O.R? ?OR?.EE.RR GI Fittings NR 

?OR?.EB.RR 

?OR?.BB.BR 

?O.E? ?OE?.RR.RR Nails, Tacks, Drawing Pins of iron/steel NR 

?O.E@ ?OE@.EE.RR Coach screws NR 

?OE@.EN.RR Other wood screws NR 

?OE@.EO.RR Screw hooks and screw rings NR 

?OE@.E'.RR Self-tapping screws NR 

?OE@.EQ.ER Other screws and bolts flus type tower bolt 

imported by Industrial IRC holder VAT 

compliant fire-resistant door manufacturers 

NR 

?OE@.EQ.BR Other Screw NR 

?OE@.E5.RR Threaded Nuts of Iron/Steel NR 

?OE@.EB.RR Other Screw NR 

?O.NR ?ONR.ER.RR Leaf-springs and leaves therefore NR 

?O.NE ?ONE.EE.RR q� Ô��)� ���!V) 	 q� �	% �mm �G� 

Ô��)� ���!V) �3� Æ�U��� �	% *Ü+ V�(,�, 

NR 

?O.NO ?ONO.BO.RR 

?ONO.B'.RR 

?ONO.BB.ER 

?ONO.BB.BR 

Table/kitchenware of stainless steel NR 
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(Heading) 

�(º»¥6 � 

�(,�6 *,� 

(H.S. Code) 

���>��� 
		�6 

(Description of Goods) 

���, 

���� 

(%) 

(E) (N) (O) (') 

?O.N' �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

*_����� _)��� 
�ß, ;�� *	
�� ��� !�%�, ;�+� 

Ø� �	% 	"ª�(� �mm 
Da%� ; 
Dà� � 

NR 

?'.E@ ?'E@.NR.RR ,���� Æ�
� *�
�+�) ;�p� ; ��� !�%� NR 

?5.R? ?5R?.NR.ER *���/���� *	� � b� ví� (Backed) �pZp
(
��( 

D���, �
�� ��, 	 � ��,, *��/
��/	
	� C,�� 

NR 

?5R?.NR.BB �mm ví� (Backed) �pZp
(
��( D���, �
�� 

��, 	 � ��,, *��/
��/	
	� C,�� 

NR 

?5.EQ ?5EQ.NR.RR �pZ
(
��( »
�+�) ;�p� ; !�%� NR 

@N.EN @NEN.ER.RR *�U� NR 

@NEN.NR.EB *_����� _)� *Ë� NR 

@NEN.NR.BR �mm NR 

@NEN.BR.RR *�U� �+ �� NR 

@O.RE �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

Padlocks and locks (key, combination or 

electrically operated), of base metal; clasps 

and frames with clasps, incorporating locks, 

of base metal; keys for any of the foregoing 

articles, of base metal. 

NR 

@O.RB @ORB.BR.BB Other Stoppers 'Q 

@'.R? �	% 

@'.R@ 

@'R?.OE.ER 

@'R?.ON.ER 

@'R?.OO.ER 

@'R@.NR.ER 

`� *Þ, 
	
�n ��+ 
�à/
â î����� �
º� NR 

@'R?.OE.NR 

@'R?.ON.NR 

@'R?.OO.NR 

@'R@.NR.NR 

0� *Þ, 
	
�n ��+ 
�à/
â î����� �
º� NR 

@'.E' @'E'.QE.RR ENQ ;�+ 	 �� 
���� (+�}� *+
	�, *Û�, ;��, 

�
�%, ����, U�� ; Y�P� Dp� 

'Q 

@'E'.BR.ER Dp� �� !�%� 'Q 
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(Description of Goods) 

���, 

���� 

(%) 

(E) (N) (O) (') 

@'.EQ @'EQ.ER.BR 

@'EQ.NR.BR 

@'EQ.@E.BR 
@'EQ.@N.BR 
@'EQ.@O.BR 

(+�0
�� ��}� �	% �ï� ; CI �� �
�	��� �� 
£
	& �:
��, CI �� F",G�	 
���6 ,� !� � �� � 
Æ	
�np �:
�� �)��� 
���6,�) !�  

ERR 

 !�%�� 
 

 

@'EQ.BR.ER ����� �"	 C�+��� ��
�+ ERR 

@'EQ.BR.BR �mm !�%� 5R 

@'.E@ �,� 
��0,��,�,�  

(@'E@.5E.ER, 

@'E@.5B.ER, 
@'E@.5B.BO, 
@'E@.5B.BQ 

v�)�) 

*�
áU��+�, 
áU� �	% �(U�)� ��; 
�+ �\; 
*�
áU��a% D
� �0� 

OR 

@'.NE @'NE.NO.RR 

@'NE.NB.BR 


DÏ� NR 

@Q.R' @QR'.ON.RR Other transformer having a power handling 
capacity exceeding 1 kVA but not exceeding 
16 kVA 

NR 

@QR'.OO.RR Other transformer having a power handling 
capacity exceeding 16 kVA but not exceeding 
500 kVA 

NR 

@Q.R5 @QR5.ER.RR |�
�U �� �à�� v+�) NR 

@QR5.OR.RR Mercuric oxide battery NR 

@QR5.'R.RR Silver oxide battery NR 

@QR5.QR.RR Lithium battery NR 

@QR5.5R.RR Air-zinc battery NR 

@QR5.@R.RR Other primary cells and primary batteries NR 

@Q.R? @QR?.ER.RR  �)� �
�� v+�) ; ���,
®, �p�H��+� NR 

@QR?.NR.BR Other lead acid accumulators NR 

@Q.RB @QRB.'R.RR Blender, Mixer and Grinder NR 
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���, 

���� 

(%) 
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@Q.ER @QER.ER.RR Shavers NR 

@QER.NR.RR Hair clippers NR 

@QER.OR.RR Hair-removing appliances NR 

@Q.E5 @QE5.5R.RR Other ovens; cookers, cooking plates, boiling 

rigns, grillers and roasters 

NR 

@Q.EB @QEB.NR.RR ,���, v%,��+, v%, ,� �, *+�,� ��p
P b� 0
�� 
��� *�,
� �% 	 
���
��
�% ����+�,   ��6 � Æ�
� 

NR 

@QEB.OR.RR +6 � *+	�� (��,� �-*�,), ��6 � Æ�
� NR 

@QEB.@E.NR  �mm ��� *�,
� �% 	 
���
��
�% ����+� 
(|V��a,, ��a,p� �"	 *�
(,��� 
(
�� 
v	��,�)), ��6 � Æ�
� 

NR 

@QEB.@B.NR �mm ��� *�,
� �% 	 
���
��
�% ����+�, ��6 � 
Æ�
� 

NR 

@Q.NE �,� 
��0,��,�,� 


G
�; *�,
� �% 	 
��
��
�% �� !��
�, 
G
�; 
a���}� ��, 	 � ��, 

NR 

@Q.NN @QNN.BR.NR *���� 
���� �
,�+ *	� � (@Q.NE *�
�%K� ���� Um) NR 

@Q.NO @QNO.QN.RR ð+ � ,� �� ER 

@Q.N? @QN?.EN.RR  ��,+ ��U *�
�; ,p��+ *Ü��, ��6 � Æ�
� NR 

@QN?.NE.RR  ��� *�,
� �% 	 �l�P��� !� �%�!
U� *(+�V�)�� 
v	�� ���!V) 	
���� �
� Y� 0��i( ��� �� � 
*�
�; �ñ0� {�,!�, *�
�; *+
��D� 	 *�
�; 
*+
�{D {��6 �i( !���� ��� *�,
� �% 	 ��� 

���
��
�% !��
���,  ��6 � Æ�
� 

ER 

@QN?.BE.RR ��� *�,
� �% 	 �l�P��� !� �%�!
U� 	
���� �
� 
Y� 0��i( �� � �mm *�
�; �ñ0� {�, !�, 
*�
�; *+
��D� 	 *�
�; *+
�{D {��6 �i( !���� 
��� *�,
� �% 	 ��� ¶�� �l�P�i( !��
��� 

ER 

@Q.N@ @QN@.?N.RR �
X� *+
�
G��  NR 

@Q.NB @QNB.BR.NE 

@QNB.BR.NB 

a
G ,� ��� *+
�
G�� �+ �È (a
G �l�P�,�) 
�� 
v�)� �mm C(P
�� *i��) 

NR 

@QNB.BR.OE *���� 
���� �
,�+ *	� � @Q.N? �	% @Q.N@ *�
�%K� 
���� Um (Gp+ *�
Un� � a
G �l�P�,�) �
�J� 
,��, C(P
�� *i��) 

OR 

@QNB.BR.OB *���� 
���� �
,�+ *	� � @Q.N? �	% @Q.N@ *�
�%K� 
���� Um (�mm C(P
�,�, ,��, C(P
���) 

NR 
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����( �%/     

(Heading) 

�(º»¥6 � 

�(,�6 *,� 

(H.S. Code) 

���>��� 
		�6 

(Description of Goods) 

���, 

���� 

(%) 

(E) (N) (O) (') 

@Q.O5 @QO5.QR.RR Other switches NR 

@QO5.5E.RR Lamp-holders NR 

@QO5.5B.ER 

@QO5.5B.BR 

Plugs and sockets NR 

@QO5.?R.RR Connectors for optical fibres, optical fibre 
bundles or cables 

ER 

@QO5.BR.ER 

@QO5.BR.BR 

Other apparatus ER 

@Q.OB @QOB.NE.BR Tungsten halogen ER 

@QOB.NN.RR 

@QOB.NB.BR 

C�®G����+/��á-*�� �\ v�)� �mm 
D��(� 
�\� �mm 

NR 

@QOB.OE.BR ��
U� *�
G% �\ v�)� �mm ò�����, �+ ,p�"� 

�\ 

'Q 

@QOB.ON.BR 

@QOB.OB.BR 

�
��,+� ���+ �\ ; ��)iV�� v	w� �\ 

v�)� �mm (,��), *�
��( 	 *(+� �p��� �\ 

ER 

@Q.'N @Q'N.OB.ER 
�( ,� � NR 

IL.NE ILNE.40.00 Electronic cigarettes and similar personal 

electric vaporising devices 

ERR 

@Q.'' @Q''.EB.BR ��
�% ;�p�� �mm NR 

@Q''.NR.RR 
b-�i 
	
�n (co-axial) �� �	% �mm 
b-�i 


	
�n (co-axial) Æ	`p
�, �
�	�) 

OR 

@Q''.'N.RR Other electric conductors for a voltage not 

exceeding 1,000 V fitted with connectors 

NR 

@Q''.?R.RR Optical fibre cables ER 

@Q.'Q @Q'Q.BR.BR �\ ,	 ��, v+�) ,	 ��, �	% ���,
®,p� ,�U 
v	w� �mm �� 

ER 

@?.RN @?RN.ER.'E Human hauler OR 

@?RN.ER.'B Microbus,  having a seating capacity not 

exceeding 15, including the driver 

NR 

@?RN.BR.'R Motor vehicles built-up, having a seating 

capacity not exceeding 15, including the 

driver 

NR 
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����( �%/     

(Heading) 

�(º»¥6 � 

�(,�6 *,� 

(H.S. Code) 

���>��� 
		�6 

(Description of Goods) 

���, 

���� 

(%) 

(E) (N) (O) (') 

IP.9E ���j< 

�!&,��,�	
_ 

*(+� V�) �	% �mm *(+�!�, *_�� ;�V���:  

(1) !�k��� .�]
 ��l
/ �n o!�
� 29 

 (8) �p� � q��� !�k��� &
� �r
	 ���"< �����( ' 
Z
]
�% &
��� .�]
 ��l
/�n o!�
�  

29 

(3) !���s	 Z
]
�% &
��� �$
]� g
�t 29 

 (N) ��6 � Æ�
� *(+� V�) ; �mm *(+�!�, *_�� 
;�V��� (��
�� *(+�!�, �p:¾��° �	% ���
ó, 
v+�) 0
�� *(+� V
� v�)�): 

 

(	) ����u
� 	v
�
��i 1O99 ���� �� �w ($
!�x
�
� 
Z�%�) 

NL 

(>) ����u
� 	v
�
��i 1O91 �!�� 8999 ���� �� �w 
($
!�x
�
� Z�%�) 

199 

(g) ����u
� 	v
�
��i 8991 ���� �!�� E999 ���� �� �w  8L9 

(A) ����u
� 	v
�
��i E991 ���� �!�� N999 ���� �� �w  L99 

(y) ����u
� 	v
�
��i N999 ���� �� ��z� L99 

(&) ����u
� 	v
�
��i 1I99 ���� �� �w $
!�x
�
� 89 

(`) ����u
� 	v
�
��i 1I91 ���� �!�� 8999 ���� �� �w 
$
!�x
�
� 

NL 

 
	}� (
��,
�) *(+� V�), *(+� !�, *_�� ;�V� ; 
U)� V�) ��: 

 

(,) 
�
��� ,p�
�a E5RR 
�
� �! �] 89 

(�) 
�
��� ,p�
�a E5RE 
�
� ���� NRRR 
�
� 
�! �] 

NL 

(V) 
�
��� ,p�
�a NRRE 
�
� ���� ORRR 
�
� 

�! �] 

1L9 

(W) 
�
��� ,p�
�a ORRE 
�
� ���� 'RRR 
�
� 

�! �] 

EL9 

(X) 
�
��� ,p�
�a 'RRR 
�
� �� ��²� L99 

IP.9E ���j<  

�!&,��, �	
_ 

��ô6 � Æ�
� ��
�� *(+� V�) ; �mm *(+�!�, 

*_�� ;�V���: 

 

(,) 
�
��� ,p�
�a E@RR 
�
� �� �w ($
!�x
�
� 

Z�%�) 

89 
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����( �%/     

(Heading) 

�(º»¥6 � 

�(,�6 *,� 

(H.S. Code) 

���>��� 
		�6 

(Description of Goods) 

���, 

���� 

(%) 

(E) (N) (O) (') 

(�) 
�
��� ,p�
�a E@RE 
�
� ���� NRRR 
�
� �� �w 
($
!�x
�
� Z�%�) 

NL 

(V) 
�
��� ,p�
�a NRRE 
�
� ���� NQRR 
�
� �� �w 
($
!�x
�
� Z�%�) 

O9 

(V) 
�
��� ,p�
�a NQRE 
�
� ���� ORRR 
�
� �� �w 
($
!�x
�
� Z�%�) 

199 

(W) 
�
��� ,p�
�a ORRE 
�
� ���� 'RRR 
�
� �� �w 
($
!�x
�
� Z�%�) 

1L9 

(X) 
�
��� ,p�
�a 'RRR 
�
� �� ��²� ($
!�x
�
� 
Z�%�) 

EL9 

(0) 
�
��� ,p�
�a E@RR 
�
� �� �w (��9	� 9 

(Y) 
�
��� ,p�
�a E@RE ���� NRRR 
�
� �� �w 
(��9	� 

E9 

(() ����u
� 	v
�
��i 2001 �
 �{z� (��9	� O9 

IP.9N ���j<  

�!&,��, �	
_ 

��6 � Æ�
� 4p��( 0� P�U 
	
�n �	� *,
	� 
�,-

C�: 

 

����u
� 	v
�
��i 1O99 ���� �� �w NL 

����u
� 	v
�
��i 1O91 ���� �!�� 8999 ���� �� �w O9 

����u
� 	v
�
��i 8991 ���� �!�� E999 ���� �� �w O9 

����u
� 	v
�
��i E991 ���� �!�� N999 ���� �� �w EL9 


�
��� ,p�
�a 'RRR 
�
� �� ��²� L99 

IP.9O ���j<  

�!&,��, �	
_ 

Chassis fitted with engines, for the motor 

vehicles of  headings  87.03: 

 

(E) `� *Þ, 
	
�n ��+ 
�à/ 
â î�����  �
º�}� 
*0
�� 

89 

(N) 0� *Þ, 
	
�n ��+ 
�à/ 
â î�����  �
º�}� 
*0
�� 

89 

(O) 
�
��� ,p�
�a E@RR 
�
� �� �w (��9	� 89 

(') 
�
��� ,p�
�a E@RE 
�
� ���� NRRR 
�
� �� �w 
(��9	� 

NL 

(Q) �mm *(+� V�), *(+� !�, *_�� ;�V� ; U)� 
V�)��� 
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����( �%/     

(Heading) 

�(º»¥6 � 

�(,�6 *,� 

(H.S. Code) 

���>��� 
		�6 

(Description of Goods) 

���, 

���� 

(%) 

(E) (N) (O) (') 

(,) 
�
��� ,p�
�a E5RR 
�
� �� �w 89 

(�) 
�
��� ,p�
�a E5RE 
�
� ���� NRRR 
�
� �� �w O9 

(V) 
�
��� ,p�
�a NRRE 
�
� ���� ORRR 
�
� �� �w 1L9 

(W) 
�
��� ,p�
�a ORRE 
�
� ���� 'RRR 
�
� �� �w E99 

(X) 
�
��� ,p�
�a 'RRR 
�
� �� ��²� EL9 

IP.9O ���j<  

�!&,��, �	
_ 

Chassis fitted with engines, for the double 

cabin pick-up of headings  87.04 : 

 

(,) 
�
��� ,p�
�a E5RR 
�
� �� �w 89 

(�) 
�
��� ,p�
�a E5RE 
�
� ���� NRRR 
�
� �� �w NL 

(V) 
�
��� ,p�
�a NRRE 
�
� ���� ORRR 
�
� �� �w O9 

(W) 
�
��� ,p�
�a ORRE 
�
� ���� 'RRR 
�
� �� �w 899 

(X) 
�
��� ,p�
�a 'RRR 
�
� �� ��²� E99 

IP.9P IP9P.19.99 Bodies for the vehicles of heading 87.03 45 

IP.11  Motorcycles, in CBU with four-stroke 
engine: 

 

8711.10.11 

8711.10.91 

(,) 
�
��� ,p�
�a QR 
�
� �� �w 60 

8711.20.11 

8711.20.31 

8711.20.39 

8711.20.59 

(�) 
�
��� ,p�
�a QE 
�
� ���� NQR 
�
� �� �w 

8711.30.10 

8711.30.90 

(V) 
�
��� ,p�
�a NQE 
�
� ���� QRR 
�
� �� �w 100 

8711.N0.10 

8711.N0.90 

(W) 
�
��� ,p�
�a QRE 
�
� ���� @RR 
�
� �� �w 100 

8711.L0.10 

8711.L0.90 

(X) 
�
��� ,p�
�a @RR 
�
� �� ��²� 100 

 Motorcycles, in CKD with four-stroke 

engine: 

 

8711.10.21 

8711.10.92 

(,) 
�
��� ,p�
�a QR 
�
� �� �w 20 
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����( �%/     

(Heading) 

�(º»¥6 � 

�(,�6 *,� 

(H.S. Code) 

���>��� 
		�6 

(Description of Goods) 

���, 

���� 

(%) 

(E) (N) (O) (') 

8711.20.21 

8711.20.41 

8711.20.49 

(�) 
�
��� ,p�
�a QE 
�
� ���� NQR 
�
� �� �w 

 Motorcycles, in CBU/CKD with Two-stroke 

engine : 

 

8711.10.19 

8711.10.29 

8711.10.99 

(,) 
�
��� ,p�
�a QR 
�
� �� �w 250 

8711.20.19 

8711.20.29 

8711.20.51 

8711.20.52 

(�) 
�
��� ,p�
�a QE 
�
� ���� NQR 
�
� �� �w 

8711.30.20 (V) 
�
��� ,p�
�a NQE 
�
� ���� QRR 
�
� �� �w 

8711.N0.20 (W) 
�
��� ,p�
�a QRE 
�
� ���� @RR 
�
� �� �w 

8711.L0.20 (X) 
�
��� ,p�
�a @RR 
�
� �� ��²� 

@?.EN @?EN.RR.RR �!
�, 	�-���,� ; �mm ���,� (��
�G�) 

®����,���) 

NR 

@?.E' @?E'.ER.NR *(+� ���,��� ^��� Ø%, NR 

 @?E'.BN.ER �!
�, 	�-���,� ; �mm ���,��� 0,� 
�( ; 

*Ç, 

NR 

BR.RO BRRO.EE.RR 

BRRO.EB.RR 

Frames and mountings for spectacles, goggles 

or the like 

ER 

BR.R' �,� 
��0,��,�,� 

Spectacles, goggles and the like, corrective 

protective or other 

ER 

BO.RN BORN.RR.BR 
�G�	� ; 
���: �mm EQR 

BO.RO �mm C�õ�ö�  

BORO.ER.BR 

BORO.NR.BR 

BORO.OR.BR 

BORO.BR.BR 

�mm ERR 
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����( �%/     

(Heading) 

�(º»¥6 � 

�(,�6 *,� 

(H.S. Code) 

���>��� 
		�6 

(Description of Goods) 

���, 

���� 

(%) 

(E) (N) (O) (') 

BO.R' BOR'.RR.BR �mm �ö� �pa% *D����� ,��, C(P
��� match 

weapon v�)� �mm �ö 

ERR 

BO.RQ �,�  

��0,��,�,� 

BO.RE *"�, BO.R' *�
�%K� ���� !�%� ; ��à�
�U ERR 

BO.R5 �,�  

��0,��,�,� 
(BOR5.NB.ER 

v�)�) 

*	(, *{���, +�� ���, (��, 
(��� �	% �(U�)� *V� 
	ªP (�pa% *D����� *"�, C(P
��� *Ç+ �� 
*V�	ªP v�)�) 

ERR 

BO.R? BOR?.RR.BR ��	�), *Y�, �
��, 	� � �	% �(U�)� ��� �mm ERR 

B'.RE B'RE.NR.ER Seats of a kind used for motorcycle NR 

B'RE.OE.RR 

B'RE.OB.RR 

Swivel seats with variable height adjustment 'Q 

B'RE.5E.RR 

B'RE.5B.RR 

Other seats, with wooden frames 'Q 

B'RE.?E.RR 

B'RE.?B.RR 

Other seats with metal frames  'Q 

B'RE.@R.RR Other seats 'Q 

B'RE.BE.RR Parts of seats : Of wood ER 

 B'RE.BB.RR Parts of seats : Other ER 

B'.RO �,� 
��0,��,�,� 
(B'RO.NR.ER, 
B'RO.NR.NR, 
B'RO.NR.OR,  
B'RO.5R.ER, 
B'RO.5R.NR 

v�)�) 

C�		�� ; !�%� 

NR 

B'.R' B'R'.NE.RR Mattresses of cellular rubber or plastics, 
whether or not covered 

NR 

B'.RQ B'RQ.EE.RR Chandeliers and other electric ceiling or wall 
lighting fittings, exculding those of a kind 
used for lighting public open spaces or 
thorough fares : Dsigned for use solely with 
light-emmiting diod (LED) light sources 

5R 

 B'RQ.EB.RR Other electric lighting fittings 5R 
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����( �%/     

(Heading) 

�(º»¥6 � 

�(,�6 *,� 

(H.S. Code) 

���>��� 
		�6 

(Description of Goods) 

���, 

���� 

(%) 

(E) (N) (O) (') 

 B'RQ.NE.RR 

B'RQ.NB.RR 

B'RQ.OE.RR 

B'RQ.OB.RR 

B'RQ.'E.BR 

B'RQ.'N.RR 

B'RQ.'B.BR 

B'RQ.QR.BR 

B'RQ.BE.ER 

B'RQ.BE.BR 

B'RQ.BN.ER 

B'RQ.BN.BR 

B'RQ.BB.ER 

B'RQ.BB.BR 

Lamps and lighting fittings including 

searchlights and spotlights and parts thereof, 

not elsewhere specified or included; 

illuminated signs, illuminated name-plates and 

the like, having a permanently fixed light 

source, and parts thereof not elsewhere 

specified or included. 

'Q 

BQ.RO �,� 

��0,��,�,� 

Tricycles, scooters, pedal cars and similar 

wheeled toys; dolls’ carriages; dolls; other 

toys; reduced-size ("scale") models and 

similar recreational models, working or not 

NR 

BQ.R' BQR'.'R.RR Playing cards ER 

BQ.RQ BQRQ.BR.RR Carnival or other entertainment articles NR 

B5.RO B5RO.NE.RR *��� *Ü+ ���� �,� �,� Ã" �� NR 

B5.EO B5EO.ER.RR Pocket lighters, gas fuelled, non-refillable ER 

B5EO.NR.RR Pocket lighters, gas fuelled, refillable ER 

B5EO.@R.RR Other lighters ER 

B5.EB B5EB.RR.RR Sanitary towels (pads) and tampons, napkins 

and napkin liners for babies and similar 

articles, of any material. 

'Q”। 
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(�) *+
	�-N �� ,�( (E) ��- 

(�) 
���( �%/ NN.RN �	% ��� 
	��)�� ,�( (N), (O) ; (') � �
�
�� 

�
=�>��� �
�	��� 
�� � 
���( �%/ ; �
=�>� �
��
�� ���	, !":- 

 

“NN.RN NNRN.ER.RR ,	 ����+� *	G��U 

[	%��P� (� (
	
��� 

EENO:NREO) �o��� 
�& �
�� 

(�� ��P� �:
�� ��)� 

!��� ,p�D���� (� ��	 �ø 

E'Q 
(
�{(/�
� 
�+�] 

NQ 

 

NNRN.BB.RR 	%��P� (� (
	
��� 

EENO:NREO) �o��� �%ú
�� 

,	 ����+�  *	G���U� Um 


�& �
�� (�� ��P� ���i 


G3�� (�� ��P� �:
�� 

��)� 

OQ 

 

 

”; 

 

(C) 
���( �%/ OB.NO �	% ��� 
	��)�� ,�( (N), (O) ; (') � �
�
�� 

�
=�>� 
	Z[ ���	। 

 

@O। NREN ���� '? �% C���� ��)� �D
���� �%��&�।— �� C���� ��)� �D
�� ��- 

 

(,) *+
	�-E (‘��-,’->�, C����!q ��) �� ,�( (E) ��- 

 

(�) 
���( �%/ EB.RQ �	% ��� 
	��)�� ,�( (N), (O) ; (') � �
�
�� 

�
=�>��� �
�	��� 
�� � 
���( �%/ �	% �
=�>� �
��
�� ���	, 

!":- 

“EB.RQ �%
�n  

��0�� *,� 

*(
��� ��� 
	x+ Q% 

EB.RQ �%
�n  

��0�� *,� 

��� Æ�
� 
	x+ (�
� *,
U 

EQR +, >�(��� û�²�) 

Q% 

EB.RQ �%
�n  

��0�� *,� 

*,, (�
� *,
U NQR +, 

>�(��� û�²�) 

 Q%”; 

(C) 
���( �%/ '@.E@ �	% ��� 
	��)�� ,�( (O) � �
�
�� �
= (') �� 

�� 
�� � �
= (Q) �%�!
U� ���	, !":- 

 

“�p� +;���/*��� +;���/ 
å
�,� *	� 
�+”;  
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(�) *+
	�-E (‘��-�’->�, C����!q *�	) �� ,�( (E) �� 
���( �%/ SRRE�	% 

���P� 
	��)�� ,�( (N), (O) ; (') � �
�
�� �
=�>��� �
�	��� 
�� � 
���( 

�%/ �	% �
=�>� �
��
�� ���	, !":- 

 

“SRRE S�RE.NR *����� (*	�(
�, 
	(� �
�	�6 ; �! �+� 

(�6���� �
�,K� 
�� ��, 	 �ü²� 

(��� C	
�, *��+�� �	
�� *�ý���, 

(�P� 	� �:
�� C	
�, *��+�� �	
�� 

*�ý��� �	% (�P� 	� C�Y �(� *�ý��� 

v�)�) 

Q% 

 

 

 

 

”; 

 

(V) *+
	�-O (‘��-�’->�, C����!q *�	) �� ,�( (E) ��- 

 

(�) 
���( �%/ SRRE �	% ��� 
	��)�� ,�( (N), (O) ; (') � �
�
�� 

�
=�>� 
	Z[ ���	; �	% 

 

(C) 
���( �%/ SRO5�	% ���P� 
	��)�� ,�( (N), (O) ; (') � �
�
�� 

�
=�>��� �
�	��� 
�� � 
���( �%/ ; �
=�>� �
��
�� ���	, !":- 

 

“SRO5 S�O5.NR �)��� 
��
�� 	 ��oÀ� 

*��!� �
G �� 

ER%”; 

(W) *+
	�-' (‘��-,’->�, C����!q ��) �� ,�( (E) ��- 

 

(�) 
���( �%/ Q'.RN *"�, Q'.ER �	% QQ.EN *"�, QQ.E5 �	% �l
	��)�� 

,�( (N), (O) ; (') � �
�
�� �
=�>��� �
�	��� !"9�( 
�� � 
���( 

�%/�>� �	% �
=�>� �
��
�� ���	, !":- 

 

“Q'.RN ���� 

Q'.ER 

�	% 

QQ.EN ���� 

QQ.E5 

�,�  

��0.��. 

*,� 

�
�( þ� (man made 

fibre) �	% �mm þ��� 

�%
(�6 Æ�
� ��� �, !�� 

(�T �
�( þ��� C
&,p 

�
���Y   

O (
��) 

+,/ 

�
� 

*,
U”; 
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(C) 
���( �%/ ?N.EO ���� ?N.E5 �	% �l
	��)�� ,�( (N), (O) ; (') � 
�
�
�� �
=�>��� �
�	��� 
�� � 
���( �%/�>� �	% �
=�>� 
�
��
�� ���	, !":-  
“?N.EO 
���� 
?N.E5 

�,� 
��0�� 
*,� 

�(,�� *��� 

(,) C(P
�/��)�G�	 �%��)� 

�-*���	� ×p� ���� ����� 
�(.�� ��  

E'RR +,  

(�
� *(: +�) 

  (�) C(P
���/��)�G�	 
�%��)� *(��+	� ×p� ���� 
����� �,� �,� 
	��+ ; 
��V+ 

ENRR +, 
(�
� *(: +�) 

  (V) 
	��+/ ��V+ ���� ����� 
�(.��. �� 

ENRR +, 
(�
� *(: +�) 

  (W) VP �/�(��+	� ×p� ���� 
����� ��V+/
	��+ �	% 
��V+/
	��+ ���� ����� 
�(.��. �� 

NNRR +, 
(�
� *(: +�) 

 
(X) *+
	�-' (‘��-�’ — >�, C����!q *�	) �� ,�( (E) � �
�
�� 
���( �%/ 

SREN�	% ���P� 
	��)�� ,�( (N), (O) ; (') � �
�
�� �
=�>��� �
�	��� 
�� � 
�%/ ; �
=�>� �
��
�� ���	, !":- 

 
“SREN S�EN.NR 
�( ,� � 	e-SIM 

��	��,�) 
NRR +, (�
�a 
�( 

,� � 	 �
�a e-SIM) 
 
(0) �o��P (O) �� �� 
�� � 4�� �o��P (') �%�!
U� ���	, !":- 

“(') 
�& �
�� ��� ; �k
� �
���� ����i ,
��� ��,
� v	���� *i�� 
>�, �� ���	 E.Q ��%�।”। 

�4$ ./
  
 

�D
��-1 
 

[. � �!�, 2082 �� #
�
 M }<Z] 
 

[Customs Act, 1969 (Act No. IV of 1969) �� 

FIRST SCHEDULE�� ���F
��] 
 

“FIRST SCHEDULE 

[Bangladesh Customs Tariff] 

(see section 18) 
 

(�	;
�� ��}�)” 

”; 

”; 
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�D
��-2 
 

�"( �%� 
 

(�" � C��, NRNN �� &� Q' Inv)  
 

E j��, NRNN �
��� C�k ,� 	l���� Um C�,��� �� 
 

�o��P-, 

 

Income-tax Ordinance, 1984 (Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984) �� section 2(46) 

� �%ú
�� v
�V�6� (person) (�T �
�	�) 	%��P�)�� �,� �G
	,v
� (individual), 
�� �
	G� 

�
�	� ; �%�)P
� D�( �� *i�� *(+ C��� ��� C�,��� �� 
�� � ���	, !":- 

 

*(+ C� ��  

(,)  �"(   O,RR,RRR/- +, �! �] *(+ C��� ��� -- �m  

(�)  ��	�¨ E,RR,RRR/- +, �! �] *(+ C��� ��� -- Q%  

(V)  ��	�¨ O,RR,RRR/- +, �! �] *(+ C��� ��� -- ER%  

(W)  ��	�¨ ',RR,RRR/- +, �! �] *(+ C��� ��� -- EQ%  

(X) ��	�¨ Q,RR,RRR/- +, �! �] *(+ C��� ���-- NR%  

(0)  �	
�n *(+ C��� ��� -- NQ%   : 

 

��	 ��� "�, *!,- 

 

(,) ��)� 
���� ,�P�, (
�� ,�P� �	% 5Q 	l�� 	 �ü²� 	���� ,�P�� ,�H� 

C��� �)( ���	 O,QR,RRR/- +,; 

(�) �
�	2)v
� ,�P�� ,�H� C��� �)( ���	 ',QR,RRR/- +,; 

(V) *V�U+K� }k�� H
��!k ,�P�� ,�H� C��� �)( ���	 ',?Q,RRR/- +,; 

(W) *,�� �
�	2) v
�� 
��(� 	 C��oV �
GG	�,� ���p, �]� 	 *���� Um 

,�H� C��� �)( QR,RRR/- +,� �
&, ���	; �
�	2) v
�� 
�� ; (� �G��� 

,�P� ���� *!�,�� �,U� �� £
	& *GV ,
��	�; 

(X) 4p��( ,��� �
�(6 *,�� G�	� 
�� �� 	
6 �� ���� ,( ���	 �, !":- 

 

��,� 
		�6 4p��( ,��� �� 

(+,) 

´, �d� 
�a ,�� ����� , ´, P
i6 
�a ,�� ����� ; 

0�{( 
�a ,�� ����� ��,� �	
�� ,�P� 

Q,RRR/- 

�mm 
�a ,�� ����� ��,� �	
�� ,�P� ',RRR/- 


�a ,�� ����� v�)� �mm ��,� �	
�� ,�P� O,RRR/- 
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(0) *,�� ,�P� !
P �� �3� ��, (less developed area) 	 �	�0�� ,( �3� 

��,� (least developed area) �	
�� *,�� �I 	 �a� 
���� (
�, �� �	% 

�� �a� 
���� Iv
P �l�P�� 
���
U� "�,�, �� ���� 
�
� �� �I 	 �a� 


�� ���� �½ �� C��� ��� 
��	
6 �� ��� C�,� *��� �G ,
��	�, !" :- 

 

 
		�6 *����� �� 

(�) *!�i�� �%
�n 	l���� �l�P��� �
�(6 

¥	 �	�¨ 	l���� �l�P��� �
�(�6� Ò��� 

EQ% �� �
&,, 
,r NQ% �� �
&, ��� 

*���i�� �� C��� ��� 

��P� C�,��� Q%; 

   

(C) *!�i�� �%
�n 	l���� �l�P��� �
�(6 

¥	 �	�¨ 	l���� �l�P��� �
�(�6� Ò��� 

NQ% �� �
&, �� 

*���i�� �� C��� ��� 

��P� C�,��� ER%। 

 

(Y) 	%��P�� �
�	�) (�
�	�) 	%��P
� v�)�) �� � �,� ,�P�� Um �� �o��P 

��!Up ���	 �;  

 

v/।- �� �o���P- 

 

(E)  �
�	2) v
� (person with disability) 	
��� �
�	2) v
�� �
&,� ; £�i 

C��, NREO (NREO ���� OB �% C��) �� &� OE *(��	, �
�	2) 
����	 
�	
2� 

v
��, ¯±��	; �	% 

(N)  ‘‘�	�0�� ,( �3� ��, (least developed area)’’ 	 ‘‘�� �3� ��, (less 

developed area)’’ �" � Income tax Ordinance, 1984 (Ordinance No. 

XXXVI of 1984) �� section 45 �� sub-section (2A) �� clauses (b) 

�	%(c) �� 
	&� �o��� *	� � ,��, 
�
P �n�� �	�0�� ,( �3� ��, (least 

developed area) 	 �� �3� ��, (less developed area)। 
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�o��P-� 

 

*,\
�, v
�-�%W, C���� b� ën �
�( v
� �	% �mm C��)�d !��P� *i�� �o��P-, 

��!Up ���	 � *�� �,� ���p, ,�P�, !��P� *i�� Income-tax Ordinance, 1984 (Ordinance No. 

XXXVI of 1984) �o!�) C�,� C��
�� ��- 

 

(E) ‘‘*! *,\
�� *�
U
Þ�� �
D� 	%��P�� �	
�� *�� *,\
� ���� �� 
�
G��� C� 

v
����, �m’’ �	 � �,� C��� ���- 
     

 (,)  PD (�), (V), (W) �	% (X) *� 	
6 �� *,\
��>��� 

*i� v�)�- 

 

  (�) �� � ���p,a publicly traded 

company *,\
�� !��P� 

�
���
&� >�&��� ER% �� �
&, 

*��� IPO (Initial Public 

Offering) �� (T�( ��]
�� 

����Y ���P� *i��-  

�� C��� NR% : 

 

��	 ��� "�, *!, �,� 

�,� C� ; �
[ �	% 

���p, �,, *���P�� ��0 

�i +,� �
&, ; 	
� �, 

�	 ��(+ Y
�� �i +,� 

û�²� �,� �,� v� ; 


	
���V v%, ®°D��� 

(T�( �\3 ,
��� v" � 

���� ��
�-�� ,��� �� 

C��� NN.Q% ���	;  

  (C) �� � ���p,a publicly traded 

company *,\
�� !��P� 

�
���
&� >�&��� ER%  	 ER% 

�� ,( *��� IPO (Initial Public 

Offering) �� (T�( ��]
�� 

����Y ���P� *i��-  

�� C��� NN.Q% : 

 

��	 ��� "�, *!, �,� 

�,� C� ; �
[ �	% 

���p, �,, *���P�� ��0 

�i +,� �
&, ; 	
� �, 

�	 ��(+ Y
�� �i +,� 

û�²� �,� �,� v� ; 


	
���V v%, ®°D��� 

(T�( �\3 ,
��� v" � 

���� ��
�-�� ,��� �� 

C��� NQ% ���	;  
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  (�) �, v
� *,\
�� *i�� �� C��� NN.Q%; 

��	 ��� "�, *!, �,� 

�,� C� ; �
[ �	% 

���p, �,, *���P�� ��0 

�i +,� �
&, ; 	
� �, 

�	 ��(+ Y
�� �i +,� 

û�²� �,� �,� v� ; 


	
���V v%, ®°D��� 

(T�( �\3 ,
��� v" � 

���� ��
�-�� ,��� �� 

C��� NQ% ���	; 

  (c) �� � ���p,a *,\
�� *i�� 

!� publicly traded company 

���, �	% Income tax Ordinance, 

1984 (Ordinance No. XXXVI 

of 1984) �� section 2 �� clause 

(20) �� C;�&)� �mm 

*,\
�� *i��- 

�� C��� N?.Q%: 

 

��	 ��� "�, *!, �,� 

�,� C� ; �
[ �	% 

���p, �,, *���P�� ��0 

�i +,� �
&, ; 	
� �, 

�	 ��(+ Y
�� �i +,� 

û�²� �,� �,� v� ; 


	
���V v%, ®°D��� 

(T�( �\3 ,
��� v" � 

���� ��
�-�� ,��� �� 

C��� OR% ���	; 

     

 (�)   v%,, 	)( �
�J� ; C
" �, �
�J��>� ((�0 �� 

v%, v�)�): 

 

  (�) �� � ���p,a *,\
�� *i�� 

!� publicly traded company- 

�� C��� O?.Q%; 

 

  (C)  �� � ���p,a *,\
�� *i�� 

!� publicly traded company 

���: 

�� C��� 'R%; 

 (V)   (�0 �� v%, �� *i��- �� C��� O?.Q%; 

     

 (W) 
�V��+, 
	
�, UP �, ���� �,� �,� �(,U� �� 

���,�, *,\
�� *i��- 

�� C��� 'Q%; 
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 (X) *(	�� *D� ����+� *,\
�� *i�� - �� C��� 'Q%: 

��	 ��� "�, *!, 
*(	�� *D� ����+� 
*,\
� !
P ��� 
�
���
&� >�&��� 4p��( 
ER% *���, !�� (�T Pre 

Initial Public Offering 

Placement Q% �� �
&, 
"
,�� �
��	 �, _, 
�à�0�º� (T�( ��]� 
,��: Publicly traded 

company *�  �]
�� �� 
*�� *i�� ,��� �� ���	 
'R%: 

C�; ��� "�, *!, 
!
P �� � *,\
� ��� 
�
���
&� >�&��� 4p��( 
NR% *��� Initial Public 

Offering (IPO) �� (T�( 
��]� ,��, �� ���� 
�� � *,\
� �� ��]� 
�%
�n 	l��� ��!Up 
C�,��� ��� ER% ��� 
C�,� *��� �G ,
��	; 

(N) *,\
� �	% v
�-�%W ���, 	%��P�� �
�	�) (�
�	�) 	%��P
� 

v�)�) �� � �mm �,� ,�P�� *i�� C��� ��� ��!Up ,�- 

�� C��� OR%; 

(O) *,\
� ���, 
�V��+, 
	
�, UP �, ���� �,� �,� �(,U� �� 

���,�, �� � ,�P�� �� v	�� ���� �
U�� C��� ��� 

��!Up ,�- 

�� C��� 'Q%; 

(') *,\
� ���, v
�-�%W, C���� b� ën �
�( v
� �	% �mm 

,�����!q �d� *i�� C��� ��� ��!Up ,�- 

�� C��� N?.Q%; 

��	 ��� "�, *!, �,� 

�,� C� ; �
[ �	% 

���p, �,, *���P�� ��0 

�i +,� �
&, ; 	
� �, 

�	 ��(+ Y
�� �i +,� 

û�²� �,� �,� v� ; 


	
���V v%, ®°D��� 

(T�( �\3 ,
��� v" � 

���� ��
�-�� ,��� �� 

C��� OR% ���	। 
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(Q) �(	� �
(
� C��, NRRE (NRRE ���� '? �% C��) �o!�) 
�	
2� 

�(	� �
(
�� *i�� C��� ��� ��!Up ,�- 

�� C��� EQ%; 

(5) *	��,
� 
	y
	z��, *	��,
� *(
�,p� ,��U, *	��,
� 

*��� ,��U, *	��,
� �
º
��
�% ,��U 	 *,	�(� �©�}
� 


	��� 
�iP�� 
���
U� *	��,
� ,��U �� �½ �� C��� ��� 

��!Up ,�- 

�� C��� EQ%: 

 

v/।- �� �o���P “publicly traded company” 	
��� �� � *,�� �	
�, 
�
(�+� 

*,\
��, ¯±��	 !� *,\�) C��, EBB' (EBB' ���� E@ �% C��) �o��� 	%��P�� 
�	
2� �	% 

*! C� 	l���� C�,� 
�& ��6 ,� ���	 *�� C� 	l�� �(
[� ¥�	 � �� *,\
�a� *��� _, �à�0�º 

�
�,K� ����Y। 


b�)� �%� 
 

(�" � C��, NRNN �� &� QQ Inv) 
 

��0�U�� �� 
 

�o��P , 

�G
	, v
� ,�P� (assessee being individual) �� *i��, Income-tax Ordinance, 

1984 (Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984) �� section 80 �o!�) �
��\P, P� ; 

���0� 
		�6) (statement of assets, liabilities and expenses) *� �P
� �� 
��	
6 �� 
�\�P� 
G
d��, �� �o��P �� �&)� ��0U� �
�V6�� ¥�	 � 
�& �
�� ��P� ,��� ��� 

�� � ��� ��0U� ��P� ���	, !":- 
 

�\P ��0�U�� �� 

(,) �)+ �
��\�P� >�(� 
�� *,a +, �! �]- �m 

(�) �)+ �
��\�P� >�(� 
�� *,a +,� �
&, 
,r P� *,a +,� �
&, ���; 

	, 
�U ��( ��,� �
&, *(+� V
�   

	, *,�� 
�a ,�� ����� ��,� *(+ @,RRR 	V �̂ �+� �
&, C����� ��-�\
d 

ER% 

(V)  �)+ �
��\�P� >�(� P� *,a +,� �
&, 
,r 
	� *,a +,� �
&, ���- NR% 

(W)  �)+ �
��\�P� >�(� 
	� *,a +,� �
&, 
,r �S� *,a +,� �
&, 

���- 

OR% 

(X)  �)+ �
��\�P� >�(� �S� *,a +,� �
&, ����-  OQ% 
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v/।-�� �o���P-  
 
(E) “�)+ �
��\�P� >�(�” 	
��� Income-tax Ordinance, 1984 

(Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984) �� section 80 �o!�) �
��\P, 

P� ; ���0� 
		�6) (statement of assets, liabilities and expenses) 

*� �P� ���!q �)+ �
��\�P� >�(� (total net worth) ¯±��	; �	% 
 

(N) “*(+�V
�” 	
��� ���G+ ,�, U)� 	 (��9	� ¯±��	। 
 

�o��P � 
 


�V��+, 
	
�, UP �, ���� �,� �,� �(,U� �� ���,�, ,�P�� �� v	�� 
���� �
U�� C��� ��� N.Q% ��� ��0U� ��P� ���	। 
 

.<$ ./
  
 

�A
B�
 
 

 ��	
�, Provisional Collection of Taxes Act, 1931 (Act No. XVI of 

1931), .���� �[ Act ��� 
 ��=�>�, �� section 3 �� �H� 3$�
���, �! ����� 
��
��� Hb
 L, O, I, M, I1, I8 ' IE �� �;��� ��#
�
��% �
���3, (�?
� �, .����� 
	
� �	� 	�
 �$%&%� ' �� 
(�%  $�$ � �A
B�
 	���। 

 
 8। �! �A
B�
� ������3�� �[ Act �� section 4 �� sub-section (1) �� ��#
� 
.��
 % �! ����� ��
��� Hb
 L, O, I, M, I1, I8 ' IE �� ��#
�
��% .����� 	
� �	� 
�!��, ��� ��
��� Hb
 8, E, N, P, 19, 11, 18, 1E, 1N, 1L, 1O, 1P, 1I, 1M, 89, 81, 88, 8E, 
8N, 8L, 8O, 8P, 8I, 8M, E9, E1, E8, EE, EN, EL, EO, EP, EI, EM, N9, N1, N8, NE, NN, 
NL, NO, NP, NI, NM, L9, L1, L8, LE, LN, LL, LO, LP, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 
66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, PM ' I9 �� ��#
�
��% 1 C�
!, 
2082 �
���> 	
� �	� �!��। 
 
   �	, �$, ��� �
�
$ 
 ��&�। 
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